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The microelectronics industry has made remarkable progress with the 
development of integrated circuit (IC) technology which depends on the advance of 
micro-fabrication and integration techniques. On one hand, next-generation lithography 
(NGL) technologies which utilize extreme ultraviolet (EUV) and the state-of-art 193 nm 
immmersion and double patterning lithography have emerged as the promising 
candidates to meet the resolution requirements of the microelectronic industry roadmap. 
On the other hand, the development and advanced characterization of novel resist 
materials with the required critical imaging properties, such as high resolution, high 
sensitivity, and low line edge roughness (LER), is also indispensable. In conventional 
multi-component chemically amplified resist (CAR) system, the inherent incompatibility 
between small molecule photoacid generator (PAG) and the bulky polymer resin can lead 
to PAG phase separation, PAG aggregation, non-uniform PAG and acid distribution, as 
well as uncontrolled acid migration during the post-exposure baking (PEB) processes in 
the resist film. These problems ultimately create the tri-lateral tradeoff between achieving 
the desired lithography characteristics. Novel resist materials which can relief this 
constraint are essential and have become one of the most challenging issues for the 
implementation NGL technologies.  
This thesis work focuses on the development and characterization of novel resist 
materials for NGL technologies. In the first part of the thesis work, advanced 
characterization techniques for studying resist fundamental properties and lithographic 
performance are developed and demonstrated. These techniques provide efficient and 
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precise evaluations of PAG acid generation, acid diffusivity, and intrinsic resolution and 
LER of resist materials. The applicability of these techniques to the study of resist 
structure-function relationships are also evaluated and discussed. In the second part of the 
thesis work, the advanced characterization and development of a novel resist system, the 
polymer-bound-PAG resists, are reported. The advantages of direct incorporation of PAG 
functionality into the resist polymer main chain are investigated and illustrated through 
both experimental and modeling studies. The structure-function relationships between the 
fundamental properties of polymer-bound-PAG resists and their lithographic performance 
are also investigated. Recommendations on substantial future works for characterizing 




MICROELECTRONICS AND MICROLITHOGRAPHY 
 
1.1 Microelectronics 
 Integrated circuit (IC) technology has undergone rapid and dramatic 
improvements over the past 50 years. The rapid developments have led to the incredibly 
complex and powerful IC devices which are pervasive today in everything from 
computers to toaster ovens. In the early 1940s, electronic devices were originally 
composed of giant and cumbersome vacuum tubes which consumed large quantity of 
power, generated huge quantities of heat, and occupied huge amount of space to operate. 
The next revolution in electronic devices was the result of the invention of the world’s 
first transistor device, developed and demonstrated by Walter Bardeen, John Brattain, and 
William Shockley at Bell Labs in 1947.1-3 This originally macroscopic and crude device 
quickly led to the single field-effect transistor (FET) device that was composed of four 
terminals known as the gate, drain, source and body/substrate. The basic structure of a 
packaged device and a schematic of the internal device are shown in figure 1.1. The P-
type and N-type silicon regions are areas of the silicon substrate doped with electron 
acceptors (e.g. Boron) and donors (e.g. Phosphorus), respectively. By applying sufficient 
positive voltage bias on the gate electrode above a threshold value, the electrons in the P-
type silicon accumulate at the interface of the P-type silicon and the gate oxide insulator 
and create a conductive N-channel. This conductive channel extends and connects the 
source and the drain, and the electronic current is conducted through it when a voltage 
bias is applied to source and drain electrodes. By switching the gate voltage above and 
behold the threshold value, the transistor can be modulated between its ON (i.e. electrons 
flowing drain to source) and OFF (i.e. no current flow between source and drain).  This 
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simple electronic analog to a valve constitutes the basic functional device that helped 
usher in the era of modern microelectronics. 
 
 
Figure 1. 1 The structure of a single N-channel FET and the working function diagram. 
 
Despite the invention of the transistor prototype, the design and materials used for 
connections between transistors were still complex and unreliable, meaning that high-
volume and high-density fabrication could not be realized by using the original design 
concept.  The next big advance came when Jack Kilby and Robert Noyce invented the 
first monolithic IC fabrication technology which integrated all the necessary passive and 
active components into a single piece of semiconductor material (silicon or germanium). 
Monolithic IC technology solved many of the problems associated with the increase of 
circuit feature density, connections between devices, and mechanical fatigue of the solder 
joints.4  Monolithic technology opened the era of micro-fabrication for making solid-state 
devices, such as capacitors, inductors, transistors, and interconnects on the same piece of 
silicon. In this way, the space between devices can be greatly reduced and the density of 
active devices making up an electronic circuit can be increased many thousands times 
over that achievable with discrete or single-transistor device. A cross-section view of a 
scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of a modern microprocessor is shown in 
figure 1.2. The front-end processing includes the fabrication of high resolution poly gate 
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and contact structures at the individual transistor level of the IC structure (i.e. at the 
bottom of the layers near the silicon substrate) The back-end processing includes the 
construction of larger-sized contacts and interconnects above the transistor level that 




Figure 1. 2 SEM cross-section image of a die of an Intel mobile chip “Yonah”.5 
 
 The consistent trends of increasing transistor density and number in electronic 
devices was first observed and predicted by Intel Corporation® co-founder Gordon E. 
Moore in 1965, and his statements about this trend have now become the well known 
Moore’s Law.6 Moore’s Law essentially states that the number of transistors that can be 
inexpensively placed into an IC chip is increasing exponentially and doubles 
approximately every two years. Although originally based on a very limited set of device 
data over only a few generations of IC devices, this trend has continued for more than 
half a century and is not expected to stop at least for another decade and perhaps much 
longer.7 Today, commercially available IC devices integrate more than one hundred 
million transistors in a single chip, quite an improvement over the single isolated 
transistor first developed in 1947. Intel Corporation® announced the first quad-core 
processor which integrates more than 800 million transistors fabricated using so-called 45 
nm high-k metal gate silicon technology in the fourth quarter of the year 2006.8  This 45 
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nm technology provides nearly doubled transistor capacity in the same silicon space as 
compared to the previous 65 nm technology generation announced in early 2005, as well 
as higher device performance and reduced leakage power. The continuous shrinking 
down of transistor size not only delivers greater performance leaps in succeeding 
generations of  modern electronic devices, but also provides the dramatic breakthroughs 
observed in energy consumption efficiency over time. 
 
1.2 Microlithography 
The fabrication of high density IC devices today requires manufacturing methods 
that possess nanometer scale resolutions. The ability to manufacture ever smaller 
transistor circuit elements that are critical to IC technology progression has been enabled 
by advancements in the microlithography techniques and materials used to pattern 
hierarchical layers which make up the functionality of IC devices. Microlithography 
refers to the process involved in transferring the desired micro- or nano-scale patterns 
from a designed circuit pattern to each layer of a semiconductor device. Microlithography 
involves a variety of steps ranging from mask making to the final development of relief 
images in a soft-masking layer coated on a substrate that will be used in subsequent 
etching or implementation steps to template the operation. The process steps in 
microlithography are conceptually very simple, as shown in figure 1.3. The substrate is 
first spin-coated with a polymer thin film material called a photoresist. Photoresist is 
typically an organic material designed such that exposure to radiation can change the 
physiochemical properties of the photoresist and enable the solubility switch of the 
photoresist film in appropriate solvents or aqueous-base solutions. The desired circuit 
pattern, which has been previously made on a photomask or reticle, is transferred to this 
photoresist film via exposure through the photomask using a lithography tool (e.g. 
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projection stepper or projection scanner) equipped with a radiation source (e.g. ultraviolet 
(UV) radiation generated by a Hg/Xe lamp). A development process which selectively 
removes the photoresist film via the solubility difference of the exposed and unexposed 
regions is then performed by soaking or spraying the photoresist film in a developing 
solution. The patterned photoresist film is used as a masking layer (i.e. a soft-mask) to 
protect and isolate the covered regions of the substrate from processes such as plasma dry 
etching and ion implementation. The photoresist layer is finally stripped away from the 
substrate to complete patterning of a layer. 
 
 
Figure 1. 3 General concept of the lithography and pattern formation processes 
 
 One of the major drives of microlithography technology over the past 50 years 
has been to develop higher resolution exposure optics and tools which are capable of 
producing aerial images of smaller feature sizes. The theoretical resolution R and depth of 
focus DOF of an optical projection exposure system used today for lithography purpose 
can be simply described using a diffraction-limited model similar to the Rayleigh 

























       (1.1) 
 
Here k1 and k2 are primarily parameters that accounts for the capability, such as chemical 
and development contrasts, of a photoresist material to resolve a particular aerial image 
pattern (typically in the range of 0.3 to 0.8), λ the wavelength of the exposure radiation, 
and NA the numerical aperture of the optical projection lens. NA of an optical system is a 
dimensionless number that characterizes the range of angles over which the optical lens 
can accept or emit light and is defined as equation (1.2). 
 
  θsin×= nNA         (1.2) 
 
Here n is the index of refraction of the medium in which the lens is working (1.0 for air, 
1.33 for pure water, and up to 1.56 for oils), and θ the half-angle of the maximum cone of 
light that can enter or exit the lens. As can be seen in equation (1.1), methods for 
increasing resolution and depth of focus of optical projection exposure tools are to 
decrease the wavelength of the radiation used, or to improve the resist material properties 
to increase k1 and k2. These methods have indeed been put into practice by transitioning 
the radiation wavelength from the 436 nm (G-line) and 365 nm (I-line) wavelengths used 
early on to the currently most advanced optical systems operating at 193 nm. The 
achievable aerial image resolution under the Rayleigh criterion at different wavelength 
and NA is listed in table 1.1.9  
 Obviously the resolution capability of optical lithography is fundamentally 
limited by diffraction phenomenon and thus the radiation wavelength. Research is 
ongoing to develop alternative lithography technologies which can eliminate the 
diffraction limitation and support the continuation of Moore’s Law. Technologies having 
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(μm) Year of first use Light source 
436 0.30 0.89 1982 Hg arc lamp (G-line) 
365 0.45 0.49 1990 Hg arc lamp (I-line) 
365 0.60 0.37 1994 Hg arc lamp (I-line) 
248 0.50 0.30 1994 Hg arc lamp or KrF excimer laser 
248 0.60 0.25 1997 KrF excimer laser 
248 0.70 0.22 1999 KrF excimer laser 
193 0.75 0.16 2001 ArF excimer laser 
193 0.85 0.14 2003 ArF excimer laser 
 
the potential for printing sub-50 nm technology nodes are termed as Next Generation 
Lithography (NGL) technologies. Among the thought of NGL candidates, the first trial is 
pushing the existing resolution of 193 nm lithography technologies further. Immersion 
lithography is one class of techniques that replaces the usual air gap between the 
objective lens and the photoresist surface with a liquid medium having higher refractive 
index than air. A typical immersion lithography setup is illustrated in figure 1.4. An 
additional step which is different from dry lithography is that the immersion liquid is 
continuously injected into the gap between the objective lens and the photoresist film 
surface and removed while exposure in progress. According to fundamental Fourier 
optics (equation 1.1 and 1.2) the resolution is enhanced by a factor equal to the refractive 
index of the liquid. For the case if using pure water as the immersion liquid at 193 nm 
wavelength, the refractive index is 1.44 and a resolution enhancement is approximately 
40% of the highest achievable resolution of 193 nm dry lithography. Immersion 
lithography has been successfully implemented in the fabrication of 65 nm and 45 nm 
node critical layers.10 It is currently expected that 193 nm immersion lithography can 
further extend its resolution capability down to 32 nm technical node through the 




Figure 1. 4 Diagram of a typical immersion lithography optics. 
 
 Another class of enhanced 193 nm technologies is the double patterning 
technique which is introduced for the fabrication of 32 nm node and beyond. As implied 
by the name, double patterning technique achieved advanced resolution by generating the 
final pattern via the overlapping of two separate patterning processes (i.e. by repeating 
some combination of lithography and/or etch steps to build each patterned layer). This 
technique has several different versions as shown in figure 1.5, depending on the design 
and sequence of processing steps. Double exposure method decomposes the final dense 
mask pattern into two separate semi-dense masks which are patterned on the same resist 
layer to produce the desired pattern.12 Heterogeneous mask is a method which applies a 
litho-etch-litho-etch (LELE) process to generate dense pattern.13 The first lithography 
step transfers the pattern onto a hard mask through the first etch, while the second 
lithography transfers the pattern between patterns on the hard mask and the final pattern 




Figure 1. 5 Double patterning techniques for fabricating dense pattern via (A) double 
exposure and (B) LELE approaches. 
 
 Extreme ultra-violet lithography (EUVL) has been selected as one of the most 
promising NGL technologies for sub-32 nm resolution patterning.14-16 Using the 
wavelengths of radiation in the range of 11~14 nm, reflecting optics can be made by 
constructing multilayer films with moderate efficiency. For example a defect-free 
multilayer reflector composed by alternating layers of high-Z and low-Z materials, such 
as Molybdenum(Mo)/Silicon(Si), can give a small but effective difference between 
refractive indexes at each interface. A typical EUV mirror made with coatings of such 
alternating films can reflect about 65% of the incident photons. Such reflection efficiency 
enables the implementation of projection optics and reduction imaging in an EUVL 
system. Typical design of EUV optics composes of a laser or discharge generated plasma 
generating EUV radiation source, a multilayer reflecting photomask, and several 
multilayer projection mirrors, as shown in figure 1.6. The use of a very small exposure 
wavelength can take advantage of using small numerical aperture optics that enhances the 
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resolution without losing depth of focus. Many of the imaging problems associated with 
mask design and fabrication can also be eliminated by the use of reduction optics. 
Because the photons in EUVL system are reflected by several mirrors before they hit the 
wafer, only 1 to 2% of the original photons can finally hit the target. Before EUVL can 
be installed for mass fabrication, research and development on advanced EUV power 




Figure 1. 6 A schematic illustration of EUV lithography optics. 
 
 Another promising NGL for sub-32 nm resolution patterning is the use of high 
resolution direct-writing electron-beam lithography (EBL), also known as the maskless 
lithography technology.17 High resolution EBL system uses thermally-enhanced field 
emission electron source, such as heated tungsten/zirconium dioxide (W/ZrO2), to 
generate electron beam with small source/beam size (~20 nm), low energy spread (~0.9 
eV), enhanced brightness (~108 A/cm2/sr), and high system stability. As shown in figure 
1.7, pattern data is inputted into a console and decomposed into small fields for 
patterning. The patterning is controlled by both the movement of the workstage and the 
deflection of the electron beam controlled by electromagnetic optics (deflectors).18 
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Electrons with 50~100 keV energy have extremely short wavelength and are typically 
used for the direct writing of patterns for small scale fabrication of photomask or wafer. 
The extreme short wavelength property of high energy electron beam leads to the 
required dimension for diffraction phenomenon being atomic level and shows the 
potential of patterning feature size below 10 nm resolution. EBL also has extremely large 
depth of focus, usually several microns, providing the relief from major diffraction 
limitations associated with traditional optical lithography. EBL however has electron 
scattering effect when electrons passing through matter that may cause the degradation of 
resolution and the generation of proximity effects. On the other hand, a single beam EBL 
system which can not transfer patterns to the wafer in parallel has relatively low wafer 
production efficiency. There is only few wafers productivity per day in contrast to several 
hundreds produced by optical projection steppers. The throughput limitation of EBL is 









1.3 Photoresist materials 
 In conjunction with the development of lower wavelength exposure tools and 
alternative techniques for patterning higher resolution features as mentioned in section 
1.2, the corresponding improvements in photoresist material are necessary for the 
successful implementation of advanced lithography tools and techniques (i.e. effectively 
reducing k1 and k2 factors for each wavelength generation over its lifetime). As listed in 
table 1.1, the first two radiation wavelengths (i.e. G-line and I-line) were originally 
generated using mercury (Hg) arc lamps, but when the transition was made to the 
implementation of 248 nm (DUV) lithography, the photon output of a mercury lamp at 
248 nm was significantly weaker as compared to G-line and I-line wavelengths. Such a 
dramatic reduction in the output of photons at the exposure wavelength required the 
development of new photoresist materials that possessed much higher photosensitivity as 
compared to the common resists used for the G-line and I-line exposure tools.  This 
higher sensitivity was required to maintain and ultimately improve wafer throughput of 
the lithographic process. Originally the resist materials used in G-line and I-line 
lithography technologies were dissolution inhibition-based resists, known as 
diazonaphthoquinone-novolac or novolac/DNQ photoresists.19 The structure and the 
imaging mechanisms of a typical novolac/DNQ photoresist are illustrated in figure 1.8. 
 Novolac/DNQ resists utilize a hydrogen bonding-based interaction which controls 
dissolution inhibition/acceleration of the novolac resin via the photoreaction of the DNQ 
molecule. The dissolution inhibition mechanism was successfully applied as the primary 
imaging mechanism for nearly 30 years in G-line and I-line lithography before the 
problems were encountered in resist sensitivity in switching to 248 nm (i.e. so-called 
deep-ultraviolet or DUV technology). 
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Figure 1. 8 Photoreaction of DNQ molecule and the imaging mechanism of a 
novolac/DNQ photoresist. 
 
 The dramatic decrease of photon generation efficiency at DUV wavelength region 
leads to this imaging mechanism no longer useful both due to the opacity and the slow 
photospeed of these materials (i.e. they would have required extremely long exposure 
times). Photosensitivity issue led to the birth and the follow-up development of so-called 
chemically amplified resists (CARs).20 CARs have been the dominant high resolution 
photoresist platform technology beginning with the DUV exposure tool generation. The 
related development and characterization of CARs are discussed in chapter 2. CARs have 
been the workhorse resist material of the semiconductor industry for approximately 15 
years, but such materials are now approaching what appear to be performance roadblocks 
that threaten the continued success of their implementation in NGL technologies. The 
understanding of the physiochemical properties and limitations of modern CARs and the 
use of this knowledge for developing novel resist materials with improved lithography 
performance which can enable successful implementations of NGL technologies is an 
overarching goal of the thesis work. 
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DEVELOPMENT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF CHEMICALLY 
AMPLIFIED RESISTS 
 
2.1 Concept of Chemical Amplification 
 Before the introduction of DUV lithography, novolac/DNQ resist platform have 
supported the G-line and I-line lithography technologies for many years as mentioned in 
chapter 1. While switching from 365 nm to 248 nm radiation wavelengths for enhancing 
the resolution down to 0.25 μm and 0.13 μm, the significant decrease of photon density 
which can be generated by the exposure tool, as well as the strong absorbance of the 
novolac resin at 250 nm regions, brought out the insufficient photosensitivity issue of the 
resist material. Resist photosensitivity is one of the major parameters to be considered in 
semiconductor industry because it directly impacts wafer throughput and therefore device 
manufacturing cost. Efforts had been made for improving novolac/DNQ resist 
photosensitivity by modifying its chemical structures and compositions, however the 
enhancement came out being merely marginal since the quantum efficiency, which is 
expressed as the number of DNQ molecules transformed per photon absorbed, is still 
within the range of 0.2~0.3 and can not exceed 1.0 by definition. The utilization of DUV 
lithography technology indeed required a novel resist platform and a new imaging 
concept which can provide over several orders photosensitivity improvement than 
novolac/DNQ resists. 
 The concept of chemical amplification was proposed and introduced by Hiroshi 
Ito, Grant Willson, and Jean Frechet in 1982 in order to deal with the resist 
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photosensitivity issue associated with DUV lithography.1 The design concept of a 
chemical amplification system, and thus a CAR, is that the initial photochemistry 
produces a catalyst which can interact with the surrounding polymer matrix to pursue a 
cascade of chain reactions which can chemically enhance the resist imaging process. 
CAR was first introduced into microelectronics fabrication by IBM in the late-1980s for 
producing millions of 1-Mbit and 16-Mbit dynamic random access memory (DRAM) 
devices by DUV lithography.2,3 The CAR used in DRAM fabrication that time was a 
blended system composed of a polymer resin and a photoactive compound, as shown in 
figure 2.1. The polymer resin is a poly(4-hydroxystyrene) (pHOST) protected by an acid-
labile tert-butoxycarbonyl (t-BOC) functional group. The photoactive compound was a 
triphenylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate (TPS.SbF6) which generates acid upon photo-
decomposition and is normally termed as the photoacid generator (PAG). The CAR was 
composed of 4.75 wt% TPS.SbF6 to the total solid. 
 
 
Figure 2. 1 The structure and composition of the first CAR introduced by IBM. 
 
 The imaging mechanism of a CAR is shown in figure 2.2. The first step is called 
PAG acid generation, in which the TPS.SbF6 molecule absorbs the photon energy upon 
exposure to radiation and produces a strong hexafluoroantimonic acid (H+SbF6-). The 
second step is called acid-catalyzed deprotection, in which the generated acid 
catalytically cleaves the lipophilic carbonates of polymer subunits and renders them into  
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Figure 2. 2 Imaging mechanisms of CARs 
 
hydrophilic sites, such as the hydroxyl group in this case. In general, the deprotection 
reaction requires elevated temperatures and can be promoted by performing a post-
exposure bake (PEB) of the resist film. The catalytic chain length of each acid has been 
determined being several hundreds under moderate PEB conditions.4 A positive-tone 
pattern is then developed by rinsing the resist film into an aqueous base developer, such 
as a 0.26 N tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) solution, to dissolve the 
deprotected polymer (i.e. pHOST). A negative-tone image can also be obtained by using 
a non-polar organic solvent such as anisole to dissolve protected polymer (i.e. t-BOC 
protected pHOST). As opposed to hydrogen bond based interaction which regulates 
dissolution inhibition/acceleration in novolac/DNQ resists, the protection/deprotection 
scheme in CARs provides resin polarity switch which can create extraordinary solubility 
differences (more than 5-order dissolution rate difference in aqueous base solutions) 
between protected and deprotected polymers. This high solubility contrast leads to a 
resist material which has the capability to relieve very small features with very sharply-
defined pattern edges. The polarity switch scheme can also prevent the image distortion 
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effect caused by solvent swelling which is commonly experienced in negative-tone resists 
using cross-linking dissolution inhibition as the patterning mechanism. 
 Various PAGs have been synthesized and used in CARs for different exposure 
techniques. The structures of PAGs commonly used in CAR are shown in figure 2.3. 
PAGs can be categorized into two major groups: ionic and non-ionic PAGs. Iodonium 
and sulfonium salts, which are often called onium salts, are major ionic PAGs. 
Triarylsulfonium salts are the most thermally-stable PAGs which possess thermal-
decomposition temperatures at around 350oC. Sulfonate esters and sulfonyl compounds, 
which generate strong sulfonic acids when exposure to radiation, have also been 
developed as non-ionic PAGs for the use in CARs.5,6 The photodecomposition 
mechanisms of triarylsulfonium slats are illustrated in figure 2.4.7,8 The direct PAG 
photolysis is proposed to occur from the singlet excited state to give a predominant 
heterolytic cleavage along with some homolytic cleavage. In a viscous medium such as a 
solid-state resist film, the cage effect dominates the distribution of PAG 
photodecomposition products. Acids generated through PAG photodecomposition can be 
organic or metallic depending on the anions used in the PAG molecule. 
 
 




Figure 2. 4 Radiation-induced decomposition and acid generation mechanisms of 
triphenylsulfonium salts. 
 
 Acid-catalyzed deprotection of resist polymer to generate base-soluble acidic 
functional groups, such as carbolic and carboxylic acids, is the major imaging mechanism 
of positive-tone CARs. Functional groups chosen to create lipophilic polymers can be 
classified into two major categories: high-activation energy and low-activation energy 
protecting groups. Carbonates, esters, and ethers are the most common examples of high-
activation energy protecting groups used in CARs. PEB at moderate temperatures 
(70oC~110oC) is normally required for an efficient deprotection of these high-activation 
energy protecting groups. Examples of the acid-catalyzed deprotection mechanisms of 
these protecting groups are illustrated in figure 2.5. The acidolysis of carbonate, ester, 
and ether normally do not require a stoichiometric amount of water as the proton source 
and thus the acid generated through PAG photodecomposition is not consumed by one 
single deprotection reaction, but can be regenerated to carry out hundreds of deprotection 
reactions before being deactivated. 
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Figure 2. 5 Acid-catalyzed cleavages of carbonate, ester, and ether protecting groups. 
 
 Acetal and ketal groups are common examples of the low-activation energy 
protecting groups used in CARs. Low-activation energy CARs were introduced in early 
1990’s by Nobuaki Hayashi via blending triflate PAGs with tetrahydropyranyl (THP) 
protected pHOST resin for DUV lithography.9 Researchers from IBM also proposed low-
activation energy CARs with ketal-based protecting groups for sub-50 nm half-pitch 
patterning.10 In many cases the deprotection of low-activation energy systems is an acid-
catalyzed hydrolysis which requires the involvement of water to complete the catalytic 
cycle, as shown in figure 2.6. Under room temperature ketal and acetal protecting groups 
can be cleaved readily upon the presence of strong acid. No PEB is required for carrying 




Figure 2. 6 Acid-catalyzed cleavages of ketal and acetal protecting groups. 
 
 
2.2 Challenges of Modern Chemically Amplified Resists 
 Research and development of resist material play a critical but challenging role 
for the realization of every generation of lithography technologies. CARs have served for 
more than two decades as the high sensitivity and high resolution patterning media in 
semiconductor industry. To date, positive-tone CARs are still based on a blending 
formulation consisting of more than 95 wt% polymer resin and less than 5 wt% PAG. 
Such blended-PAG CARs are known to have a number of potential problems. First, the 
poor compatibility between bulky polymeric resins and small PAG molecules may limit 
PAG loading capability in a resist formulation. Poor compatibility may also lead to 
microscopic PAG distribution heterogeneity or even serious PAG aggregation in the 
resist film. The direct impacts of low PAG loading and non-uniform PAG distribution are 
the reduction of resist sensitivity and pattern uniformity. Second, blended-PAG CARs 
may have serious resist image blur due to excessive acid diffusion during resist PEB, as 
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shown in figure 2.7. Image blur is defined as the broadening of the critical dimension 
(CD) of the final resist pattern compared to the original aerial image CD.11-13 Initially 
PAG photodecomposition and acid generation in the resist film only happen in regions 
exposed to radiation. PEB process not only induces the acid-catalyzed deprotection of the 
polymer resin, but also leads to the diffusion of acid molecules towards unexposed 
regions and pushes resist deprotection front outward. Finally the resist CD after 
development is larger than the original designed on the photomask. Acid diffusion, to 
certain level, is required for improving resist sensitivity since a higher acid diffusivity 
leads to a longer acid-catalytic chain length of each acid molecule and thus a more 
sensitive resist material. For acid-catalytic chain length of several hundreds, the resulting 
image blur of a line pattern is about several to tens nanometers. Acid-catalytic chain 
length of this magnitude works fine when patterning feature sizes larger than 100 nm, 
where the acceptable CD error is more than 10 nm. However image blur of blended-PAG 
CARs has shown serious challenge on achieving desired resolution, as well as the resist 
process window (i.e. the exposure and focal latitudes within which the resist CD error is 
acceptable), while intending to print features with sub-100 nm resolution.14,15 
 
  
Figure 2. 7 Illustration of acid diffusion-induced resist image blur and the difference of 
line (L) and space (S) CDs between aerial and resist image of a positive-tone CAR. 
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 The third problem associated with blended-PAG CARs for sub-100 nm resolution 
is resist pattern non-uniformity. Resist pattern non-uniformity happened at the edge of the 
developed resist line is normally called line edge roughness (LER). Another term which 
defines the fluctuation of resist CD is called line width roughness (LWR). LER and LWR 
determine the variations of edge position and line width of a resist feature occur quickly 
over the length of the feature respectively. LER and LWR are caused by a number of 
statistically fluctuating effects at nanometer-scale dimensions during the lithography 
process. Exposure optics may introduce edge roughness via the shot noise (i.e. photon 
flux variation) of the aerial image.16,17 On the other hand, the physiochemical nature of 
the resist material may also affect resist pattern uniformity. For example, the statistical 
distributions of chemical species in the resist, such as PAG molecules and photo-
generated acids18,19, the random walk nature and the extent of acid diffusion during 
chemical amplification process20,21, and the non-zero size of resist polymers being 
dissolved during resist development process (i.e. the single-pixel resolution of the 
development process)22,23, may introduce significant fluctuations that affect LER and 
LWR. Figure 2.8 illustrates the pattern edge roughness introduced by the combining 
effect of acid distribution and diffusion. Every acid molecule generated in the resist film 
creates a deprotection volume in the resist matrix during PEB. These small amount but 
highly diffusive acid molecules generated by the photodecomposition of PAGs in the  
 
  
Figure 2. 8 Microscopic illustration of acid distribution and diffusion induced resist 
pattern edge roughness and a SEM image showing the LER and LWR of resist lines. 
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resist film result in large and non-uniformly distributed deprotection volumes after PEB. 
The overlapping of these deprotection volumes leads to serious image blur and rough 
resist deprotection front which is then transferred to the resist development profile and 
eventually to the thin film underneath. 
 Resist image blur and line edge roughness are not newly observed phenomena. 
They have already existed in lithography since the introduction of CARs two decades ago. 
However the continued reduction of resist feature size starts to significantly amplify their 
effects on IC device performance and challenge the precise control of resist CD and 
pattern uniformity. Researches have proved that the roughness of a gate pattern structure 
in complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor (CMOS) transistor devices is specifically 
damaging because the high fields generated at the sharp features along a rough gate layer 
lead to device performance degradation.24-26 In particular, the leakage current and thus 
also power consumption and heat generation of CMOS devices have been directly linked 
to the roughness of the gate.27 
 Beside each single problem associated with blended-PAG CARs, the material 
nature of traditional CARs has placed the major limitation and challenge of their 
applicability to NGL technologies. As mentioned above, CARs have problems including 
low PAG solubility and thus low PAG loading capability, PAG aggregation and 
segregation that lead to microscopic composition heterogeneity of a resist film, and acid 
diffusion that leads to image blue and loss of CD control. These problems are originated 
from the blend nature of the resist material and ultimately create a tri-lateral tradeoff 
between achieving desired characteristics of high resolution, high sensitivity, and low 
LER/LWR through formulation changes of blended-PAG CARs (the RSL tradeoff). For 
example, the low PAG loading capability of the resist leads to the requirement of high 
acid diffusivity (i.e. long acid-catalytic chain length) in order to achieve fast photospeed. 
However high acid diffusivity causes image blur and degrades the achievable resolution 
of the resist material. High acid diffusivity may also induce LER/LWR to final resist 
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pattern profile. Base additives may be applied to confine photoacid diffusion at the latent 
image line edge via quenching acid molecules diffusing from exposed regions28, however 
base molecules in exposure regions may neutralize acids that reduces photospeed and 
may result in unwanted LER due to possible heterogeneous distribution and diffusion of 
base quenchers in the resist film. The RSL tradeoff has also been theoretically analyzed 
and proved having the relationship as shown in equation (2.2).29 
 
  ( ) ( ) ( ) .min2 ConstSizeDoseLER =××      (2.2) 
 
 In order to eliminate the tradeoff effect brought out by the blend nature of 
traditional CARs, novel resist material design concept that can achieve all three 
characteristics (i.e. high resolution, high photospeed, and low LER/LWR) will be critical 
for the continuation of CARs for high resolution patterning using NGL technologies. 
 
2.3 Characterization of Chemically Amplified Resists 
2.3.1 PAG Acid Generation Kinetics 
 Since the first step of the imaging mechanisms of CARs is the 
photodecomposition of PAGs to generate acid catalysts, acid generation rate and 
concentration upon exposure to radiation in the resist film are important factors in resist 
design, processing, and modeling. A great deal of effort has been devoted to studying 
PAG photoreaction process and quantifying PAG acid generation. Solution-based 
spectrofluorometric/spectrophotometric techniques are the most popular methods for 
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characterizing PAG acid generation.30-32 The basic concept of these methods is applying 
flood exposures with incremental doses to resist films spin-coated on wafers, and then 
dissolving the resist films into solutions containing acid-sensitive dyes. Acid 
concentration is quantified by measuring the absorbance or fluorescence associated with 
the protonation of dye molecules. On-wafer spectrofluorometric techniques are similar in 
nature to solution-based techniques, only the spectrometric measurements are performed 
on solid-state resist films.33,34 Acid-sensitive fluorescent dyes are introduced into the 
resist formulation prior to its spin-casting onto a silicon wafer. The fluorescence of acid-
sensitive dyes in the exposed film is directly measured from the resist film via a 
fluorescent microscope and the acid concentration produced by certain exposure energy 
can then be determined efficiently. 
 Beside spectrometric techniques mentioned above, methods utilizing other 
physiochemical properties to monitor PAG acid generation in resist film upon exposure 
were also proposed and applied to PAG photochemistry studies. A standard addition 
technique for determining PAG acid generation in a typical CAR film was developed 
recently.35,36 A small quantity, relative to PAG, of base quencher is added into resist 
solution prior to resist film casting and exposure. Assuming the acid concentration 
required to deprotect the polymer resin and achieve dose-to-clear (i.e. the smallest dose at 
which the exposed resist film can be totally removed after development) is the same 
under the same resist formulation and processing conditions, the addition of base can 
neutralized the acid and the dose-to-clear should increase proportional to the base 
concentration added into the resist formulation. The PAG acid generation can then be 
determined by correlating the resist dose-to-clear with base quencher concentration. 
 Another newly developed technique for determining PAG acid generation is 
called interdigitated electrode (IDE) sensor method.37,38 IDE sensor with high density, 
interdigitated, and nano-sized electrodes is utilizes to measure the capacitance change of 
a resist film when exposed to small incremental doses. Because the net dielectric 
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properties, and thus the capacitance of the resist film changes due to the presence of of 
acid molecules, the PAG acid generation can be determined by properly analyzing the 
capacitance versus exposure dose data. 
 
2.3.2 Acid Diffusivity 
 The quantification of acid-catalytic chain length, or acid diffusivity in the resist 
film, is another major research field since it directly correlates to the imaging property of 
a resist material. In addition, as image blur caused by acid diffusion towards the 
unexposed region of the resist film has become a significant effect on achievable 
resolution and pattern uniformity of a resist material, a great deal of effort has also been 
poured into the development of techniques for determining acid diffusivity in a resist film. 
Ion conductivity is one category of techniques for measuring acid diffusivity in solid-
state film.39,40 After determining acid concentration Cacid generated in the resist film via 
solution-based spectrometric methods mentioned in section 2.3.1, the effective acid 
diffusion coefficient Deff and the corresponding acid diffusion length L of certain 















       (2.2) 
 
Here σ is the ion conductivity of the resist film, k the Boltzman constant, T the 
measurement temperature, and q the ionic charge of the diffusing species. 
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 Another technique commonly used in determining acid diffusivity in a resist film 
is the modeling of experimentally-measured resist profile change after development to 
extract acid diffusion length and acid diffusion coefficient.41,42 High contrast aerial image 
is applied to expose the resist film and to generated high contrast initial acid distribution 
profile in the resist film. Image blur extent caused by acid diffusion towards the 
unexposed region is then monitored by the resist profile after development, and the resist 
profile is then fitted using acid reaction-diffusion models to extract the acid diffusion 
coefficient. 
 Spectrometric techniques were also introduced into the study of acid diffusion in 
the resist film. Molecular probe such as acid-sensitive dyes have been applied to detect 
acid migration in the resist film, and acid diffusion coefficients, as well as acid diffusion 
length, were extracted via modeling the resist latent image with diffusion models.43,44 A 
surface exposure method which utilizes FTIR spectroscopy to monitor the deprotection 
extent of a t-BOC protected pHOST resist film exposed near the film surface using a 193 
nm radiation wavelength has also been reported.45 The reaction-diffusion model applied 
to the extraction of acid diffusion coefficients includes detailed description of resist 
physics and chemistry during PEB that can provide more precise determination of acid 
diffusivity in a resist film. 
 
2.3.3 Resist Intrinsic Patterning Capabilities 
 In addition to fundamental parameters such as PAG acid generation rate and acid 
diffusivity in a resist film, resist intrinsic patterning performance is normally the most 
direct indication of a resist’s capabilities in achieving the required lithographic 
performance of NGL technologies. Among the patterning capabilities most critical to the 
resist design and lithography societies, the ultimate resolution, the minimum CD bias, 
and the LER/LWR performance are the most important factors for evaluating a resist 
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material. Normally these patterning capabilities of a resist material are determined using 
modern lithography techniques and equipments which possess the capability of 
generating aerial image with satisfactory resolution and quality. For the development of 
resist materials for sub-50 nm resolution patterning, EUVL and direct-writing EBL are 
currently-available techniques which can provide the required resolution for test. 
Nowadays the EUV Micro-Exposure Tool (EUV-MET) in Lawrence Berkeley National 
Laboratory, USA and the EUV Interference Lithography (EUV-IL) tool in Paul Scherrer 
Institute, Switzerland can deliver dense feature resolution down to 25 and 12.5 nm 
respectively.46,47 Modern high accelerating voltage, thermally-assisted field emission 
direct-writing EBL systems have also demonstrated the capability in patterning dense and 
isolated features on silicon substrate with sizes below 30 nm and 10 nm respectively.10,48 
Generally these high-resolution lithography tools are applied to analyze the lithography 
performance of resist materials despite the aerial image quality provided by these tools 
may be insufficient to probe resist intrinsic patterning capabilities. 
 
2.4 Motivation of Thesis Work 
 Chemical amplification concept is still in demand for providing highly-sensitive 
resist materials for NGL technologies which utilize high energy and short wavelength 
radiation sources. However, a novel CAR platform with rational design to relief or 
overcome the RSL tradeoff between achieving desired lithography performance is 
necessary for a successful implementation of NGL technologies. The development and 
characterization of novel CAR platforms that can solve the aforementioned basic 
problems associated with traditional blended-PAG CARs are essential and are the major 
subjects of the thesis work. 
 As the problems mentioned in section 2.2, acid diffusion is required for improving 
resist sensitivity, however it also brings side effects such as image blur and LER/LWR. 
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One concept of maintaining resist sensitivity without relying high acid diffusivity (i.e. 
long acid-catalytic chain length) is to increasing initial acid concentration in the resist 
film. However the PAG loading of traditional blended-PAG CARs is limited by poor 
PAG solubility, PAG distribution heterogeneity, and PAG aggregation in the resist film. 
A novel resist design which can improve PAG loading and fix PAG distribution problem 
is essential to the success of high PAG loading resist concept. The concept of direct 
incorporation of PAG into the polymer main chain has been developed recently and has 
been reported being one potential route to high performance CAR design.49,50 This class 
of resist materials is generally termed as the polymer-bound-PAG resists. The design 
principles behind binding PAG molecules to the polymer chain are: (1) attachment of the 
PAG to the polymer chain should allow for substantially higher maximum PAG loadings 
capability that can help to produce higher photospeed resists and (2) designs where the 
acid generated from the PAG remains bound to the polymer should substantially reduce 
acid diffusion and thus improve resolution and lower LER/LWR. Thus, the design 
concepts of polymer-bound-PAG resists have the potential of relieving the RSL tradeoff 
suffered by traditional blended-PAG CARs. Although several early generations of 
polymer-bound-PAG resists have been reported showing the potential of achieving sub-
100 nm resolution capability, advanced characterization of their lithographic performance, 
as well as the advanced design of mature polymer-bound-PAG resists for sub-50 nm 
resolution patterning has not been performed thus far. Meanwhile, the correlations 
between resist structures and the major lithographic performance, such as sensitivity, 
resolution, LER/LWR, as well as other processing-related performance, have not been 
address yet. 
 The advance of characterization techniques is also essential for successful 
developments of resist materials. For the characterization of PAG acid generation in 
resist film, solution-based spectrometric methods are labor and material intensive that is 
generally not as convenient and precise as the on-wafer solid-state techniques. Although 
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many on-wafer techniques have been reported and have shown general success in 
providing a reliable protocol for quantifying PAG acid generation, each of them has 
drawbacks that have limited their application. The standard addition technique requires 
formulating resists with varying loadings of base quencher. The technique is obviously 
labor and material intensive, and is not applicable to polymer films which can not 
develop images. The IDE sensor method requires the fabrication of a centimeter-sized 
capacitance sensor with intricate and nanometer-sized interdigitated electrodes. This 
fabrication requires reliable nano-fabrication facilities and skills, and is usually not 
feasible to many laboratories and academic units. The on-wafer fluorometric 
spectroscopy techniques use extremely low dye loadings attempting to avoid accidental 
sensitization of PAG acid generation through energy transfer pathway. This sensitization 
effect was not quantified, and the use of the low dye loadings limits the measurement of 
PAG acid generation with very low PAG conversions. Most importantly, the impact of 
the efficiency of proton-dye contact in a solid-state film, and the effect of matrix 
composition and dye loading on the quantification of PAG acid generation were not 
analyzed yet. 
 Although several techniques for characterizing acid diffusivity in a resist film 
have been reported and some acid diffusion coefficients in several resist matrices have 
been reported, each of them has assumptions that may over simplify resist composition 
and processing effects and lead to error estimation of the real acid diffusivity. The 
resolution and sensitivity of ion conductivity is limited by the number and density of 
electrodes used to measure the capacitance of the resist film. However the fabrication of 
small but high density electrodes is labor intensive. Besides, in a resist film acid-
catalyzed deprotection may produce acidic functional groups such as carbolic or 
carboxylic acids. Such acidic products may affect the dielectric properties of the resist 
film and introduce error to extracted diffusion coefficient. Diffusion length methods 
mainly rely on the experimental-modeling of resist development profile to extract acid 
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diffusion coefficient. A reliable model for describing resist development step is essential 
for the validation of these methods. Although several empirical resist development 
models have been proposed51, the mechanism and kinetics of resist development process 
is still under investigation, and extra efforts are required to determine resist dissolution 
parameters. The incorporation of resist development step into the model for extracting 
acid diffusion may affect the confidence of using these methods. Latent image methods 
utilize absorbent or fluorescent probes to detect acid migration and extract acid 
diffusivity through model fitting. In principle this technique is superior to others since it 
utilizes only the relationship between PEB time/temperature and the variation of probe 
absorbance or fluoroscence. However previous methods still rely on generating high 
contrast exposure to create high initial acid concentration contrast in the resist film for 
modeling purpose. The determination of the initial acid concentration profile may not be 
precise due to the complex photochemistry occurred in the resist film. On the other hand, 
these methods may suffer from the lack of sensitivity and resolution for determine 
reliable diffusion coefficient of acids with low diffusivity. 
 For the characterization of resist intrinsic patterning capabilities, modern 
lithography equipments may provide satisfactory resolution for probing the resolution 
limit of resist materials. However the aerial image quality delivered by these tools may 
have insufficient contrast that may introduce effects on resist patterning performance. A 
lithography technique which can provide both high resolution and high contrast aerial 
image is essential for studying resist intrinsic patterning capabilities and the structure-
property relationships. 
 Works presented in this thesis describe efforts to the characterization and 
development of novel CARs for NGL technologies. Advanced characterization 
techniques for determining PAG acid generation rate, acid diffusion coefficient, and 
resist patterning capabilities such as resolution and LER/LWR are developed and 
demonstrated in the first four chapters (chapter 3~6). The development and 
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characterization of novel polymer-bound-PAG resists are experimentally demonstrated 
and the correlation between polymer-bound-PAG resist properties and the lithographic 
performance are theoretically analyzed in the next three chapters (chapter 7~9). 
Additional studies which correlate resist material functions, such as PAG acid generation 
rate and etch resistance to material structures and properties are reported in Chapter 10. 
The summary of the whole thesis work and recommendations for future works of novel 
resist material development are discussed in Chapter 11. 
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ON-WAFER QUANTIFICATION OF RESIST DEPROTECTION RATE FOR 
CHARACTERIZING PAG ACID GENERATION† 
 
 One of the most important characters of CARs is the dramatically enhanced 
photospeed (i.e. the photosensitivity) under DUV and 193 nm radiation than traditional 
novolac/DNQ resist system. As described in chapter 2, the fast photospeed of a positive-
tone CAR is enabled by the introduction of an acid-catalyzed deprotection reaction 
scheme that modulates the solubility of the resist polymer through a two-step reaction 
sequence. In this way, the deprotection extent of the polymer and the resulting impact on 
the resist solubility is greatly amplified as compared to the initial number of 
photochemical reaction elements (i.e. the acids). Understanding and quantifying acid 
generation from PAG photodecomposition is therefore an important factor for resist 
material design. A precise quantification of PAG acid generation upon radiation is also 
helpful to the development of lithography modeling tools used in a variety of areas such 
as exposure tool optimization and optical proximity correction (OPC). It should also be 
noted though that the method and environment in which the PAG photoreaction is studied 
are important. For example, PAG acid generation in a solid-state polymer film has been 
previously reported to be enhanced by energy transfer from the polymer to the PAG.1,2 
Such polymer sensitization pathways must be considered and should be useful for 
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in previously published articles: 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Jarnagin, N. D.; Wang, M.; Gonsalves, K. E.; Roberts, J. M.; Yueh, W.; Henderson, C. L., 
Fundamental studies of the properties of photoresists based on resins containing polymer-bound acid 
generators, Proc. SPIE 2006, 6153, 61532E. 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Yueh, W.; Roberts, J. M.; Henderson, C. L., A simple method for measurement of acid 
generator photoreaction kinetics in formulated, chemically amplified resist films, Electrochem. Solid-
State Lett. 2007, 10, H273-H277. 
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enhancing PAG sensitivity and increasing photospeed of a resist matrerial. Methods 
which can measure PAG acid generation rate and under photolysis and radiolysis, as well 
as determine PAG acid generation efficiency through direct PAG excitation and indirect 
polymer sensitization pathways, is beneficial for understanding resist radiation chemistry 
in future NGL technologies and for high-sensitivity resist material design. 
 
3.1 Theory 
3.1.1 Resist Thin Film Optics 
 There are two major subjects essential to a precise description of PAG acid 
generation behavior in a resist film during the exposure process. The first subject is so 
called the thin film optics since it describes the absorption, propagation, and interference 
of radiation in a thin resist film spin-coated on a flat substrate. The absorption of 
radiation energy within a medium can be empirically expressed by Lambert law 




dI α−=         (3.1) 
 
Here I is the intensity of light traveling in the z-direction through the medium depth and 
α is the absorption coefficient of the medium. Lambert law simply describes the 
probability of photons being absorbed by the molecules over a certain small distance 
traveled in the medium. Assuming a homogeneous medium, (i.e. α is not a function of z), 
integration of equation (3.1) yields an expression that describes the intensity profile of 
light in the medium, as shown in equation (3.2). 
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  ( ) zeIzI α−= 0         (3.2) 
 
Here I0 is the intensity of light at z=0 (i.e. the film surface) and is termed as the nominal 
light intensity. The molecular absorption of photon energy can be described by the 
interaction of dielectric property of the molecule and the electric field of the light, and 
can be implicitly described by using a complex index of refraction ñ, as shown in 
equation (3.3). 
 
  κinn +=~         (3.3) 
 
Here n is the refractive index indicating the phase velocity of the light and κ is the 
extinction coefficient indicating the amount of absorption loss when the light propagates 
through the material. The extinction coefficient is related to the absorption coefficient of 




πκα 4=         (3.4) 
 
Here λ is the wavelength of the light. The concentration dependence of the absorbing 
species in the medium is described by August Beer in 1852, as shown in equation (3.5). 
 
  iica∑=α         (3.5) 
 
Here ai is the molar absorption coefficient and ci is the molar concentration of the 
absorbing species i. For the case of exposing a thin resist film spin-coated on a thick and 
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flat silicon wafer, the propagation and interference of the normally incident light and the 
light reflected from the silicon substrate result in a phenomenon called standing wave 
effect in the resist film. The standing wave in the resist film causes heterogeneous 
distribution of the radiation intensity across the resist film depth. A radiation intensity 
distribution has the direct impact on PAG acid generation and distribution and should be 
precisely characterized in order to evaluate PAG acid generation in the resist film when 
exposure to radiation. Consider a monochromatic plane wave which is used for exposing 
a thin resist film. The phase change and absorption of the electric field when traveling 
through a medium can be represented by equation (3.6). 
 
  ( ) λπ /~2 zniikz eezE ==        (3.6) 
 
Here k is defined as the propagation constant (equal to 2πñ/λ) of the plane wave. When 
the electric field normally strikes the interface of two adjacent layers i and j, part of the 
light will be transmitted into layer j and part of the light will be reflected back to layer i. 
By assuming the electric field of light is continuous across the interface between layer i 
and j, a transmission coefficient τij for a normally incident plane wave traveling from 










=τ         (3.7) 
 
On the other hand, the light reflected off interface back into layer i is defined by a 











=ρ         (3.8) 
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By using equations (3.6)~(3.8), one can now describe the electric field distribution in a 




Figure 3. 1 Illustration of an electric field traveling through a resist film spin-coated on a 
flat silicon substrate. 
 
 If an electric field EI is illuminated on the resist film surface, the transmitted 
electric field is τ12EI. The transmitted plane wave travels through the resist film and the 
electric filed in the resist film can be represented as equation (3.9). 
 
  ( ) λπτ /~2120 2 zniI eEzE =        (3.9) 
 
 When the transmitted electric field eventually reach the bottom of the resist film, 
part of the electric field is reflected off the resist-silicon interface and travel back to the 
resist film. The reflected electric field can be represented as equation (3.10). 
 
  ( ) λπρτ /~223120 2DniI eEDzE ==       (3.10) 
 
 The complex exponential term in equation (3.10) represents the phase change and 
the absorption of the electric field when transmitting through the resist film and can be 
defined as the internal transmittance of the resist, τD, as shown in equation (3.11). 
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  λπτ /
~2 2Dni
D e=         (3.11) 
 
 The first reflected electric field travels back up through the resist and the 
propagation of the field can be represented by equation (3.12). 
 







−− ==   (3.12) 
 
 Once the reflected wave reaches the resist film surface, part of the wave is 
reflected back to the resist film and give a electric field E2(z). This new field again travels 
through the resist film, reaches the resist-silicon interface, and is partially reflected back 
to the resist film and give another electric field E3(z). The electric field of these two 
























     (3.13) 
 
 By calculating the reflection of the electric field repeatedly, the total electric field 
























    (3.14) 
 









=        (3.15) 
 
Thus, the total electric field resided in the resist film becomes equation (3.16). 
 





















    (3.16) 
 
 After knowing the electric field distribution in the resist film, the intensity profile 
in the resist film can then be calculated using equation (3.17). 
 








zI =        (3.17) 
 
 For the illumination of a 0.5 μm poly(hydroxystyrene) (pHOST) film spin-coated 
on a thick silicon substrate, the intensity profile in pHOST film created by a 
monochromatic radiation at 248 nm wavelength can be calculated by the equations 
described above and is shown in figure 3.2. 
 In most cases the illumination source, such as a He-Xe lamp commonly used in 
G-line and I-line lithography tools, provides radiations with multiple wavelengths. The 
resulting polychromatic intensity profiles in the resist film were determined by summing 
up the properly weighted relative spectral intensity at each wavelength in each spatial 
position in the film to calculate the net intensity profile, Ipoly(z), as a function of the depth 
in the resist film, as shown in equation (3.18). 
 




Figure 3. 2 The standing wave intensity profile in a 0.5 μm of PHOST film on a silicon 
substrate for 248 nm exposure. 
 
Here ωλi is the ratio of the light intensity at wavelength λi to the summation of the total 
light intensity at each wavelength delivered by an illumination source. 
 
3.1.2 Resist Photochemistry and Exposure Kinetics 
 Once a precise description of radiation intensity profile in the resist film is 
determined, the next step is to describe the photochemistry and exposure kinetics occurs 
in the resist film. As illustrated in chapter 2, a typical CAR is composed of a PAG and a 
polymer resin. When exposure to radiation, the PAG molecule typically absorbs photon 
energy molecularly or atomically and being excited or ionized, depending on the 
radiation energy applied. The excited PAG molecule proceeds to complex reaction 
pathways to decompose and generates acid and other byproducts. In some cases, 
especially when high energy radiation sources such as EUV and EB are used, the photon 
energy significantly exceeds the ionization potential of most of the organic materials, and 
the absorption of photon energy becomes atomic. In this case polymer resin also absorbs 
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photon energy and transfer the energy to the PAG molecule through polymer 
sensitization pathways. The photolysis of PAGs in CARs is typically complicated and 
different between cases. However for application purpose, the major piece of information 
that is important and require precise quantification is the amount of acid produced under 
a given exposure dose. Therefore a far simpler approach is commonly utilized for the 
description of the PAG photochemistry. The photon absorption, the decomposition of the 
PAG, and the generation of acid are usually irreversible steps and can be described as a 
general reaction, as shown in equation (3.19). 
 
  AcidPAGPAG * →⎯→←hv       (3.19) 
 
Here PAG* represents the excited or ionized form of the PAG. Assuming all reactions are 
first-order to the reactants, the reaction mechanism in equation (3.19) can be represented 


























     (3.20) 
 
Here CPAG, CPAG*, and CAcid represent the concentrations of PAG, PAG*, and acid, 
respectively. Before exposure to radiation, CPAG is equal to CPAG,ini which represents the 
initial PAG loading in the resist film, and there is no PAG* and acid presented 
(CPAG*=CAcid=0). The first part of the reactions (i.e. the photon absorption of the PAG 
molecule) is typically on the order of nanoseconds. It is typically useful to assume that 
the excitation and de-excitation of PAG happen in a very short time scale and CPAG* 
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reaches its steady-state immediately after the absorption of photon energy. Under such 
assumption, the overall kinetics representing the photodecomposition of PAG can be 
















       (3.21) 
 
 The overall rate constant K is proportional to the intensity (i.e. the photon flux) of 
the exposure radiation received by the PAG molecule. By relating PAG decomposition 
and acid generation to the intensity of radiation, equation (3.21) can be re-written as the 






−=       (3.22) 
 
Here C is commonly known as the Dill C parameter representing the standard exposure 
rate constant of PAG photodecomposition. Dill C parameter is originated from the early 
work by Frederick Dill and coworkers at the IBM T. J. Watson Research Center in 
Yorktown, New York in 1975.4 Researchers developed a description of the imaging 
behavior of photoresists with a three parameter model (typically termed as Dill A, B, and 
C parameters) for novolac/DNQ resist systems. Since PAG decomposition exhibits no 
bleaching behavior and no significant change in absorption is observed upon exposure in 
CARs, the intensity profile in the resist film does not change significantly with the PAG 
decomposition extent. The Dill A and B parameters, which describe the absorption of the 
resist film, are not essential to a precise description of the exposure kinetics of a CAR 
film. The Dill C parameter is developed as an “optical sensitivity term” and in principle 
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represents the absorption cross-section of the PAG, σPAG-abs, to the photon and the 
quantum yield of the decomposition reaction Φ (i.e. the fraction of absorbed photons that 





















⎛Φ= −     (3.23) 
 
Here NA is Avogadro’s number (NA=6.022 1023 atoms/mol) and BE is Einstein’s 
coefficient which is the speed of light in a medium times the absorption cross-section of a 





















⎛= −−    (3.24) 
 
 The Dill C parameter is a more industry-interested parameter which represents all 
the effects, such as intrinsic PAG property, resist matrix, and exposure radiation source, 
on PAG decomposition and acid generation. By applying the calculated radiation 
intensity profile in the resist film, the corresponding PAG and acid concentrations after 
certain exposure time, t, can be represented as equation (3.25). 
 



















  (3.25) 
 
Here E(z) is the exposure dose delivered by the radiation source under certain intensity 
and exposure time. According to the theoretical deviation of equations representing the 
intensity distribution profile, PAG photochemistry, and exposure kinetics, one is possible 
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to quantify PAG acid generation and determine the Dill C parameter of a PAG in a 
specific resist matrix environment under a specific exposure radiation source. By setting 
the resist formulation with a specific initial PAG loading CPAG(z), and determining the 
intensity profile in the resist film through the thin film optics calculation, the Dill C 
parameter can be extracted by fitting the measured PAG or acid concentrations under 
different exposure doses to the kinetic model in equation (3.25). Although the model 
derived here is based on the assumption of PAG absorption of photon energy to generate 
acid, the model can also be applied to the case where polymer sensitization is involved in 
PAG acid generation with high accuracy, as shown in equation (3.26).  
 
  PolymerPolymerPAGPAG aaC Φ+Φ∝      (3.26) 
 
Here aPolymer is the molar absorption of the polymer, ΦPolymer the efficiency of polymer 
sensitization for PAG acid generation. The extracted Dill C parameter is then represents 
the combined contribution to acid generation through direct PAG excitation or ionization 
and indirect PAG sensitization by polymer matrix absorption of photon energy. 
 
3.2 Experimental Procedure 
 Except the determination of the resist film intensity profile, the determination of 
PAG acid generation behavior and the Dill C parameter also requires the precise 
quantification of PAG or acid concentrations in the resist film upon exposure to radiation. 
As mentioned in chapter 2, the products generated through PAG photodecomposition 
typically exhibits no significant variation of the absorption behavior and can not be 
quantified using common spectrometric techniques such as UV/VIS and FTIR 
spectrometry. Indirect protocols for detecting and quantifying PAG or acid 
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concentrations in the resist film is usually required for monitoring PAG decomposition 
and acid generation. On the other hand, the typically low PAG loading (less than 5 wt%, 
10-2~10-3 mol/L in a solid-state resist film) used in CARs also requires precise and high 
sensitivity techniques to quantify acid concentration. In this chapter the initial 
deprotection rate of resist films with incremental exposure doses are measured and used 
to the quantification of PAG acid generation in the resist film. 
 
3.2.1 Resist Deprotection Kinetics Model 
 The technique developed to the quantification of PAG acid generation and acid 
concentration is to monitor acid-catalyzed deprotection of the resist film during PEB. The 
major advance of this method is that it uses Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 
spectroscopy as the tool to quantitatively measure the deprotection reaction rate of an 
exposed resist film during PEB. This deprotection rate information can subsequently be 
modeled to extract PAG acid generation rate constant (i.e. the Dill C parameter) in the 
resist film. To understand this process, a detailed model of the reactions and kinetics 
occurring in a CAR film during PEB is required. For example the deprotection rate of a 
partially tert-butoxycarbonyl (t-BOC) protected pHOST can generally be described as the 
combination of a second-order acid-catalyzed reaction, a second-order auto-catalyzed 








P −−−=  (3.27) 
 
Here CP(z) is the concentration of t-BOC protected subunit, kAcid, kAuto, and kThermo the rate 
constants of acid-catalyzed, auto-catalyzed, and thermolytic reactions, respectively, CM(z) 
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the concentration of deprotected subunit (i.e. the HOST) produced by the deprotection 
reaction in the resist film, which possesses a reasonably acidic proton at an elevated PEB 
temperature. Auto-catalyzed reaction describes the deprotection of polymer via the acidic 
deprotected polymer subunits in the polymer resin, while thermolytic reaction describes 
the thermal decomposition of the protecting groups of the polymer. 
 For resist polymer protected with high-activation energy functional groups, such 
as t-BOC and butoxycarbonyl groups, the auto-catalyzed and thermolytic deprotections 
may significantly occur only at high PEB temperature (>120 oC). The thermal 
decomposition behavior of a partially-protected t-BOC pHOST (Mw 12,020, 26 mol% 
protection, DuPont Electronic Materials) is analyzed by a thermogravimetric analysis 
instrument (TGA, Q500TM, TA Instruments) and the result is shown in figure 3.3. The 
first 15 wt% weight loss at ~120 oC is assigned as the auto-catalyzed deprotection and the 
3 wt% weight loss at ~190 oC is assigned as the thermolytic deprotection of the t-BOC 
group. In this case, these two deprotection reactions only significantly occur when the 
temperature is higher than 120 oC. 
 
 
Figure 3. 3 TGA of a partially t-BOC protected pHOST. 
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 Under mild PEB temperatures (70 oC~110 oC), the auto-catalyzed and thermolytic 
deprotection of a resist polymer protected by high-activation energy groups are 
insignificant and negligible if compared with the acid-catalyzed deprotection. The 
deprotection rate of the resist polymer is then directly proportional to the amount of acid 
molecules presented in the resist film after exposure and can be simply described by 
equation (3.28). 
 




P −≅      (3.28) 
 
 Using this fact, in conjunction with equations (3.25) and (3.28), it is possible to 
relate the properties of two identical resist samples processed at the same PEB 
temperature in terms of their relative deprotection rate, relative acid concentrations, and 








































=≅    (3.29) 
 
Here the subscripts i and ref distinguish the two different resist samples, one exposed to a 
dose Ei(z) and the other exposed to an arbitrarily chosen reference dose Eref(z). In practice, 
a dose array can simply be exposed onto a single silicon wafer coated with resist film and 
all these exposure doses are processed simultaneously under the same conditions. The use 
of two samples processed at different exposure doses and their relative properties is 
advantageous in that it avoids the need for knowledge of the exact PAG or protecting 
group concentrations in the resist. The basic procedure for determining Dill C parameter 
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via this method then becomes straightforward. The initial exposure dose profile in the 
resist film for each dose can be calculated by resist thin film optics introduced in section 
3.1.1. The corresponding acid profile in the resist film can then be calculated by equation 
(3.25) with an initial guess of the Dill C parameter. The deprotection level of the resist 
polymer is monitored by the quantitative FTIR spectrometry. The initial deprotection 
rates of resist films with different exposure doses are determined by simply fitting the 
deprotection data to an appropriate function and calculating the slopes of these fitting 
curves. By choosing one exposure dose as a reference, the relative initial deprotection 
rate and the corresponding exposure dose can be fitted to the model shown in equation 
(3.29) by simply iterating and adjusting the Dill C parameter until the error between the 
calculated relative initial acid concentration and the experimentally measured relative 
initial deprotection rate is minimized. The overall experimental and modeling procedure 
is illustrated schematically in figure 3.4. 
 
 
Figure 3. 4 Scheme of the general procedure developed for determining the Dill C 
parameter of a chemically amplified resist. 
 
3.2.2 Resist Materials and Processing 
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 Resist materials used in this work are made from a resist solution containing 15.1 
wt% partially-portected t-BOC pHOST (Mw 12,020, 26 mol% protection, DuPont 
Electronic Materials) blended with 3.0 wt% triphenylsulfonium trifluoromethylsulfonate 
(TPS.TFMS, Mw=412.15, Sigma Aldrich Co.) in propylene glycol monomethylether 
acetate (PGMEA, Sigma Aldrich Co.). Prime grade silicon wafers are sequentially 
deposited with a 25 nm titanium film as the adhesion layer and a 250 nm gold film as the 
infrared reflecting layer using an electron-beam evaporation system (CVC SC 5000 e-
beam evaporator, CVC Inc.) and used as the substrates for FTIR reflectance 
measurements. The resist solution is filtered through a 0.2 μm Teflon syringe filter and 
spin-coated onto gold-deposited silicon wafers to form resist films with thickness of 
approximately 580 nm. Resist films are soft-baked at 80°C for 90 sec on a contact hot 
plate to remove residual casting solvent. Film thicknesses are measured using a variable-
angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (V-VASE, J. A. Woollam Inc.) by fitting the 
ellipsometry spectra with a Cauchy model representing the resist film in the non-
absorbing wavelength region (500 ~ 1000 nm). The refractive indexes of the resist film in 
the DUV wavelength region (200 ~ 300 nm) are then determined from the ellipsometry 
data by fitting the refractive indexes of the Cauchy model with fixed parameters and film 
thickness. The resist films are exposed using an Oriel Instruments exposure source 
(model no. 87530-1000, Hg-Xe arc lamp) filtered using a 248 nm bandpass filter 
(bandwidth 11 nm at full width and half maximum, FWHM). The intensity of the lamp 
source is measured to be 1.21 mW/cm2 using a Molectron PM3 power probe and an 
EPM2000 energy meter. Reflectance FTIR spectra are collected using an FTIR 
microscope (IRscope II microscope, Bruker AXS Inc.) connected to a Bruker IFs66vS 
FTIR/ Raman system. Deprotection levels of resist films are determined by monitoring 
the intensity of the carbonyl stretching peak associated with the t-BOC group (1755 cm-1), 
while the C-H out-of-plane bending of the para-substituted benzene (827 cm-1) is used as 
an internal standard for normalizing the collected FTIR data which may be subject to 
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possible background shifts due to the variations in resist film thickness and substrate 
reflectance between samples. The PEB time dependent FTIR spectra of the partially-
protected t-BOC pHOST resist film after exposure are illustrated in figure 3.5. Every 
FTIR measurement was collected from an average of 128 scans. The t-BOC carbonyl 
stretching peak intensity is monitored and assumed to be linearly proportional to t-BOC 
concentration (i.e. the protection ratio) of the polymer resin. The measured peak 
intensities of the exposed and baked samples are converted to resist protection level by 




Figure 3. 5 FTIR spectra of partially-protected t-BOC pHOST resist films subject to the 
same DUV exposure dose but different PEB time. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.1 Polychromatic DUV Intensity Profile 
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 DUV exposure of a thin resist film spin-coated on a reflective substrate, such as 
the gold-coated substrates used in this work, leads to the formation of standing wave 
intensity profiles in the resist film as mentioned in section 3.1.1. The DUV irradiance 
received by the resist film is calculated by multiplying the emission spectrum of the Hg-
Xe arc lamp and the transmission spectrum of the 248 nm bandpass filter used in this 
work and is shown in figure 3.5. The percentage of intensity received by the resist film at 
each wavelength was calculated by integrating the area under the irradiance curve at each 
wavelength and divided by the total intensity of the whole spectrum. 
 
 
Figure 3. 6 Irradiance spectrum after the overlay of a 248nm bandpass filter and a Xe-Hg 
lamp spectrum. 
 
 The standing wave intensity profile in the resist film created by this DUV 
illumination spectrum in the resist films is calculated and the standing wave intensity 
profiles are then used to determine the exposure dose of each resist film sample for Dill C 
parameter extraction based on the exposure time and nominal lamp intensity for each 
sample. The decomposition of the PAG molecules during exposure may change the 
refractive indexes of the resist film that may change the radiation intensity profile in the 
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resist film and affect the deposited dose profile. Figure 3.7 shows the calculated 
polychromatic intensity profiles of both PAG-existed and PAG-decomposed films. The 
intensity profile of the PAG-decomposed film is calculated from a sample exposed to 
DUV radiation for 500 seconds, a dose high enough to decompose essentially most of the 
PAG molecules in the resist film. An average 5.36% difference at the peaks of the 
intensity profile is observed between these two samples. This intensity difference shows 
the maximum exposure dose variations might happen during exposure if the change in 
DUV refractive indexes is assumed to be proportional to the PAG decomposition level. 
The resulting dose variation may affect the determination of Dill C and should be 
evaluated if one only uses the intensity profile measured from an unexposed sample to 
calculate the dose and initial acid profile. 
 
 
Figure 3. 7 Intensity profiles in PAG-existed and PAG-decomposed resist films. 
 
3.3.2 Evaluation and Sensitivity Test of the Model 
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 A deterministic reaction-diffusion model which includes all major resist 
chemistry and physics, such as acid-catalysis, auto-catalysis, acid diffusion, acid loss, 
PAG acid generation efficiency, and different initial polymer protecting ratio, is built to 
simulate the possible mechanisms leading to changes in acid concentration and polymer 
deprotection level in a CAR during PEB. This model is then used to generate simulated 
deprotection data sets as a function of exposure dose and PEB conditions for theoretical 
resists possessing with different resist physiochemical properties (e.g. different levels of 
acid diffusion, different acid-catalyzed deprotection rates, different auto-catalyzed 
deprotection rates, varying levels of acid loss, etc.). The generated simulation data with 
different model parameter settings is then used to test the performance of the Dill C 
parameter extraction model described in equation (3.29) in the face of different levels of 
acid diffusion and various reaction conditions. The resist film for these simulations is 
represented as a layered set of n slabs with a thickness Δz (n=1001 and Δz=0.58 nm). The 
calculated standing wave profile through the resist film depth is assigned to each slab at 
the corresponding z position. The initial acid concentration of each slab at a certain 
exposure dose is generated using equation (3.25) multiplied by an acid generation 
efficiency of the PAG, which is defined as the percentage of PAG molecules that actually 
generate acids when exposed to radiation. The deprotection of the protected polymer 
subunits is modeled using equation (3.27). Possible loss of acid from the film is modeled 
using a first-order acid loss reaction mechanism to represent possible airborne base 
neutralization or acid volatilization. Fick’s second law with a constant diffusion 
coefficient is employed for modeling acid diffusion between slabs in the resist film due to 
initial acid concentration gradients set up by absorption and standing wave effects during 
the exposure of the resist film. The joint effect of acid diffusion and acid loss on acid 
concentration and distribution is represented in equation (3.30). A discrete form of the 
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Here σ =(2Deff t)0.5 represents the one-dimensional acid diffusion length at a given PEB 
time t and an effective diffusion coefficient Deff, kloss the rate constant of acid loss. The 
results showed that theoretically broad ranges of the acid diffusivity (Deff = 0.0~100.0 
nm2/sec), acid loss (kloss = 0.0~0.9 sec-1), and acid generation efficiency (10~100%) have 
no significant effect (< 1% extracted Dill C error; Dill C is set as 0.04 cm2/mJ) on the 
applicability of this method. Low initial polymer protection ratio and high auto-catalyzed 
reaction rate however may introduce significant error to the Dill C extraction method 
developed in this work. Figure 3.8 shows the criteria where the auto-catalyzed reaction 
due to the combination of these two factors contributes significant deprotection contents 
and causes an unacceptable error to this method. In cases where the ratio of the auto-
catalyzed to acid-catalyzed rate constants (kAuto/kAcid) is below 5.0 10-5, it appears that 
this method is quite robust and insensitive to other material property variations (i.e. less 
than 5% error in extracted Dill C value, as the red line indicated in the figure). The 
dependence of Dill C extraction error on kAuto/kAcid and the exact Dill C value is also 
illustrated in figure 3.9. This method can also provide precise extraction of the Dill C 
parameter through the whole range of exact Dill C values while kAuto/kAcid is below 
2.5 10-5. The partially protected t-BOC pHOST polymer resin used in this work has 26 
mol% protection and has been calculated to have kAuto/kAcid equal to 3.02 10-7, according 
to the reaction rate constants reported.6 This value is within the parameter space of 
theoretically less than 1% error in determining the Dill C parameter, as indicated by the 
blue dot in both figure 3.8 and 3.9. In general, auto-catalyzed deprotection effect can be 
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prevented in high-activation energy systems by using moderate bake conditions and does 
not significantly affect the physical accuracy of this method. 
 
 
Figure 3. 8 Dependence of Dill C parameter extraction error on kAuto/kAcid and the initial 
polymer protecting level. 
 
 
Figure 3. 9 Dependence of Dill C parameter extraction error on kAuto/kAcid and the exact 
Dill C value. 
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 The change of refractive indexes in the resist film due to the photolysis of the 
PAG may result in variations of the radiation intensity profile in the resist film. 
Simulation data used to test the new Dill C parameter extraction method is generated 
using an intensity profile calculated using the refractive indexes of an PAG-existed resist 
film, but as a worst case scenario it is analyzed using the intensity profile calculated from 
the refractive indexes of the PAG-decomposed resist film. This exercise shows the 
extreme case where the maximum intensity profile variation may exist between the 
conditions used to generate the experimental data and the conditions simulated during 
data analysis due to PAG photolysis. In this case, however, only a small deviation (~5.0% 
error of the extracted Dill C parameter) is observed. This result suggests that typical 
variations in the refractive indexes of a CAR film during exposure do not likely result in 
any significant error in the Dill C parameters extracted from the experimental data which 
are analyzed without consideration of such refractive index changes. 
 
3.3.3 Dill C Parameter Extraction 
 Resist films composed of partially-protected t-BOC pHOST and TPS.TFMS PAG 
are prepared according to the materials and methods described in section 3.2.2. Resist 
films are exposed to incremental exposure doses ranging from 3.62 to 42.21 mJ/cm2 and 
baked for times between 0 and 90 seconds at 55°C. FTIR reflectance data of each sample 
are collected and translated into a t-BOC protection level as shown in figure 3.10. The 
deprotection extent is observed to be proportional to the dose deposited in the resist film 
and the amount of acid generated. A slight decrease in protection level (> 5 mol%) of the 
samples is observed for all the samples before PEB and is assumed to be due to the room-
temperature deprotection of the polymer in the presence of a strong acid while the 
samples are being exposed. The initial deprotection rates of different exposure doses are 
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obtained by calculating the first derivative of the fitting curves at time zero. The model 
fitting results using equation (3.29) to the calculated initial deprotection rates are shown 
in figure 3.11. Each fitting curve, as well as the corresponding Dill C parameter, was 
calculated by taking one of the exposure doses as a reference dose and its initial 
deprotection rate as the reference deprotection rate. The average Dill C value extracted 
from two repeated experimental FTIR deprotection data sets is 0.0409 cm2/mJ (±0.0023 
cm2/mJ, 95% confidence level), which is well within the range of literature for reported 
Dill C values (0.037~0.055 cm2/mJ) for this PAG in similar matrices as determined by 
other methods.7-9 Therefore, both the sensitivity analysis and the demonstrated capability 
of using this method to extract a reasonable and self-consistent Dill C parameter for an 
experimental resist formulation show that this technique is both experimentally simple 
and accurate for studying PAG acid generation in high-activation energy resist systems. 
The method described here, however, is valid only for resist films which show negligible 
auto-catalyzed deprotection under the experimental conditions. 
 
 
Figure 3. 10 Deprotection ratio of t-BOC protected pHOST subject to different DUV 




Figure 3. 11 Relative initial deprotection rates and the model fitting results of resist films 
under different DUV exposure dose. 
 
3.4 Conclusions 
 The development of a new method for extracting Dill C parameters for PAGs in 
protected resist polymers using quantitative FTIR measurement of polymer deprotection 
rates is reported in this chapter. In this method, the PEB time dependent deprotection 
extent of the resist polymer is measured by FTIR spectroscopy and translated to the 
protection level of the resist film. The deprotection rate as a function of exposure dose 
and PEB time is calculated from the slope of a first-order exponential decay curve fit to 
the protection ratio data. The Dill C parameter is extracted by fitting the relative initial 
acid concentrations to the calculated relative deprotection rates for two resist samples 
exposed to different doses. The sensitivity of this method to confounding variables is 
evaluated by performing Dill C parameter extractions on simulated deprotection rate data 
sets. The results show small (≦ 5% error) effects caused by acid diffusion during PEB, 
acid loss during PEB, acid generation efficiency, and small variations in the refractive 
indexes of the resist film during exposure. However, it is found that resists which display 
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significant auto-catalytic deprotection can not be reliably analyzed using this simple 
method. This method is demonstrated to successfully yield a Dill C parameter of 0.0409 
cm2/mJ for a high-activation energy resist consisting of a TPS.TFMS and a partially-
protected t-BOC pHOST. This result is consistent with other reported values for similar 
resist systems determined using other methods.  More detailed resist model is necessary 
for using quantitative FTIR spectrometry of resist deprotection rates to extract Dill C 
parameters for resist systems which possess low-activation energy protection groups and 
systems which in general exhibit significant auto-catalytic deprotection during PEB. 
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ON-WAFER ELLIPSOMETRY OF ACID-SENSITIVE DYES FOR 
CHARACTERIZING PAG ACID GENERATION IN RESIST FILMS† 
 
 The characterization method described in chapter 3 provides a fast and convenient 
protocol for quantifying PAG acid generation in a real CAR formulation by monitoring 
the deprotection rate of the resist polymer using FTIR spectrometry. However its 
application is still limited by several requirements related to material property and 
technical operation. First, real resist polymer resins (i.e. polymers with protecting groups) 
are required since the change of protection level is used as the probe of PAG acid 
generation. Significant error may occur when using this method to resist polymers with 
low-activation energy protecting groups which can undergo significant auto-catalyzed 
deprotection induced by the acidic subunits in polymer composition at elevated PEB 
temperature. On the other hand, a several hundred nanometer film thickness is generally 
required for obtaining a significant signal-to-noise ratio measurement from a general 
single-bounce FTIR spectrometry. Such restriction limits its application to the study of 
PAG acid generation in ultra-thin resist film (< 100 nm film thickness) which is essential 
to NGL technologies. In this chapter, another method which can determine PAG acid 
generation in ultra-thin polymer films, as well as low-activation energy resist films, is 
developed and demonstrated. In addition to the advance of the applicability to more 
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in previously published articles: 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Yueh, W.; Roberts, J. M.; Younkin, T. R.; Henderson, C. L., A new technique for studying 
photoacid generator chemistry and physics in polymer films using on-wafer ellipsometry and acid-
sensitive dyes, Proc SPIE 2008, 6923, 692316. 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Yueh, W.; Henderson, C. L., Quantifying Acid Generation from Photoacid Generators in 
Polymer Films Using On-Wafer Ellipsometry and Acid-Sensitive Dyes, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, 
submitted. 
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general material properties, the capabilities of using this method to study PAG acid 
generation rate under low-energy photolysis and high-energy radiolysis, as well as 
determine the efficiency of acid generation through direct PAG excitation and indirect 
polymer sensitization pathways are also developed and demonstrated. 
 
4.1 Theory 
4.1.1 Electronic Absorption Spectroscopy of Molecules 
 Upon the irradiation by an electromagnetic wave, a molecule may absorb the 
incident photon to increase the energy of its atoms and electrons depending on the photon 
energy and the molecular structure. The overall energy (ETot) of a molecule is the sum of 
contributions from electronic (EElec), vibrational (EVib), and rotational (ERot) energies, as 
shown in equation (4.1). 
 
  RotVibElecTotal EEEE ++=       (4.1) 
 
 The energy levels representing these three electronic transitions, as well as the 
photon energy of different radiation sources, are illustrated in figure 4.1. The energy 
changes involved in electronic transition of the molecule orbital are considerably greater 
than those involved in vibration and rotation of the molecular structures, and are sensitive 
to the electron cloud distribution in the molecule. Such energy changes are correspond to 
radiation energy in UV (200~400 nm) and visible (VIS, 400~800 nm) spectra regions. 
Typically the absorption of photon energy within this wavelength region induces the 
excitation of an electron from one molecular orbital with lower energy to another with 
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higher energy. Generally the absorption of UV/VIS photon energy can promote one 
electron from the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) to a lowest unoccupied 
molecular orbital (LUMO), and the photon energy required to carry out this electronic 
promotion is specific to the structure of the molecule. This electron jumping causes the 
re-distribution of the electron cloud of the molecule and thus the spatial configuration of 
the molecule. The UV/VIS absorption specta of molecules can be applied to determine 
the structure and the electronic transition of a molecule, and is often called electronic 
spectroscopy technology. In some cases the energy difference between molecular orbital 
is within the magnitude of the bond enthalpies of typical molecules, and the electronic 
transition may lead to chemical reactions involving chemical bond breakage, such as the 
photolysis of PAGs in CARs. 
 
 
Figure 4. 1 Schematic energy level diagram of molecular orbitals and photons within 
different wavelength regions. 
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 Molecular orbital theory states that the excitation (i.e. the electronic transition) of 
a molecule through the absorption of radiation in UV/VIS regions involves the promotion 
of its electrons from a bonding (σ or π) or non-bonding orbital (n), usually refer to the 
ground state, to an anti-bonding orbital (σ∗ or π∗), usually refer to the excited state. The 
energy levels of bonding orbitals, as well as possible electronic transitions of a molecule 
upon the absorption of radiation, are illustrated in figure 4.2. In principle every chemical 
structure in a molecule is correspond to a electronic transition upon radiation, however 
the transition of a electron from a s orbital to an anti-bonding orbital requires higher 
energy and shorter wavelength radiation (usually < 400 nm). There are only certain types 
of molecular structures and electronic transitions of those structures involved in UV/VIS 
radiation. The molecular structures containing covalently unsaturated groups such as 
double or triple bonds, or in some cases the long-pair electrons, are essentially 
responsible for the absorption in UV/VIS regions and are often called chromophores of a 
molecule. The general order of energy required for various electronic transitions is shown 
in equation (4.2). 
 
 
Figure 4. 2 Relative energy diagram of molecular orbitals and electronic transitions. 
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  *** πππσ →>→≥→ nn       (4.2) 
 
 The energy required for an electronic transition is in principle quantized and 
theoretically a discrete line is expected for each electronic transition. However in practice 
every molecule may possess different vibrational and rotational states with relatively 
small energy difference if compared to the energy of electronic transition. The direct 
consequence of statistical distribution of these states is the formation of a broad 
absorption band, which is the superimposition of electronic absorptions of molecules 
accompanying the same electronic transition, but different vibrational and rotational 
levels, in an electronic spectrum. Since the electronic absorption is specific to certain 
chromophore structure of a molecule, UV/VIS spectroscopy is extensively used as a 
powerful tool of structural and quantitative analysis.1 Beer-Lambert Law is often applied 






ε==0log        (4.3) 
 
Here I0 is the intensity of the incident radiation, I the intensity of radiation after 
transmitted through the media of interest, A the absorbance or optical density, ε the molar 
absorptivity, c the concentration of the molecule interested, and l the penetration length 
of the sample. This technique is highly sensitive to the variation of molecular 
concentration since the molar absorbance of chromophores is usually high that gives 
excellent signal-to-noise ratio for quantifying molecule concentration by monitoring the 
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intensity of the absorption peaks in the spectrum. Some molecules, which are usually 
called dyes, are small molecules which are sensitive to environmental changes, such as 
the pH value or polarity of the solution. Using UV/VIS spectrometry of dye molecules as 
a tool to probe the change of media properties has become a popular indirect method to 
trace the changes of properties in physical and chemical systems. 
 
4.1.2 On-Wafer Ellipsometry of Dye Absorption 
 For the spectrometric method used in this section to determine PAG acid 
generation in CARs, an ultra-high sensitivity and resolution on-wafer ellipsometry 
technique is developed to measure the absorption of acid-sensitive dyes in a solid-state 
polymer film, rather than the use of traditional UV/VIS spectrometric method. There are 
problems associated with the use of traditional UV/VIS spectrometry to determine PAG 
acid generation in polymer films. First, a standard solid-state UV/VIS spectrometry 
measures the absorption of a medium as described in previous section and equation (4.3). 
The absorption of radiation depends on the not only the concentration of the absorbing 
species, but also the film and substrate thickness (the penetration length l). For the study 
of PAG acid generation upon exposure to radiation, UV/VIS spectrometry measures only 
the absorption of samples exposed to radiation with different doses. The small 
absorbance variation due to the variation of sample or substrate thickness may result in 
significant background shift of the absorption spectrum and introduce error to the 
quantification of acid concentration. Unlike FITR spectrometry technique of which one 
single narrow-bend peak associates to one single chemical structures of a molecule, and 
internal reference absorption peaks associated to unchanged chemical structures of a 
molecule can be applied to calibrate spectra collected from different samples, UV/VIS 
spectrometry measures the electronic transition of a molecule and usually has broad-band 
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absorption, especially in a solid-state sample that the absorbing molecules have more 
contacts, interactions, and energy transition with the surrounding environment. Usually 
there is no clear and stable internal reference peaks can be used for calibration purpose. 
Second, the use of Beer-Lambert law requires the prerequisite that the medium, a solution 
or a solid-state film, is dilute enough so that the absorption hindrance effect can be 
prevent. However the concentration of dyes loaded in a solid-state film for detecting acid 
molecules is several-order higher than that in the solution phase and is far exceed the 
suggested concentration range for UV/VIS spectrometry. Finally, the standard substrates 
used in UV/VIS spectrometry, such as quartz (fused silica) and glass, may limit its 
application to specific exposure tools, such as modern EUVL and EBL systems which 
allow only the use standard silicon wafer as the substrate for sample preparation and 
loading. These problems place the major limitations of using standard UV/VIS 
spectrometry for quantifying PAG acid generation with acceptable resolution, sensitivity, 
and convenience. 
 In stead of using standard UV/VIS spectrometry, an on-wafer ellipsometry 
technique for quantifying PAG acid generation is developed in this work. Typically 
ellipsometry measures the polarization changes of light upon transmitting through or 
reflecting from a thin film. The exact nature of the polarization change is determined by 
the interaction of the electromagnetic field with the physical and electronic property of 
the material (i.e. thickness, complex refractive index or dielectric function tensor). 
Although optical techniques are inherently diffraction limited that may degrade their 
resolution and sensitivity, ellipsometry technique can exploits both the phase information 
and the polarization state of the light that achieves the resolution and sensitivity to 
angstrom level. A standard setup of an ellipsometry measurement is shown in figure 4.3. 
Electromagnetic radiation is emitted from a light source with an incident angle θin. The 
incident radiation is linearly polarized by a polarizer. The radiation then passes through 
an optional compensator, which can further modulate the phase of the incident radiation, 
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and falls onto the sample with an electric field Ein. The radiation with an electric field Eref 
is reflected from the sample film and then passes through another optional compensator 




Figure 4. 3 Schematic of an ellipsometry experiment setup. 
 
 Ellipsometry measures the change of polarization states of radiation reflected 
from a thin film.2 The measured values, denoted as Rs and Rp, are the amplitudes of the s 
and p components of the radiation after reflection and are normalized to their value 
before the reflection. The ratio of these two values is correlated to two Stokes parameters 
by the fundamental ellipsometry equation (4.4) 
 





e =Ψ Δtan        (4.4) 
 
Here tan(Ψ) is the amplitude ratio and Δ is the phase shift of radiation upon reflection, 
respectively. Since ellipsometry measures the ratio of two amplitudes of radiation 
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polarization, the measurement is self-consistent and can be highly accurate and 
reproducible. Possible measurement errors existed in UV/VIS spectroscopy can be 
intrinsically prevented. The phase measurement allows ellipsometry technique being 
highly sensitive to ultra-thin film (< 100 nm). The optical constants (i.e. the index of 
refraction, ñ(λ)=n(λ)+iκ(λ)) of a polymer film at each wavelength λ can be determined 
by the following scheme. The thickness and the dispersion behavior of the polymer film 
can be determined by using a three-term Cauchy equation model, as shown in equation 
(4.5), to fit the non-absorbing regions of the collected ellipsometry spectrum (500 ~ 1000 
nm). The index of refraction ñ(λ) is then determined by using a point-by-point fitting of 
ñ(λ) of the Cauchy model with fixed parameters at each wavelength in the absorbing 
regions (200 ~ 400 nm). 
 
  ( ) 42 λλλ
CBAn ++=        (4.5) 
 
 For a complex index of refraction, the extinction coefficient κ(λ) determines the 
decrease speed of the amplitude of the incident wave. The film absorption coefficient of 
the film at every wavelength is directly correlated to κ(λ) and can be calculated according 
to equation (4.6). 
 
  ( ) ( )
λ
λπκλα 4=        (4.6) 
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 The measured and model-fitted ellipsometry spectra collected at three different 
incident angles of a poly(hydroxylstyrene) (pHOST) film spin-coated on a flat silicon 
wafer, as well as the extracted indexes of refraction, are shown in figure 4.4. 
 
4.1.3 Properties of Acid-Sensitive Dyes 
 PAG loadings in traditional CARs are typically less than 5 wt% of the total solid 
that leads to the concentration of generated acid upon exposure to radiation being around 
the level of 10-2~10-3 mol/L in a solid-state resist film. For a successful application of 
spectrometry for quantifying PAG acid generation in CARs, the dye molecule must be 
sensitive to the presence of Lewis and Bronsted acids and undergo large spectroscopic 
shifts upon interaction with the acid molecule in order to monitor and quantify PAG acid 
generation, especially for the study of a solid-state resist film where the broadening of the 
absorption band is common. In this work, an acid-sensitive dye, Coumarin 6 (C6, 
Mw=350.44, Sigma Aldrich), is chosen as the UV/VIS tag in this method to quantify 
PAG acid generation in a polymer film upon exposure to radiation. The physiochemical 
properties of C6 in solution phase and solid-state films have been carefully investigated 
and reported.3 Upon the presence of acid, the proton attaches exclusively to the ring 
nitrogen of C6 molecule, forms a protonated monocation (C6+), and changes the electron 
cloud distribution of the original neutral C6 molecule. The protonation of C6 upon 
photodecomposition of a triphenylsulfonium trifluoromethylsulfonate (TPS.TFMS) and 
















































































Figure 4. 4 The measured and model-fitted ellipsomtery spectra (top), the extracted DUV 
optical constants (middle), and the calculated DUV absorption coefficients (bottom) of a 




Figure 4. 5 Illustration of the protonation of C6 upon photodecomposition of TPS.TFMS 
and the generation of an acid, as well as the resonance structures of C6+. 
 
 Solution phase absorbance of C6 and C6+ is performed to test the applicability of 
using C6 to probe the presence of superacids generated from PAGs photodecomposition. 
As shown in figure 4.6, the absorption peak of C6, λmax,C6, is measured at 456 nm in 
acetonitrile solution. A significant red-shift of the absorption peak is found upon the 
addition of a trifluoromethanesulfonic acid (H+CF3SO3-, Mw=150.08, Fluka), resulting in 
an absorption peak, λmax,C6+, at 520 nm for the monocation species. The large red-shift, 
on the order of ~65 nm, is attributed to the change-transfer interaction which occurs from 
the electron-rich diethylamino moiety to the ring protonated benzothiazole.3,4 
 By introducing the on-wafer ellipsometry technique mentioned in previous 
section, C6 can also be applied to detect and quantify acid in thin polymer films. The 
absorption of pHOST and poly(methyl methacrylate) (pMMA, Mw=15,000, Sigma 
Aldrich) films containing 5 wt% TPS.TFMS and equal mol% C6, before and after DUV 
exposure, are shown in figure 4.7. Blue-shifts of the absorption peaks are observed in 
both C6 and C6+ spectra when switching the polymer matrix from a polar pHOST to a 
non-polar pMMA. Since the polarity of a molecule usually changes with electronic 
transition, the position and the intensity of absorption peak of the dye may be shifted 
depending on the polarity of the polymer matrix. 
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Figure 4. 6 Absorption spectra of 3.0 10-5 mol/L C6 in acetonitride solution for the 
neutral species and the monocation formed upon the addition of H+CF3SO3-. 
 
 
Figure 4. 7 C6 absorption spectra of pHOST and pMMA films containing TPS.TFMS 
and C6 extracted using the on-wafer ellipsometry method. 
 
 The aggregation behavior of C6 molecules in solution and solid state application 
has been reported and showed an additional absorption band at 550 nm region in addition 
to the 450 nm absorption.3 In the spectra shown in figure 4.7, there is no absorption band 
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observed around 550 nm wavelength region, suggesting that C6 aggregation behavior is 
not present in the polymer film with the C6 concentration used in this work. 
 
4.2 Experimental Procedure 
 The procedure of using on-wafer ellipsometry technique and acid-sensitive dye to 
study PAG acid generation in polymer films is demonstrated in this section. The acid-
sensitive dye, C6, is used as a proton indicator to monitor PAG acid generation in a 
polymer film. TPS.TFMS is used as the PAG studied in this work. pMMA is used as the 
resin for studying PAG acid generation through direct PAG excitation pathway for since 
pMMA has insignificant absorption at DUV (248nm) wavelength region if compared to 
PAG molecules (0.04 μm-1 at 248 nm, several tens order lower than PAGs). DUV 
absorbing polymer such as pHOST is used as the matrix for studying polymer 
sensitization pathway for PAG acid generation since pHOST has been reported to enable 
efficient energy transfer to PAG for decomposition and acid generation.5,6 Polymer 
solutions are prepared by dissolving PAG, polymer resin, and C6 in cyclohexanone 
(reagentplus grade, Sigma Aldrich). The structures of the polymers and PAG used in this 
work are shown in figure 4.8. 
 
 
Figure 4. 8 The structures of polymer resins and PAG used in this work. 
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 Polymer films (~150 nm in thickness) are prepared by spin-coating the polymer 
solution onto primed silicon wafers and baked at 100 oC for 2 minutes to remove residual 
solvent. A variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (V-VASE, J. A. Woollam Inc.) is 
used to collect the ellipsometry spectra of PAG and dye doped polymer films. For the 
measured ellipsometry spectra of each polymer film, the film thickness is determined by 
fitting the Cauchy model to the non-absorption region spectrum (600~1000 nm). 
Exposure intensity profile deposited in the film is calculated by using the optical 
constants obtained by fitting the refractive indexes of the Cauchy model with fixed 
parameters to the spectrum in the DUV wavelength region (200~370 nm). The optical 
constants of C6+ was determined by fitting the refractive indexes of the Cauchy model 
with fixed parameters to the dye absorption region of the spectrum (370~600 nm) The 
corresponding film and dye absorptions is then calculated by equation (4.6). Polymer 
films are exposed using an Oriel Instruments exposure source (model 87530-1000, Hg-
Xe arc lamp) filtered by a 248 nm bandpass filter (bandwidth ~11 nm, FWHM). The 
polychromatic DUV intensity profile in the polymer films is calculated using the method 
reported in chapter 3 and is used to calculate energy deposited in the polymer film. The 
amount of acid generated though the photodecomposition of PAGs when subject to DUV 
radiation can be quantified by determining the absorption of C6+ and the correlation 
between C6+ absorption and acid concentration. Figure 4.9 shows an example of 
ellipsometry spectra of a polymer film doped with PAG and C6. The general use of the 





Figure 4. 9 The general use of the ellipsometry spectra of a polymer film doped with 
PAG and C6 spin-coated on a silicon wafer and exposed to DUV radiation. 
 
4.3 Results and Discussion 
 Calibration between C6+ absorption and the acid concentration in the polymer 
film is made by mixing varying amounts of trifluoromethanesulfonic acid into the 
polymer solutions containing fixed amount of C6 and spin-casting films from these 
solutions. The correlations between C6+ absorbance and acid concentration in pHOST 
and pMMA films are obtained with highly-confident linear relationships, as shown in 
figure 4.10. 
 PAG acid generation upon exposure to DUV radiation is monitored by this 
technique. Figure 4.11 shows C6 absorbance spectra of pHOST films (5 wt% TPS.TFMS 
and equal mole C6 loadings) exposed to incremental doses as determined via this 
ellipsometry technique. C6+ absorbance in polymer films increases as the applied DUV 
dose increase, and a self-consistent absorbance shift from C6 to C6+ is observed. The 
presence of a clear isosbestic point in the spectra indicates the excellent self-
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normalization function between measurements of different samples, as well as the 
capability of using ellipsometry spectrometry to quantify the protonation of C6 upon 
PAG photodecomposition and acid generation. 
 
 




Figure 4. 11 C6 absorbance spectra of pHOST films (5 wt% TPS.TFMS and equal mole 
C6 loadings) exposed to incremental DUV doses extracted using the on-wafer 
ellipsometry technique. 
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 Potential confounding effects associated with the use of solid-state acid-sensitive 
dye method have not been carefully investigated and reported. It is necessary to address 
these effects before using this technique for further studies. Major effects such as C6+ 
stability under ambient conditions and the probability of proton-dye contact in a solid-
state film are investigated. Polymer films containing equal mole TPS.TFMS and C6 in 
pHOST and pMMA matrices are prepared and exposed to DUV radiation (30 mJ/cm2). 
The dependences of acid concentration on post-exposure delay and PEB are monitored 
and illustrated in figure 4.12. Changes of acid concentration are observed in both polymer 
films. Acid concentration in pHOST film shows a fast and apparent decrease as the post-
exposure delay time increase. Airborne bases such as ammonia, amines, or n-methyl 
pyrrolidone (NMP) usually possess higher basicity than C6. These molecules may diffuse 
into the polymer film and deprotonate C6+ and trap the proton, thus decrease the apparent 
concentration of photogenerated acid. Immediate measurement right after the exposure or 
the experimental operation under a base free environment is essential for preventing this 
problem. PEB of pHOST and pMMA films show increases in apparent acid concentration 
of 7.5% and 40.5%, respectively, when compared with samples without any PEB. The 
mass density of a pHOST film consisting of 1.5 mol% TPS.TFMS and 1.5 mol% C6 
molecules is determined being 1.16 g/cm3 using the method describes in chapter 5. In this 
case the average spacing of each PAG and C6 molecule is approximately 10 nm if a 
homogeneous distribution of components is assumed. Under room temperature (25oC) the 
trifluoromethanesulfonic acid generated from TPS.TFMS photodecomposition possesses 
a diffusion coefficient smaller than 10-5 nm2/sec in a pHOST matrix as calculated from 
the acid diffusivity data in chapter 5. The low acid diffusivity and the relatively large 
spacing between generated acid and dye molecules indicate that acid may has low 
probability being detected by the dye without any thermal treatment. This effect is even 
more significant under high exposure dose since a large portion of the dye molecules 
have been consumed by the acids. The acid diffusivity increases to 10-2 nm2/sec at 70 oC 
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that can provide significantly higher acid diffusivity than that at room temperature. This 
result suggests that the probability of proton-dye contact in a polymer film can be 
relatively low when a PEB is not applied and this can lead to significant error in 
quantifying acid concentration. A physical model which can describe the dependence of 
proton-dye contact probability on PEB temperature is essential to the quantification of 
PAG acid generation in polymer film. This effect appears to be less important in a 
pHOST matrix, and may be due to the formation of inter- and intramolecular hydrogen 
bondings among hydroxyl groups in the polymer. The hydrogen bonding network may 
facilitates proton migration and transfer between subunits and proton-dye contact.7,8 The 
slight increase in detected acid concentration in a pMMA film over time at room 
temperature is probably due to the slow room temperature diffusion of the proton in the 




Figure 4. 12 Effects of PEB and post-exposure delay on acid concentration quantified by 
C6+ absorbance in pHOST and pMMA films. 
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 The effect of C6 loading on PAG sensitization and acid generation is also 
evaluated. Polymer films (150 nm in thickness) containing identical pMMA and 
TPS.TFMS loadings, but different C6-to-TPS.TFMS loading ratios, are prepared, 
exposed, and baked (at 70 oC for 1 min). Acid concentrations in polymer films are 
measured and an acid generation rate of each sample is determined by linearly fitting the 
data as shown in figure 4.13. Changing C6 loading shows no significant effect on PAG 
acid generation that indicates C6 sensitization pathway for PAG acid generation is 
negligible. The average acid generation rate for all C6-to-TPS.TFMS loading ratios is 
0.00221 ± 0.00015 ((mol/L)/(mJ/cm2), 95% confidence). The small variations in acid 
generation rate among samples are not statistically significant and do not follow any 
particular order or trend. These variations are likely the result of small variations in 
polymer film thickness or lamp intensity that lead to small variation of energy deposition 
profile in different polymer films. 
- 
 
Figure 4. 13 Effect of C6 loading on PAG acid generation under DUV exposure. 
 
 Photodecomposition of a PAG molecule into its products is generically assumed 
to be a first-order kinetics that can be readily described by equation (4.7) 
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  ( )CEiniPAGAcid eCC −−≡ 1,       (4.7) 
 
Here CPAG,ini and CAcid are the initial PAG concentration and acid concentration after 
exposure, respectively. E is the exposure dose and C is the Dill C parameter representing 
acid generation rate constant.9 When using dye to monitor acid generation in a polymer 
film, the observed acid concentration (CAcid,obs) may be lower than the actual acid 
concentration if the proton and C6 do not have sufficient time or mobility to encounter 
and react with each other. A simple modification of the original PAG acid generation 
model in equation (4.7) can be made by adding one additional parameter to describe the 
relationship between CAcid,obs and CAcid as shown in equation (4.8). 
 
  ( )CEiniPAGacidobsacid eFCFCC −−=≅ 1,,     (4.8) 
 
Here F represents the proton-dye contact efficiency (i.e. the fraction of generated acids 
that reacts with the dye molecules) and is primarily a function of the proton diffusivity 
and polymer film composition. Proton diffusivity is affected by many factors including 
matrix polarity, counter-anion size, and PEB temperature. At this point only one single F 
parameter is used to describe these effects in order to facilitate the model fitting process. 
An optimization strategy is employed for determining C and F parameters of the samples 
studied in this work. By measuring CAcid,obs at different PEB temperatures and exposure 
doses, a global C and different F parameters for describing proton-dye contact efficiency 
under different PEB temperatures can be extracted by fitting equation (4.8) to the 
measured acid concentration versus dose data. 
 Figure 4.14 and table 1 show the measured acid concentration data and the model 
fitting results of TPS.TFMS in pHOST and pMMA films (Polymer : TPS.TFMS : C6 = 
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97 : 1.5 : 1.5, molar ratio) under DUV exposure and different PEB conditions (no PEB 
and 70 oC PEB for 1 min). Acid generation rate constants for TPS.TFMS in pHOST and 
pMMA are determined being 0.0421 cm2/mJ and 0.0237 cm2/mJ, respectively. The PAG 
acid generation rate in pHOST is in good agreement with the values reported by other 
methods and the technique reported in chapter 3.10-13 The acid generation rate constant in 
pMMA is 43.7% lower than that in pHOST, suggesting that the presence of a polymer 
sensitization pathway in pHOST plays an significant role for TPS.TFMS acid generation 
in this polymer. The use of this technique to the study of polymer structure and radiation 
source effects on acid generation of different PAGs is performed and the results are 
provided in chapter 10. 
 
 
Figure 4. 14 Acid generation rate and model fitting results of TPS.TFMS in pHOST and 
pMMA films under DUV exposure. 
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Table 4. 1 Extracted Dill C and F parameters of TPS.TFMS acid generation in pHOST 
and pMMA films. 
 
Resin PEB condition C-parameter (95% confidence)
F-parameter 
(95% confidence) 
No PEB 0.9492 (0.0169) pHOST 




No PEB 0.4787 (0.0299) 
pMMA 






 In this chapter, another fast, convenient, and material-saving technique for 
studying PAG acid generation in solid-state polymer films has been developed and 
demonstrated. This method utilizes on-wafer ellipsometry to determine the absorption 
behavior of an acid-sensitive dye, which is incorporated into the polymer film as a acid 
indicator. The validity of this new analytical method is verified by comparing the results 
in selected PAG-polymer combinations with results obtained from studies using different 
techniques. The presence of airborne base can decrease the concentration of C6+ and lead 
to an underestimation of the real acid generation rate constant. C6 loading, up to 1:1 
C6:PAG, shows no significant C6 sensitization effect on TPS.TFMS acid generation. The 
importance of using a PEB step to modulate photoacid-dye contact efficiency and thus 
extract an accurate PAG acid generation rate constant is demonstrated. The use of this 
technique to compare the importance of direct PAG excitation versus polymer 
sensitization for acid generation in the case of TPS.TFMS is also demonstrated. This 
study serves as the starting point for building the structure-property relationships 
necessary for intelligent PAG and polymer matrix design to optimize exposure energy 
utilization in CARs. The experimental design here also demonstrates the capability of 
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using this technique and different polymer matrix to probe PAG acid generation through 
direct PAG excitation and indirect polymer sensitization pathways that is important to the 
development and design of sensitive PAGs and resist materials for NGL technologies. 
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IN SITU CHARACTERIZATION OF ACID DIFFUSIVITY IN CHEMICALLY 
AMPLIFIED RESIST FILMS† 
 
 CARs operate by an acid-catalyzed deprotection mechanism of the polymer 
matrix as introduced in chapter 2. Resist resolution is affected if the original distribution 
of acid molecules generated during exposure changes due to acid migration during PEB. 
The higher the acid diffusivity (i.e. longer acid-catalytic chain length), the more serious 
the resist image blur problem and thus the lower the resist resolution. For the 
characterization of a CAR, it is important to determine acid diffusivity in the resist film 
during PEB. It can be more beneficial to the development of novel CAR materials if 
effects, such as acid size, acid reactivity, and resist matrix properties, on acid diffusivity 
can be well determined and correlated. This chapter describes the development of an 
experimental-modeling technique for determining acid diffusivity in a resist film. The 
application of this technique to studying acid size and matrix property effects is also 
demonstrated and reported. 
 
5.1 Theory 
 The diffusion behavior of small molecules in a space can be described by the 
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in previously published articles: 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Yueh, W.; Henderson, C. L., In situ technique for determining acid diffusion behavior in 
chemically amplified resist films via mesoscale stochastic acid reaction-diffusion modeling of bulk resist 
deprotection chemistry, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, submitted. 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Yueh, W.; Henderson, C. L., Effects of acid and matrix properties on acid reaction-diffusion 
behavior in chemically amplified resists., Chem. Mater., submitted.
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equilibrium of a thermodynamic system.1 Consider a single-component system (i.e. there 
is only one species of molecules in the system) with constant temperature T and pressure 















=μ         (5.1) 
 
Here G is the Gibbs free energy. Chemical potential μ can also be related to the 
thermodynamic activity a as shown in equation (5.2). 
 
  aRT ln0 += μμ        (5.2) 
 
Here μ0 is the standard/reference chemical potential, R the ideal gas constant. Along the 
spatial coordinates of the system, the spatial gradient of μ is the partial derivative of 





∇=∇μ         (5.3) 
 
Here c is the species concentration. Since the driving force of diffusion is the chemical 
potential gradient of the species, the diffusive flux J (i.e. the amount of species flow 
through per unit area) is assumed to be proportional to the spatial gradient of the 






RTJ ∇=∇∝ μ        (5.4) 
 
The relationship between diffusive flux and the concentration gradient can be correlated 
by defining a diffusion coefficient D as shown in equation (5.5) which is know as Fick’s 
first law of diffusion. 
 
  cDJ ∇−=         (5.5) 
 
Fick’s first law of diffusion is used for the description of a system under steady-state 
diffusion. Consider a control volume in a space where the species flow in and out of the 
control volume, the net change of species concentration in the control volume is equal to 
the net flux of species across the boundary of the control volume. The mass balance 
relationship is shown in equation (5.6) which is also know as the equation of continuity or 
Fick’s second law describing the mass flux and distribution of a non-steady or 
continually changing state of a diffusion system. 
 





∂       (5.6) 
 
 Fick’s first and second laws are commonly applied to the study of species 
diffusion behavior in various systems. The solutions (theoretical or numerical) of these 
two equations can be applied to specifically-designed experimental systems to extract the 
diffusion coefficients of interest. For the application to studying acid diffusion in a CAR 
film, the use of Fick’s second law is more common since the resist film is usually thin 
(few microns to a hundred nanometers) and the available acid source is usually limited. 
Researchers intend to design experimental configurations, such as pattern-wise exposure 
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of a resist film or a bilayer film stack contain an acid feeding layer and an acid detection 
layer, to generate a high contrast initial acid distribution profile in order to monitor acid 
migration and use Fick’s second law to extract acid diffusion coefficient. However these 
methods suffer intrinsic problems mentioned in chapter 2, such as poor precision, low 
sensitivity, and in some cases lacking the applicability of in situ study. These 
fundamental issues limit their applicability to the study of many CAR systems. 
 In this chapter, a novel concept and the corresponding technique for determining 
acid diffusivity in a resist film are developed and demonstrated. Consider a condition 
where a resist film is flood exposed and all the PAGs have been photodecomposed and 
generate acids. From a macroscopic point of view a constant and uniform acid 
concentration in the bulk resist film is usually assumed in this case and no acid diffusion 
is expected since there is no concentration gradient in the resist film. In reality, acid 
molecules are sparsely distributed in the resist film. Acid distribution heterogeneity does 
exist and create microscopic acid concentration gradient which serves as the driving force 
for microscopic acid diffusion. In an extreme case each acid molecule randomly migrates 
during the baking process from its initial position to other locations in the resist film. 
Such microscopic acid diffusion behavior in a flood-exposed resist film can also be well 
described by Fick’s second law. 
 Consider seven adjacent cubic cells with the same edge length l in a three-
dimensional (3D) space described by a Cartesian coordinate as shown in figure 5.1. The 
cell size represents the volume which is small enough that the microscopic heterogeneity 
of molecular distribution can be captured. The center red cell indicates the cell occupied 




Figure 5. 1 Illustration of single molecule diffusion through random walk. 
 
 For any pair of cells containing the center cell and one adjacent cell, there is a 
molecular concentration gradient existed in this small two-cell volume. The concentration 
gradient can serve as the driving force pushing molecules diffusing from the center cell to 
any of the adjacent cells with the same probability. Assuming isotropic molecule 
diffusivity among cells in this system (i.e. constant diffusion coefficient), the rate 
equation of moving molecules from the center cell to a positive x direction can be derived 





















+       (5.7) 
 
 Since there are six adjacent cells in a 3D spatial system and the probabilities of 








































overallDiff    (5.8) 
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Here the factor 2 indicates the doubled probability that the molecule can diffuse to two 
directions (positive and negative) in each dimension. By using the fact that microscopic 
acid distribution heterogeneity does exits in a bulk resist film containing small amount of 
acid molecules, it is possible to extract acid diffusion coefficient in a resist film by fitting 
resist bulk property changes, such as the deprotection extent of a resist matrix, to an acid 
reaction-diffusion model describing microscopic acid migration and reaction behavior. 
 
5.2 Experiment and Model Description 
5.2.1 FTIR Spectrometry of Resist Matrix Deprotection 
 In this work, the deprotection extent of a flood exposed resist film is measured 
and used as the data to determine acid diffusivity using a mesoscale model fitting method 
described in the next section. For the formulation of resist solutions, a fully tert-
butoxycarbonyl (t-BOC) protected poly(p-hydroxystyrene) (pHOST) solids (pTBOCST) 
is synthesized and used as the polymer resin.2 Triphenylsulfonium triflate (TPS.TFMS, 
Mw 412.45, Sigma Aldrich), bis(tert-butylphenyl)iodonium perfluorobutanesulfonate 
(TBI.PFBS, Mw 692.43, Sigma Aldrich), and triphenylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate 
(TPS.SbF6, Mw 499.13, Midori Kagaku) are individually used as PAG in the formulation. 
Resist solutions are prepared by dissolving 10 wt% solids (with respect to the total 
solution weight) into propylene glycol monomethylether acetate (PGMEA, Sigma 
Aldrich). The material structures are illustrated in figure 5.2 and the corresponding 




Figure 5. 2 Structures of protected polymer resin and PAGs used in this work. 
 
Table 5. 1 The compositions of resist solutions used in this work. 
 
Resist solution PAG loading (wt% to solid) 
Resin subunit to 
PAG mole ratio 
pTBOCST + TPS.TFMS 0.46 547 
pTBOCST + TBI.PFBS 0.77 402 
pTBOCST + TPS.SbF6 0.40 405 
 
 Prime grade silicon wafers are sequentially coated with a 25 nm titanium as the 
adhesion layer and a 250 nm gold as the infrared reflection layer via an electron-beam 
evaporation system (CVC SC 5000 e-beam evaporator, CVC Inc.) and used as the 
substrate for FTIR reflectance measurements. Resist films are prepared by spin-coating 
the solutions onto the gold-deposited wafer and post-applied baked at 100oC for 2 
minutes on a contact hot plate to remove residual casting solvent. Resist film thickness is 
measured being around 500 nm using a variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (V-
VASE, J. A. Woollam Inc.). The resist films are flood exposed at a dose of 200 mJ/cm2 
using an Oriel Instruments exposure source (model no. 87530-1000, Hg-Xe arc lamp) 
filtered using a 248 nm bandpass filter (bandwidth 11 nm, FWHM). Such long exposure 
time ensures full PAG decomposition and acid generation in the resist film. PEB at 
different temperature (70 ~ 110 oC) and time (0 ~ 90 sec) was followed after exposure. 
Exposure and PEB are performed in a base-free environment in order to eliminate 
possible acid loss kinetics through acid-base neutralization. The reflectance FTIR spectra 
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are collected using an FTIR microscope (IRscope II microscope, Bruker AXS Inc.) 
connected to a Bruker IFs66vS FTIR/ Raman system. Deprotection levels in the resist 
films are determined by monitoring the intensity of the carbonyl stretching peak 
associated with the t-BOC group (1755 cm-1), while the C-H out-of-plane bending of the 
para-substituted benzene (827 cm-1) is used as an internal standard for normalization of 
the collected FTIR data with respect to possible variations in resist film thickness and 
substrate reflectance of different samples. 
 
5.2.2 Mesoscale Resist Model 
 A mesoscale resist model is developed to simulate the microscopic acid reaction-
diffusion behavior in a flood exposed resist film during PEB process. The FTIR 
spectrometry of resist deprotection extent mentioned in previous section is fitted by the 
model to extract acid diffusion coefficients. The resist model is built by a 3D lattice 
containing 125,000 cubic cells (50 50 50) with the same size to represent the volume 
of the resist film simulated. The cell volume is set as the size approximated to a subunit 
of the resist polymer (i.e. a t-BOC protected HOST) or an acid molecule. The structure of 
the mesoscale resist model is illustrated in figure 5.3. 
 The volume and edge length of each cell in the 3D lattice are determined by 
measuring the molar density of the resist film using a quartz crystal microbalance (QCM, 
PLO-10 Phase Lock Oscillator, Maxtek Inc.). The frequencies of a 5 MHz gold-plated 
quartz crystal disk (model # SC-501-1) before and after resist coating are measured. The 
resist film on QCM disk is prepared using the same process as the film spin-coated on a 
gold-deposited silicon wafer. 
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Figure 5. 3 Illustration of the developed mesoscale resist model for acid reaction-
diffusion modeling. 
 
 The mass of the resist film mresist on the QCM disk can be calculated using 






ffm −=        (5.9) 
 
Here fblank and fcoated are frequencies of the QCM disk before and after coating the resist 
film, respectively. Cf is a constant related to crystal intrinsic properties and can be 










=         (5.10) 
 
Here fq is the resonant frequency of the bare crystal (nominally 5.0 MHz), ρq the density 
of the quartz crystal (2.649 g/cm3), and νq the shear wave velocity of the AT cut quartz 
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crystals used in this study (332,200 cm/s). Resist film thickness on the QCM disk is 
measured using a ellipsometer. Resist molar density can be precisely calculated once the 
mass and the volume of the resist film on the disk are measured. The mass density of a 
pTBOCST film used in this work is determined as 1.14 g/cm3. The corresponding molar 
density and the edge length of the cell used in the mesoscale resist model are 0.004872 
mol/cm3 and 0.698 nm, respectively. 
 
5.2.3 Stochastic Acid Reaction-Diffusion Modeling 
 In the beginning of the modeling, all cells in the 3D lattice are randomly assigned 
either a polymer subunit or an acid molecule according to the resist film composition to 
initialize the resist model. Major physical and chemical phenomena in the resist film 
during PEB are simulated by a stochastic acid reaction-diffusion model using an exact 
stochastic simulation algorithm.4,5 The fundamental hypothesis of the stochastic 
formulation of chemical kinetics is that the stochastic reaction probability function aμ 
which characterizes the likelihood of reaction Rμ to happen in a reaction volume V in the 





 interval next time in the in occur       will                    
 reaction  particular ay that probabilit average μμμμ δ ≡=  (5.11) 
 
Here cμ is the stochastic reaction rate constant, hμ the number of distinct molecular 
reactant combinations for reaction Rμ found to be present in V within the time interval δt. 
For a simple bimolecular reaction, cμ can be approximately correlated to the reaction rate 
constant kμ commonly used in a deterministic kinetics by equation (5.12). The 
corresponding hμ for this bimolecular reaction is represented as equation (5.13). 
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  μμ Vck =&         (5.12) 
  21 XXh =μ         (5.13) 
 
Here X1 and X2 represent the number of molecules of reactant 1 and 2 in V within the time 
interval δt. The fundamental hypothesis of the stochastic simulation algorithm can be 
applied and extended to the acid reaction-diffusion system of a resist film. 
 For the description of chemical reactions in the stochastic modeling, major 
reactions occur in the resist film during PEB are acid-catalyzed and auto-catalyzed 
deprotections of the polymer resin, as shown in figure 5.4. Acid-catalyzed deprotection is 
the second imaging mechanism of a positive-tone CAR as described in chapter 2. Auto-
catalyzed deprotection is also a reaction of which some polymer subunits, such as the 
carbolic acid in this case, may possess acidity high enough to effectively deprotect the 
polymer resin at elevated PEB temperature. 
 
 
Figure 5. 4 Acid-catalyzed and auto-catalyzed deprotections of pTBOCST. 
 
 The probability functions of acid-catalyzed and auto-catalyzed deprotection 
reactions in a cell can be written as equation (5.14) and (5.15). 
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  tXXcthca tBOCAcidAcidAcidAcidAcid δδ ==     (5.14) 
  tXXcthca tBOCHOSTAutoAutoAutoAuto δδ ==     (5.15) 
 
 In the case of acid-catalyzed deprotection, XAcid and XtBOC can be either 0 or 1 
depending on the absence or presence of an acid molecule and a t-BOC protection group 
in the cell, respectively. In the case of auto-catalyzed deprotection, XtBOC can be either 0 
or 1 depending on the absence or presence of a t-BOC protecting group in the cell, and 
XHOST can be an integer between 0 and 6 depending on the number of HOST functional 
groups adjacent to the cell of interest. Stochastic reaction rate constants cAcid and cAuto can 
be obtained by using equation (5.12) while the deterministic reaction rate constants, kAcid 
and kAuto, of acid-catalyzed and auto-catalyzed deprotections can be determined using 
simple experimental-modeling methods. 
 For the description of acid diffusion in a stochastic modeling, acid diffusivity in a 
resist film is mainly influenced by a number of factors, such as PEB temperature, acid 
size, and the property of the polymer matrix. The acid diffusion model developed in this 
work takes all these effect into considerations. PEB temperature and acid size effects on 
acid diffusivity are inherent in the model since acid size and PEB temperature are 
independent variables which one can control through experimental design. For the matrix 
property effect, deprotection reactions in the resist film during PEB change polarity and 
electron affinity of the polymer resin that creates heterogeneity of local matrix property 
and may locally affect acid diffusivity. Multiple acid diffusion coefficients representing 
acid diffusivity in different polymer matrices are included in the model to deal with this 
important physical phenomenon. In the present case of a pTBOCST polymer, it has been 
reported that acid molecule possesses different diffusivity in t-BOC protected pHOST 
and pHOST polymers.6 Acid molecule shows at least 1-order higher diffusion coefficient 
in t-BOC protected pHOST than that in pHOST under the same PEB temperature, mainly 
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due to the plasticizing effect and non-polar nature of the t-BOC functionality. The multi-
diffusivity model developed in this work is illustrated in figure 5.5. On the other hand, 
the deprotection of t-BOC functionality generates carbon dioxide and isobutene which 
have high volatility and can evaporate from the resist film rapidly. The losing weight in 
deprotected matrix may result in the shrinkage of the resist volume that may also affect 
acid migration since the length scale of the resist film has changed. It is necessary to take 
into account the volume change effect into the model in order to have more precise 
extraction of acid diffusion coefficient. For a pTBOCST film a 42% film thickness loss is 
observed in a fully-deprotected film. This resist volume shrinkage is used to re-calculate 
the edge lengths of cells containing protected and deprotected polymer subunits. 
 
 
Figure 5. 5 Multiple acid diffusivity model describing acid reaction-diffusion in a 
pTBOCST film. 
 
 The corresponding stochastic probability functions describing one acid molecule 
hopping from one cell to another adjacent cell can be derived from equation (5.8) are 
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Here XAcid can be either 0 or 1 depending on the absence or presence of the acid molecule 
in the cell. ltBOC and lHOST are the edge lengths of the t-BOC protected HOST and HOST, 
respectively. In this case 0.698 nm and 0.582 nm are obtained for ltBOC and lHOST, 
respectively. Since the PEB temperature used in this work is well below the glass 
transition temperature, acid molecule migration in a resist film is mainly relied on 
statistical polymer chain fluctuation which creates transient free volume in the matrix that 
allow the acid molecule to hop from one site to another. The acid hopping description in 
this model is valid in representing such microscopic acid random-walk behavior in a 
polymer film.  
 The stochastic acid reaction-diffusion modeling is performed by a direct method 
which contains the following steps: 
 
 Step 0: Initialize resist model by assigning polymer subunits and acid molecules 
into the cells of model lattice according to resist composition. 
 
 Step 1: Determine hopping direction of each acid molecule i by using a random 
number di. 
 
 Step 2: Calculate and store the values of stochastic probability functions 
associated with each reaction and diffusion using equations (5.14) ~ (5.18) for the 
current model condition. 
 
 Step 3: Calculate and store the sum of reaction and diffusion probability functions 
as shown in equation (5.19). Parameters M, N, O, P, Q represents the total number 






































 Step 4: Generate a pair of unit-interval uniform random numbers r1 and r2 and 
calculate the time τ for the next step (reaction or diffusion) to occur using 
equation (5.20). By placing all the available reactions and diffusions in a raw, 
determine the next step ν (a reaction or diffusion) to occur within the time interval 
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ii aara        (5.21) 
 
 Step 5: Increase the current simulation time by τ and update the change of the 
model condition after the reaction or diffusion occurred. For example, deprotect a 
cell if a deprotection reaction occurred, or update the new acid position and 
generate another random number di to determine the next acid hopping direction 
if an acid hopping occurred. 
 





Figure 5. 6 Flow chart showing scheme of mesoscale stochastic acid reaction-diffusion 
experimental-modeling for determining acid diffusivity in a CAR film. 
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 For each optimization process, the deprotection ratio of the resist film is 
calculated via dividing the number of the remaining protecting cells by the total number 
of cells of the system. Acid diffusion coefficients are obtained by averaging the extracted 
acid diffusion coefficients of 20 optimization results and the corresponding standard 
deviation is also calculated. The flow chart of a complete acid reaction-diffusion 
experimental-modeling for determining acid diffusivity in resist film is illustrated in 
figure 5.6. 
 
5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Extraction of Acid Diffusion Coefficients 
 Normally acid-catalyzed deprotection reaction is significantly fast at the presence 
of super acids, such as those described in section 5.2.1, if compared with acid diffusion in 
the polymer matrix. The acid-catalyzed deprotection can be assumed to occur 
immediately when an acid molecule hops to a cell containing a protected subunit. On the 
other hand, since the acid-catalyzed cleavage of t-BOC protecting group is a high-
activation energy process, auto-catalyzed deprotection induced by the weak acidity of 
phenol is insignificant if compared with acid-catalyzed deprotection under moderate PEB 
temperature. Simulation of auto-catalyzed deprotection of a partially-protected t-BOC 
pHOST film using a deterministic kinetic model is performed to determine the 
contribution of resin deprotection due to auto-catalysis. The auto-catalyzed deprotection 








→+      (5.23) 
 
Literature reported values of k1 and k2 are used in the simulation. The PEB time 
dependent deprotection ratio of the polymer matrix at different PEB temperature and 
initial protection level are shown in figure 5.7. It is clear that the deprotection caused by 
auto-catalysis is less than 0.3 mol% even under the most extreme PEB condition (110 oC 
PEB temperature and 10 mol% protection) possibly existed in the experiments described 
in section 5.2.1. This level of deprotection is insignificant and the auto-catalyzed 
deprotection reaction can be neglected from the mesoscale stochastic acid reaction-
diffusion model. Finally a detailed acid reaction-diffusion model can be simplified to an 
acid diffusion-limited model for the study of acid diffusivity in a pTBOCST film (i.e. 




Figure 5. 7 PEB temperature and initial protecting ratio effects on auto-catalyzed 
deprotection ratio of a t-BOC protected pHOST film. 
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 Experimental data and the best model fit for PFBS acid-catalyzed deprotection of 
a pTBOCST film are shown in figure 5.8. The close fits to the data indicate that overage 
the PEB temperature range (80 ~ 100 oC) the mesoscale stochastic acid reaction-diffusion 
model can well describes the resist physics and chemistry, even effects such as acid loss 
or free volume formation in the resist film are not included in the model. The best fit acid 
diffusion coefficients are listed in table 5.2. Acid diffusion coefficients in the same resist 
system extracted by a “surface exposure” experimental-modeling method are also listed 
for comparison.6 At 85oC and 95oC PEB temperatures, mesoscale stochastic acid 
reaction-diffusion model extracts PFBS acid diffusion coefficients which are less than a 
order difference comparing to the values reported by surface exposure method. Previous 
techniques all require the creation and characterization of high contrast initial acid 
distribution profile. Since the mesoscale stochastic model needs only the deprotection 
data measured from flood-exposed resist films, the easy of experimental operation and no 
need of acid profile characterization greatly facilitates the applicability of using this 
technique to study acid diffusion in resist films for different lithography technologies. 
 
 
Figure 5. 8 Experimental data and the best fit acid reaction-diffusion model of PFBS 
acid-catalyzed deprotection in a pTBOCST resist film. 
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Table 5. 2 Extracted and literature reported PFBS acid diffusion coefficients in 
pTBOCST and pHOST matrices 
 
Mesoscale Stochastic Model 
PEB Temperature (oC) DtBOC (nm2/sec) DHOST (nm2/sec) 
80 0.40657 0.049787 
85 1.637443 0.081114 
90 2.35082 0.130092 
95 7.098759 0.216566 
100 13.50947 0.251031 
Surface Exposure Model6 
PEB Temperature (oC) DtBOC (nm2/sec) DHOST (nm2/sec) 
65 0.05 0.004 
75 0.22 0.01 
85 1.0 0.04 
95 3.5 0.08 
105 15 0.1 
 
 Arrhenius relationships of these extracted acid diffusion coefficients at different 
PEB temperature are shown in figure 5.9 and compared to those obtained by the surface 
exposure method in order to check the validity of determining PEB temperature 
dependence of acid diffusion coefficients using this method, The dependence of acid 
diffusivity in a polymer film on PEB temperature below glass transition temperature (Tg) 
can be well described by an Arrhenius relationship as shown in equation (5.24). 
 






eDTD 0        (5.24) 
 
Here Ea is the activation energy of acid diffusion in the resist film and D0 is the pre-
exponential factor. Acid diffusion coefficients in both pTBOCST and pHOST matrices 
show good linear fits in the Arrhenius plot. The obtained activation energies for PFBS 
acid diffusing in pTBOCST and pHOST matrices are 44.42 kcal/mol and 22.13 kcal/mol, 
respectively. The pre-exponential factors for PFBS acid diffusion in pTBOCST and 
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pHOST matrices are 1.52 1027 nm2/sec and 2.60 1012 nm2/sec respectively. The 
difference in diffusion coefficients and Arrhenius parameters between mesoscale 
stochastic modeling method and surface exposure method are probably due to the 
difference in resist film preparation process. In this work the resist film is post-applied-
bake at 90 oC which is 40 oC lower than the baking temperature applied in surface 
exposure method (130 oC). A 90 oC baking temperature may leave more residual solvent 
in the resist film that may serve as channel for enhancing acid diffusion, and result in 
higher extracted acid diffusion coefficients than films baked at 130 oC. On the other hand, 
a thinner film (0.2 μm) has been reported showing a faster deprotection rate and thus 
higher acid diffusivities than a thicker film (1.2 μm) in a pTBOCST resist film through 
the real cause has not been investigated.6 In this work a 500 nm film thickness is used, 
and therefore the extracted acid diffusivities with higher values can also be expected. 
 
 
Figure 5. 9 Arrhenius plots of PFBS acid diffusion coefficients in pTBOCST and 
pHOST matrices extracted from mesoscale stochastic modeling method and the surface 
exposure method reported by Houle et. al.6 
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 Beside the capability of extracting acid diffusion coefficients in different polymer 
matrices and the modeling of resist deprotection effect on acid diffusivity, the mesoscale 
stochastic model can also trace microscopic acid migration behavior during PEB. The 
model traces the position and the number of deprotection of each acid molecule that 
allows the study of PEB temperature and time effects on average acid catalytic chain 
length and average acid displacement from its initial position. PFBS acid catalytic chain 
length in a pTBOCST matrix with different PEB temperature and time is shown in figure 
5.10. A saturation of chain length growth is observed at every PEB temperature, 
indicating that the overlapping of deprotection volume created by each acid molecule 
while resist deprotection extent increase. The calculated several tens to hundreds catalytic 
chain lengths also indicate the overestimated acid-catalytic deprotection capability (more 
than several hundreds catalytic chain length) predicted using other over-simplified 
models and methods. 
 
 
Figure 5. 10 Average PFBS acid catalytic chain length in a pTBOCST film. 
 
 Acid reaction-diffusion effect on average acid displacement of PFBS acid in a 
pTBOCST matrix is also shown in figure 5.11. Significant jump followed by a rapid slow 
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down of acid displacement increase is observed in every PEB temperature and the 
saturation of acid displacement while increasing PEB temperature is also detected. This 
behavior is mainly due to the trapping of acid molecules in pHOST matrix which 
possesses higher electron affinity and polarity than pTBOCST matrix. Such observations 
also indicate that the correlation between acid diffusion induced image blur and PEB time 
is relatively insignificant. Resist CD bias caused by acid diffusion may be determined at 
the early stage of the PEB process. 
 
 
Figure 5. 11 Average PFBS acid displacement from the initial position in a pTBOCST 
film. 
 
5.3.2 Effects of Acid Properties on Acid Diffusivity 
 Effects of chemical and physical properties of photo-generated acid on its 
diffusion behavior in a resist matrix are studied using the mesoscale stochastic modeling 
method in this section. PAGs which generate TFMS, PFBS, SbF6 acids are used and 
compared to investigate effects of their properties on their diffusion behavior in a 
pTBOCST matrix during PEB process. Possible effects are investigated by looking at the 
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extracted diffusion coefficients and their dependence on matrix properties and PEB 
temperature. The experimental deprotection extent and the best fit of pTBOCST/acid 
matrices under 90oC PEB were shown in figure 5.12. The observed deprotection rate is a 
function of acid anion size (i.e. the deprotection rate decrease as the acid anion size 
increase). The extracted acid diffusion coefficients in pTBOCST and pHOST matrices 
are also listed in table 5.3. When switching from an acid with smaller anion (i.e. TFMS 
acid) to an acid with larger anion (i.e. PFBS or SbF6 acids), it is clear that the decrease of 
deprotection rate is mainly due to the decrease of acid diffusivity in pTBOCST matrix. A 
decrease of acid diffusivity in pHOST matrix is also observed, however the acid size 
effect is not as significant as that in pTBOCST matrix. 
 
 
Figure 5. 12 Experimental data and the best model fit for acid-catalyzed deprotection at 
90 oC PEB in pTBOCST resist films with different acids. 
 
Table 5. 3 Extracted diffusion coefficients of acids at 90oC PEB 
 
Acid type DtBOC (nm2/sec) DHOST (nm2/sec) 
TFMS acid 56.41 0.35 
PFBS acid 2.35 0.13 
SbF6 acid 0.16 0.10 
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 Catalytic chain lengths of different acids are compared and shown in figure 5.13. 
SbF6 acid has giant anion due to the giant antimony core if compared with those sulfonate 
anions of TFMS and PFBS acids. This giant acid anion significantly reduces the 
diffusivity of SbF6 acid, and decreases its catalytic chain length down to less than a 
hundred at 90 oC PEB. The average acid displacement is calculated being less than 15 nm, 
as shown in figure 5.14. Such results explain why using TPS.SbF6 PAG as the acid 
generator in pTBOCST resist system can significantly improve the control of image blur 
than other PAGs in this study. 
 The dependences of diffusion behavior of different acids on PEB temperature in 
pTBOCST and pHOST matrices are also investigated by looking at the Arrhenius 
relationships of diffusion. Arrhenius plots are generated by extracting diffusion 
coefficients of acids at different PEB temperatures, as shown in figure 5.15. The 
corresponding activation energies and pre-exponential factors are also determined and 
listed in table 5.4. For acid diffusion in a pTBOCST matrix, the activation energy 
increase as the acid anion size increase. This behavior is expected since the larger the 
acid size, the higher the transition energy required for overcoming the energy barrier of 
diffusion in a solid-state film. However an opposite trend is observed when acid diffusing 
in a pHOST matrix. The larger the acid size, the smaller the activation energy of 
diffusion. Currently there is no literature reporting and addressing this opposite acid 
diffusion behavior in a pHOST matrix. In principle, there are two major factors, relative 
to acid property, controlling acid diffusivity in a solid-state film. One is the acid size 
effect which is already addressed in previous discussion. The other is the interaction of 
acid molecule with the polymer matrix. For example, acid molecule is a conjugated pair 
consisting of a positively-charged proton and negatively-charge anion. In most cases the 
proton of a strong acid can not stay along and is generally attached to the polymer matrix 
rather than the anion. The proton can not migrate far away from its counter anion in order 








Figure 5. 14 Average displacements of acids from the initial position in pTBOCST film 





Figure 5. 15 Arrhenius plots of diffusion coefficients of acids in pTBOCST and pHOST 
matrices. 
 
Table 5. 4 Arrhenius parameters of extracted acid diffusion coefficients 
 
pTBOCST matrix 
Acid type Ea (kcal/mol) D0 (nm2/sec) 
TFMS acid 38.62 8.74E+24 
PFBS acid 44.42 1.52E+27 
SbF6 acid 64.92 1.67E+38 
pHOST matrix 
Acid type Ea (kcal/mol) D0 (nm2/sec) 
TFMS acid 41.57 4.34E+24 
PFBS acid 22.13 2.60E+12 
SbF6 acid 2.97 5.93 
 
matrix and proton or acid anion may dominate and control acid diffusion behavior. In a 
polar matrix such as pHOST investigated in this work, proton is expected to have higher 
affinity to the hydroxyl group of pHOST, and the proton transfer between hydroxyl 
groups (inter-chain or intra-chain) in a pHOST matrix requires a more correct orientation 
of the polymer chain to facilitate the transfer. The transfer of acid proton in a pHOST 
matrix is illustrated in figure 5.16. The antimony core of the SbF6 acid results in a giant 
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anion that leads to the proton being close to the anion. Such giant anion may act as a 
significant hindrance of correct chain orientation for proton transfer and may limit the 
diffusion of SbF6 acid in a pHOST matrix, as indicated by red arrows in figure 5.16. The 
acid diffusivity may become insensitive to the change of PEB temperature as shown in 
figure 5.15 and table 5.4. In the case of TFMS acid such anion hindrance effect is not 
significant since the anionic core is relatively small. PFBS acid shows the acid diffusion 
property between TFMS and SbF6 acids. Acid anion hindrance effect is in principle not 
significant in a pTBOCST matrix since the t-BOC group is less polar and less electron 
rich if compared with the hydroxyl group. The proton transfer between t-BOC groups is 
easier and less limited by the need of a correct polymer chain orientation. Besides, t-BOC 
group acts as the plasticizer that allows more chain orientation flexibility and higher 
probability for proton transfer between groups. Acid diffusivity in a pTBOCST matrix is 





























 In this chapter, a mesoscale stochastic experimental-modeling technique for 
studying acid diffusion behavior in a solid-state resist film has been developed and 
demonstrated. For the modeling part a mesoscale resist model has been built to represent 
the composition of a resist film. A stochastic acid reaction-diffusion process has been 
applied to simulate major resist physics and chemistry during PEB. Since the model can 
simulate and trace microscopic random walk behavior of acid molecules and polymer 
subunit deprotection reaction, this technique requires only the deprotection history of a 
flood-exposed resist film baked at elevated temperature to extract acid diffusion 
coefficient with high precision. The ease of experimental operation and initial acid 
distribution characterization significantly extends the applicability of this technique to 
resist materials designed for various lithography technologies and exposure sources. This 
technique is validated by comparing the extracted acid diffusion coefficients of a 
pTBOCST/PFBS acid system to the literature values obtained by a surface exposure 
method. This technique has also been applied to the study of acid property and polymer 
matrix effects on acid diffusivity. The results indicate that acid with larger anion has 
lower diffusivity in a solid-state polymer film in general. In a non-polar pTBOCST 
matrix, larger acid anion leads to higher activation energy of acid diffusion. However an 
opposite trend is observed in a pHOST matrix. The diffusivity of a SbF6 acid is 
insensitive to the change of PEB temperature. This opposite trend may be due to the 
hindrance effect of the giant SbF6 anion that reduces the proton transfer probability 
between hydroxyl groups and thus limits acid diffusivity. 
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HIGH RESOLUTION LITHOGRAPHY TECHNIQUE FOR PROBING RESIST 
INTRINSIC PATTERNING PERFORMANCE† 
 
 The development of novel resist material for NGL is targeting applications for 
sub-50 nm technology nodes. The characterization of resist patterning performance 
requires lithography techniques which can faithfully represent the intrinsic patterning 
capability, such as CD control and LER performance, of a resist material without the 
interference of issues associated with the exposure optics, such as photon shot noise and 
poor intensity contrast of the aerial image. The major factors which are essential for a 
satisfactory lithography technique are the capability in generating aerial image with sub-
50 nm resolution while still maintaining high aerial image contrast. In this chapter, a 
lithography technique for determining resist intrinsic patterning performance is 
developed and demonstrated. The use of a 100 kV direct-write EB of a resist film spin-
coated on a free standing silicon nitride membrane is demonstrated having ultra-high 
resolution, aerial image quality, uniform energy deposition profile throughout the resist 
depth, and minimized shot noise through a Monte Carlo EB trajectory and energy 
deposition simulation. We also experimentally demonstrate the capability of this 
technique in determining resist intrinsic CD bias and LER behavior with sub-50nm 
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in previously published articles: 
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feature size resolution. Superiorities in probing resist intrinsic patterning performance 
using this technique is illustrated by comparing the patterning results of resist materials 
using this technique to those produced by other modern lithography techniques, such as 
dry 193 nm and EUV lithography techniques. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
 In order to faithfully represent the intrinsic patterning performance, or the 
structure-property relationships of a resist material, a lithography technique which can 
minimize the effects associated with exposure equipment and demonstrate resist 
patterning behavior directly correlated to the material properties are essential for novel 
resist material design and development. As the principles of microlithography mentioned 
in chapter 1, the aerial image pattern deposited into the resist film is defined by the 
illumination light source which passes through a condenser lens, a photomask, an 
objective lens, and is then projected onto the resist film surface. Since light is an 
electromegnatic radiation which possesses the wave nature, the light is first diffracted to 
different orders when passing through the photomask, and is then re-collected by the 
objective lens. The quality of the aerial image (i.e. how faithful the aerial image can 
represent the digital image designed on the photomask) is determined by the number of 
diffraction orders which can be collected by the objective lens (i.e. the higher the 
diffraction order can be captured by the lens, the better the aerial image quality). It is this 
diffraction effect that limits the intrinsic resolution, as well as the aerial image quality, of 
optical exposure tools. As the feature size on the photomask shrinks, the edge acuity of 
the light intensity distribution (i.e. the aerial image contrast) decrease.1 Aerial image 
feature will finally be below the contrast of the resist material and eventually no longer 
resolved if even smaller feature is considered. 
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 The quality of an aerial image delivered by an exposure tool is generally 
evaluated by the maximum contrast of the achievable intensity profile and is defined as 








1ILS =        (6.1) 
 
Here I(x) is the aerial image intensity at a lateral position x. ILS is a function of the image 
width and is not a global evaluation of aerial image quality with different resolution. ILS 
is usually multiplied by the width of the image one desired to print in the resist film and 









1NILS =        (6.2) 
 
Here w is the width of the image. As the dramatic down-scaling of the IC feature for 
improving the efficiency and speed of the final electronic devices, it is obvious that the 
exposure tool needs to deliver aerial image with higher ILS in order to maintain the same 
NILS. The capability of a lithographic technique which can print sub-50 nm feature sizes 
with high NILS is essential for evaluating the lithography performance of novel resist 
materials. Otherwise the poor aerial image contrast can significantly affect the patterning 
quality of the resist material, and resist material property effects on patterning 
performance can not be clearly expressed. Obviously the currently available dry 193 nm 
exposure tools for academic research purpose are not able to pattern dense feature below 
50 nm resolution.2 The modern EUV exposure equipments accessible to public also 
possess only moderate (< 8.0) to low NILS when patterning sub-50 nm dense features.3 
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The shot noise in these equipments is expect being 5~10% of the nominal dose delivered 
in the exposed area. Another approach for patterning sub-50 nm feature with high aerial 
image quality is using high acceleration voltage direct writing EB and scanning to 
generate the designed pattern.. In principle the minimum achievable feature size of direct-
write EBL is close to a single electron beam diameter generated by the EB column. A 
100 kV EBL system has been demonstrated having the capability of making sub-10 nm 
isolated line pattern on a hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ, flowable oxide) negative-tone 
resist.4 However such direct EB writing system usually use thick and dense materials, 
such as silicon or quartz wafers, as the underlying substrate which can strongly back-
scatter the incident electrons to the resist film and result in a so called proximity effect in 
typical EBL system. Such proximity effect usually significantly degrades the achievable 
NILS and resolution of a resist material since the amount of back-scattered electrons can 
be more than 10% of the incident electron, and the back-scattering distance of the 
incident electrons at the resist plane can be several tens microns away from the original 
beam position. Moreover, the proximity effect also creates non-uniform energy 
deposition profile along the resist film depth since the back-scattered electron usually 
possess lower energy and selectively deposited its energy near the resist/substrate 
interface. The more energy deposited in the bottom of the resist layer results in an 
undercut and a tilted sidewall of the developed resist pattern profile. This undercut profile 
will degrade the resolution of the resist material due to the weaker mechanical strength of 
the resist pattern at the undercut position. This non-uniform resist pattern profile may also 
complicate the evaluation of resist patterning performance, such as the resolution, CD 
bias, and LER through a general top-down SEM image. The development of a 
lithography technique which can provide sub-50 nm dense feature resolution with 
minimized exposure tool effect on resist patterning performance is essential to determine 
the intrinsic patterning performance of a resist material, as well as the investigation of the 
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fundamental structure-function relationships which are vital to the improvement of 
desired resist patterning properties. 
 
6.2 Experimental Procedure 
6.2.1 Design and Fabrication of Ultra-Thin Silicon Nitride Membrane 
 In this chapter a patterning technique which utilizes high energy direct-writing 
EBL and ultra-thin silicon nitride membrane substrate to eliminate electron back-
scattering effect is developed and characterized. The first step of this technique is the 
design and fabrication of an ultra-thin silicon nitride membrane as the substrate for EBL. 
A prime grade double-side-polished (DSP), [100] oriented silicon wafer (100 mm in 
diameter; 0.4 mm in thickness) is cleaned by first immersing the wafer into a Piranha 
solution containing 98% sulfonic acid (H2SO4, Mallinckrodt Baker, Inc) and 30% 
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, Mallinckrodt Baker, Inc) (3:1 volume ratio) at 120 oC for 10 
min in order to remove possible organic deposites on the wafer surface. The wafer is then 
rinsed with de-ionized water and immersed into a buffered oxide solution containing H2O: 
hydrufluoric acid (HF, Mallinckrodt Baker, Inc) (20:1 volume ratio) at room temperature 
for 10 seconds to strip the native silicon oxide layer away from the wafer surface. The 
cleaned wafer is then deposited with a 50 nm amorphous silicon nitride layer on both 
sides through a low-pressure chemical vapor deposition (LPCVD) process in a furnace 
reactor (TYTAN Furnace, Tystar Corp.) at 850 oC for 10 minutes using dichlorosilane 
(DCS, 17 sccm) and ammonia (NH3, 100 sccm) as the precursors. The design of the 
precursor flow rates is to deposit silicon-rich, low tensile stress silicon nitride layer. The 
index of refraction, film thickness, and uniformity of the deposited silicon nitride layer 
are measured and determined using a variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (V-VASE, 
J. A. Woollam Inc.) by fitting the ellipsometry data with a Cauchy model in the non-
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absorbing wavelength (500~1000 nm). The index of refraction is measured as 2.22 at a 
wavelength of 600 nm as shown in figure 6.1, and the film is expected to possess low 
tensile stress (< 150 MPa). The variations of film thickness and refractive index across a 
100 mm wafer are 0.07 nm and 0.0004 respectively (95% confidence), showing the high 
uniformity of the deposited silicon nitride layer. 
 
 
Figure 6. 1 Model fitting of the ellipsometry spectra and the extracted refractive indexes 
of an ultra-thin low tensile stress silicon nitride layer (50 nm) on a silicon wafer. 
 
 The open windows designed for silicon through-etch on one side of the silicon 
nitride deposited DSP wafer are patterned using a novolac/DNQ based photoresist 
(Microposit S1813, Shipley Co., Inc.) and an exposure system equipped with an optical 
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mask aligner (365~405 nm wavelength exposure, Optical Associates, Inc.). The patterned 
wafer is dry-etched using an inductively coupled plasma etcher (ICP, Plasma-Therm Inc.) 
and tetrafluoromethane (CF4) as the etchant. The exposed silicon in the open windows is 
anisotropically wet-etched through by soaking the wafer into an aqueous solution 
containing 35 wt% potassium hydroxide (KOH, Fisher Chemical, Inc.) and 14 wt% 
isopropyl alcohol (IPA, EMD Pharmaceuticals, Inc.) at 95oC for 4 hours. The wafer is 
then cleaned again by a Piranha solution and the windows containing free-standing 
silicon nitride membrane (squares with 130 +/- 25 nm edge length, depending on the 
wafer thickness) are obtained on the other side of the DSP wafer. The overall fabrication 




Figure 6. 2 Schemes of silicon nitride membrane fabrication, resist patterning, and 
preparation for SEM imaging. 
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6.2.2 Resist Film Patterning and Imaging 
 The silicon nitride membrane wafer is first primed with a 1,1,3,3,3-hexamethyl-
disilazane solution (HMDS, ICN Biomedicals, Inc.). A 100 nm resist film is prepared by 
spin-coating the resist solution onto the primed wafer and baked at 100 oC for 2 minutes. 
Resist film thickness is measured using the ellipsometry method mentioned in section 
6.2.1. Resist film in the silicon nitride membrane window is patterned using a 100 kV 
direct-write EBL system (JBX-9300FS EBL, JEOL Ltd.).4 The beam current is set at 2 
nA and the beam diameter is determined as 8 nm. The patterned resist film is post-
exposure baked and developed according to the processing parameters of the resist 
material used. A 20 nm gold layer is sputtered onto the back side of the silicon nitride 
membrane using a gold sputtering system (Hummer Sputter System, Anatech) and used 
as the charge dissipation layer for SEM imaging. The resist pattern is then imaged under 
a thermally-assisted field emission SEM (JEOL-1530 SEM, JEOL Ltd.) with 2~5 kV 
operation voltages. The cross-section illustration of the ultra-high aerial image quality 
patterning setup and the charge accumulation behavior before and after back-side Au 
coating is shown in figure 6.3. The front-side and back-side views of the silicon nitride 
membrane window are also shown in figure 6.4. 
 
   
Figure 6. 3 Illustration of the high aerial image quality patterning setup and the charge 




Figure 6. 4 The front-side (with patterned resist film) and the back-side views of the 
silicon nitride membrane window. 
 
6.2.3 Resist Pattern Analysis 
 Acquired SEM images of resist line pattern are off-line processed and analyzed by 
an in-house developed program to determine resist CD and LER. The pixel size 
information of a SEM image is read into the program and the background intensity is 
calculated by averaging the pixel intensity of the bulk region (the resist film region for a 
positive-tone resist and the substrate region for a negative-tone resist) and subtracted 
from the pixel intensity of the raw SEM image. The background-adjusted data is then 
normalized to the maximum intensity, usually located at the resist line edge, of the SEM 
image. A pixel intensity scan normal to the resist line edge is performed and the edge 
position of the resist line is determined using a threshold intensity value 0.3~0.5. The line 
edge profile is then applied to an adaptive Gaussian-noise filtering step with a specific 
filtering width (3~5 pixels) if necessary (i.e. the original SEM image has low image 
contrast or noisy). A standard procedure for determining resist line edge position via the 
in-house developed program is shown in figure 6.5. Resist CD, 3σLER, and 3σLWR are 
calculated and averaged from 5 resist lines using equation (6.3)~(6.5), 10 nm 
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measurement pitch between collected edge positions, and a 1.0 μm inspection length for 
each resist line. 
 
 
Figure 6. 5 Illustration of scheme for determining resist line edge position using the in-
house program developed in this work. 
 





































σ     (6.5) 
 
Here x1(yi) and x2(yi) are the x positions of the right and left edges of a resist line at a y 
position yi. x1,Avg and x2,Avg are the average edge positions of the right and left edges of a 
resist line. N is the total number of edge positions selected for calculation. In addition to 
average LER/LWR values calculated from equation (6.3)~(6.5), the developed program 
can also perform spatial frequency analysis of the edge roughness and determine the 
origin and contribution of resist LER. Fourier transform of the edge roughness data 
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(x1(y1)-x1,Avg, x1(y2)- x1,Avg, x1(y3)- x1,Avg, … , x1(yN)- x1,Avg) yields the spatial frequency 
dependency of the LER, and the square of the Fourier amplitude, as a function of the 
spatial frequency K, is termed as the power spectrum P(K). Power spectrum is generally 
used to investigate the correlation between the edge position and roughness, and 
determine the spatial-frequency dependent contribution and origin of the observed LER. 
A typical interpretation of the power spectrum is shown in figure 6.6. The area under the 
spectrum is proportional to the square of the LER value, and a higher P(K) value 
indicates a higher contribution to total LER at the spatial frequency K. In general, low-
spatial frequency (large length scale, several tens to hundreds nanometers) roughness of 
resist pattern is mainly due to acid diffusion and resist processing effects. High-spatial 
frequency (small length scale, several to tens nanometers) roughness is mainly due to 
shot noise (in non-chemically amplified resists) and material size effects. 
 
 
Figure 6. 6 Spatial frequency analysis of resist line edge roughness and a typical 
interpretation of the power spectrum. 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Energy Deposition in the Resist Film 
 The column (electron optics) of a JEOL-9300FS EBL system is illustrated in 
figure 6.7.4 The electron beam is generated by a ZrO/W emitter and focused on the 
workpiece surface through four electronic lenses. An objective aperture is placed right 
above the objective lens to control electrons getting into the objective lens. The single-
beam size is determined by both the objective aperture and the beam current (i.e. the 
electron flux) used in the system. A larger aperture size or a higher beam current gives a 
larger electron flux into the objective lens, and a larger electron flux increases the 
repulsion effect between incident electrons and results in a larger beam diameter. For the 
high resolution patterning method used in this and the follow-up chapters, the diameter of 
the objective aperture is set to 60 μm and the beam current is set to 2 nA. The 
dependence of aperture size and beam current on the beam diameter is illustrated in 
figure 6.8. The beam diameter used in this work is 6~8 nm according to the curve in 
figure 6.8. 
 Effects of electron acceleration voltage and substrate backscattering on electron 
trajectories and energy deposition in the resist film are investigated by using a Monte 
Carlo simulator (Casino v2.42), and the theoretical detail of the simulator can be found in 
a published user manual.5 Basically the simulator implements a partial elastic cross-
section of atoms to calculate the scattering angle and the trajectory of incident electrons 
in polymer films and substrates.6 The energy loss of an incident electron (i.e. energy 
deposited in the polymer film or the substrate) between collisions with atoms is 
determined by a continuous energy loss function, and the collision and energy loss repeat 
until the electron energy is less than 50 eV or the electron escape the polymer film 
surface or the underlying substrate.7 
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Figure 6. 7 Illustration of the column of a 100 kV JEOL-9300FS EBL system.4 
 
 
Figure 6. 8 The dependence of electron beam diameter on the objective aperture diameter 
and electron beam current of a JEOL-9300FS EBL system.4 
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 A two-layer model representing a 100 nm poly(4-hydroxystyrene) (pHOST) layer 
(density=1.0 g/cm3) above a 50 nm silicon nitride membrane (density=1.73 g/cm3) is 
built to represent the high resolution patterning setup developed in this chapter and is 
used for energy deposition analysis. The trajectories of 2,000 electrons in this two-layer 
model with a 8.0 beam diameter and different electron acceleration voltages are 
simulated and represented in figure 6.9. The spreading of the electron trajectories of the 
primary incident electron beam while penetrating the polymer and the membrane is 
termed as the forward scattering. Electron forward scattering is mainly due to electron-
electron and electron-atom interactions that deflect the primary electrons by a typically 
small angle and statistically broaden the beam diameter in the resist and further in the 
higher density substrate. Such effect can result in a significant broadening of the original 
beam profile at the bottom of the polymer layer. The increase in effective beam diameter 
df in nanometers due to forward scattering can be calculated by an empirical model, as 















d        (6.6) 
 
Here Rt is the polymer film thickness in nanometers and Vb is the electron acceleration 
voltage in kilovolts. This effect can be reduced by using thinner polymer film or higher 
energy electrons (i.e. high acceleration voltage) to reduce the probability of interactions 
and the deflecting angle. As the resist patterning method developed in this work, the 
effective beam diameter increase at the bottom of the polymer layer is calculated being 
less than 1.0 nm which in principle can provide high pattern uniformity across the whole 




Figure 6. 9 Simulated electron trajectories and the broadening of a 8 nm electron beam in 
a two-layer model consisting of a 100 nm pHOST film on a 50 nm Si3N4 membrane at (A) 
20 kV, (B) 40 kV, (C) 70 kV, and (D) 100 kV acceleration voltages. 
 
 The major purpose of using free-standing silicon nitride membrane is to eliminate 
electron back scattering from the underlying substrate. Electron backscattering is defined 
as the escape of an incident electron, which exhibits larger deflection angle while 
colliding with atoms in the polymer film or the substrate, from the polymer surface. This 
phenomenon usually happens in the substrate layer since it possesses higher density and 
is several-order thicker than the polymer film. A backscattering coefficient μb is defined 
as the ratio of the number of incident electrons deflected and escaped from the polymer 









,=μ         (6.7) 
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The backscattering coefficients of a 100 nm pHOST film on a 50 nm silicon nitride 
membrane or a thick silicon substrate under different electron acceleration voltages are 
calculated and shown in figure 6.10. More than 10% of the incident electrons are 
backscattered while using thick silicon substrate. The backscattering coefficient increases 
while the acceleration voltage decrease, indicating that electrons with lower incident 
energy exhibit higher probability being deflected in the silicon substrate with large angle. 
In the case where the acceleration voltage is below 30 kV, the backscattering coefficient 
decrease while decreasing acceleration voltage further. This observation is due to 
insufficient electron energy that the electron has lost most of the energy before escaping 
from the polymer surface. Such more than 10% backscattered electrons will result in a 
wide range electron trajectory profile (> 40 μm radius from the incident beam position) in 
the polymer film, and also create non-uniform energy deposition profile across the 
polymer film depth. The ratio of backscattered electrons is significantly reduced to be 
less than 0.2% while replacing the thick silicon substrate by a 50 nm free standing silicon 
nitride membrane. The backscattered electron is even less than 0.05% while using a 100 
kV acceleration voltage. This achievement is significantly important for high aerial image 
quality EBL since every beam spot can in principle deposit uniform energy profile across 
the polymer film without interfering with other beam spots, except the adjacent ones, 
through the backscattering effect. The aerial image contrast (i.e. ILS) is then independent 
to the feature size designed for patterning. 
 The energy deposition profile in a 100 nm  pHOST layer with a 50 nm silicon 
nitride membrane as the substrate created by a single electron beam (50,000 incident 
electrons, with 8 nm in diameter) is simulated and the result is shown in figure 6.11. A 
single Gaussian profile is obtained as expected since the energy deposited by 
backscattered electrons is eliminated. The intensity deposition profiles along the beam 
cross-section (y=0 nm) at different depths (z=10, 50, and 90 nm) of the pHOST film are 
also illustrated in figure 6.12. The intensity deposition profile showed no dependence on 
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Figure 6. 10 Dependence of electron backscattering coefficient of two-layer models with 
different substrates on electron acceleration voltage. 
 
film depth, demonstrating that the patterning method used in this work can provide 
uniform energy deposition through the whole film depth and in principle can give 
uniform resist profile control (i.e. constant resist line CD and straight side wall) through 
the whole resist film depth. Such pattern uniformity can facilitate the use of a simple top-
down SEM image analysis to evaluate resist intrinsic resolution, LER, and pattern 
collapse behavior of the resist material. The ILS of a single beam intensity profile is 
calculated being 0.6 nm-1. As shown in previous discussion, there is no long range 
interference between beam spots when backscattering effect is eliminated. If using the 
scanning of this beam to write a line pattern with 50 nm line width, the corresponding 
NILS is calculated being 30 which is not achievable by any modern 193 nm and EUV 
lithography equipments currently available in the world. This high aerial image quality 
lithography can also eliminate possible effects introduced by the lithography tool on 
resist patterning performance and can more faithfully represent the correlation between 
resist material design and its performance. 
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Figure 6. 11 Energy deposition contour in a 100 nm pHOST film on a 50 nm silicon 
nitride membrane created by a 8 nm electron beam. 
 
 
Figure 6. 12 Single electron beam energy deposition profiles at different film depths of a 
100 nm pHOST film on a 50 nm silicon nitride membrane. 
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6.3.2 Lithographic Performance 
 The performance of the lithography technique developed in this chapter is 
experimentally evaluated and compared with other lithography facilities by using the 
same resist materials and processing conditions. For the comparison with 193 nm 
lithography, a polymer-bound-PAG resist, as well as a blended-PAG analog, are used as 
the testing materials.9 The polymer-bound-PAG terpolymer (GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS) is 
prepared by free-radical polymerization of 2-ethyl-2-adamantyl-methacrylate (EA), γ-
butyrolactone methacrylate (GB), and triphenylsulfonium salt 4-(methacryloxy) 2.3.5.6-
tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate (TPS.F4.MBS). The blended-PAG resist is prepared by 
blending triphenylsulfonium salt 4-(isobutyloxy) 2.3.5.6- tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate 
(TPS.F4.IBBS) with GB-EA copolymers with similar GB-to-EA molar ratios used in the 
polymer-bound-PAG resist. The structures of the resist material are illustrated in figure 
6.13, and the compositions are listed in table 6.1. 
 
 
Figure 6. 13 Structures of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists. 
 
Table 6. 1 Composition of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists. 
 
Composition (mol%) Resist Material GB EA PAG Mw
 a (PID) Stability (oC) Tg (oC)
GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 49.3 40.3 10.4 3800 (2.2) 170 112 
GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS 52.0 42.7 5.3 5600 (2.5) 144 112 




 The dry 193 nm lithography is performed using a ASML 5500/950B optical 
lithography system, with 0.63 NA at the NSF National Nanotechnology Center, Raleigh, 
NC.2 SEM images of the smallest dense patterns (1:1 line/space) achieved by this 193 nm 
tool and the lithography method developed in this work are shown in figure 6.14. The 
193 nm tool gives a 110 nm resolution for both resists while the method developed in this 
work gives 60 nm and 80 nm resolutions for GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS resists, respectively. Obviously both resists intrinsically possess sub-100 
nm resolution capability according to the results produced by this lithography technique. 
This technique also characterized that GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist has improved 
resolution and less LER compared with the blended-PAG analog. Although the ASML 
193 nm tool characterized the difference in LER behavior as well, the lack of sub-100 nm 
resolution capability of the ASML 193 nm tool due to the low achievable NA can not 
faithfully represent the intrinsic resolution limitation of these two resist materials. 
 
 
Figure 6. 14 SEM images of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS 
resists showing the minimum achievable dense line resolutions patterned by (A and B) 
dry 193 nm ASML tool and (C and D) the technique developed in this work. 
 
 The lithographic performance of EUV resists under modern EUVL tools and the 
high resolution method are also evaluated and compared. Another set of polymer-bound-
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PAG and blended-PAG analogs for EUVL application are tested.10 The polymer-bound-
PAG terpolymer (HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS) is prepared by free-radical polymerization of 
hydroxystrene (HS, AZ Electronic Materials), 2-ethyl-2-adamantyl methacrylate (EA, AZ 
Electronic Materials), and TPS.F4.MBS. The blended-PAG analog is prepared by 
blending TPS.F4.IBBS with the HS-EA copolymer. The chemical structures of these two 
materials are shown in figure 6.15, and the compositions are listed in table 6.2. 
 
 
Figure 6. 15 Structures of HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists. 
 
Table 6. 2 Compositions of HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists. 
 
Composition (mol%) Resist Material 
HS EA PAG
Mw a (PID) Stability (oC) Tg (oC)
HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 35.0 57.9 7.1 3600 (1.6) 145 N/Ab 
HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS 44.7 53.0 2.3 4500 (2.5) 131 113 
a The molecular weights were determined by GPC with DFM as the mobile phase using polystyrene 
standards. 
b Molecular weight can not be determined by DSC. 
 
 EUV exposure is conducted using an EUV Micro-Exposure Tool (EUV-MET) at 
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA.11 The 0.3 NA MET based micro-
exposure station is designed to deliver a aerial image with a diffraction-limited resolution 
of approximately 30 nm under conventional illumination and < 15 nm resolution while 
using dipole illumination. The smallest dense feature resolution achieved by EUV-MET 
are 50 nm and 45 nm for HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS and HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists, 
respectively. The measured LERs (3σ) of the 50 nm resist lines patterned on HS-EA 
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blend TPS.F4.IBBS and HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists are 12.1 nm and 11.0 nm, 
respectively. SEM images of the achievable minimum feature sizes of the same resists 
patterned by the lithography technique developed in this work are shown in figure 6.16. 
Both resists show 30 nm dense pattern resolution which are not observed in the EUV-
MET patterning test. On the other hand, HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist shows significant 
lower 3σLER (3.2 nm) than the blended-PAG analog (5.4 nm). In contrast to the 
technique developed in this work, the intrinsic resist resolution and LER behavior may be 
interfered and degraded by insufficient aerial image quality delivered by EUV-MET. 
Although EUV-MET can deliver aerial image with sub-30 nm resolution, the insufficient 
NILS of EUV-MET may introduce low aerial image contrast and significant shot noise 
statistics (5~10% intensity of the nominal exposure dose) at the resist line edge that 
results in low resolution and undistinguishable LER performance. 
 
 
Figure 6. 16 SEM images of (A) HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS and (B) HS-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS resists showing minimum achievable dense line resolutions patterned by 
the technique developed in this work. 
 
 Another negative-tone molecule resist for EUV lithography is also used to test the 
capability of the developed lithography technique in probing resist intrinsic patterning 
performance. The molecule resist is composed of 95.0 mol% 1,1,2,2-tetra(4-
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hydroxyphenyl)ethane tetraglycidyl ether (4-Ep, Sigma-Aldrich) and 5.0 mol% 
triphenylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate (TPS.SbF6, Midori Kagaku Co., Ltd.). The 
structures of the molecule resist are illustrated in figure 6.17. 
 
 




Figure 6. 18 SEM images of 50 nm half-pitch lines of 4-Ep blend TPS.SbF6 molecule 
resist patterned by (A) EUV-IL tool at PSI and (B) the lithography technique developed 
in this work. 
 
 EUV exposure is conducted using an EUV Interference Lithography (EUV-IL) 
tool at Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI), Switzerland. The EUV-IL tool provides periodic 
EUV interference lithography (EUV-IL, 1:1 line/space) with resolution down to 12.5 
nm.12 The SEM images of 50 nm dense pattern written by EUV-IL and the developed 
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technique are shown in figure 6.18. The resulting LER (3σ) of the line feature patterned 
by the technique developed in this work (2.3 nm) is significantly lower than that 
patterned by EUV-IL tool (5.0 nm). The aerial image quality delivered by the EUV-IL 
tool is still not sufficient for investigating the intrinsic patterning performance of resist 
materials for sub-50 nm resolution applications. 
 A 45o tilted cross-section view of 100 nm dense lines patterned on 4-Ep blend 
TPS.SbF6 molecule resist using the developed lithography technique is shown in figure 
6.19. The resist profile shows uniform CD along the resist film depth that confirms the 
uniform energy deposition calculated in previous section. The energy profile provided by 
the developed technique can be faithfully translated into uniform resist line pattern that 




Figure 6. 19 A 45o tilted cross-section SEM images of 100 nm dense lines patterned on a 
4-Ep blend TPS.SbF6 molecule resist using the developed lithography technique. 
 
6.4 Conclusions 
 In this chapter, an ultra-high aerial image quality lithography technique is 
developed by using a 100 kV EBL system as the exposure tool and an ultra-thin free-
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standing silicon nitride membrane as the substrate. This method is theoretically evaluated 
by a Monte Carlo simulator modeling the trajectory of the incident electrons and the 
corresponding energy deposition profile in the polymer film. The simulation results 
suggest electron backscattering effect is eliminated while replacing the thick silicon 
substrate by a 50 nm silicon nitride membrane. Energy deposition profiles of a single 
electron-beam at different film depths are characterized being uniform, and the spreading 
of the beam diameter at the bottom of a 100 nm pHOST film is less than 1.0 nm. The 
patterning capability of this lithography technique is also experimentally evaluated and 
compared to currently available 193 nm and EUV exposure tools by investigating the 
lithographic performance of selected resist materials. The results show that the intrinsic 
lithographic performance of a resist material, such as resolution, CD bias, CD uniformity, 
and LER, can be more faithfully represented by the lithography technique developed in 
this work than other modern lithography tools. The uniform energy deposition profile 
throughout the whole polymer film depth also provides uniform CD of the resist line 
across the whole film depth. For the polymer-bound-PAG resists investigated here, the 
direct incorporation of the PAG unit into the polymer main chain shows improved 
resolution and LER. Such improvement can not be clearly identified using other modern 
exposure techniques due to their low aerial image quality which may transfer into the 
resist film and degrade the achievable patterning performance of the resist. 
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DEVELOPMEMT AND CHARACTERIZATION OF NOVEL POLYMER-
BOUND-PAG RESISTS† 
 
 Substantially improved resist material designs, which can provide higher 
photosensitivity, precise CD control, and less LER/LWR, will be required to enable the 
implementation and application of NGL technologies to the production of future IC 
device generations using sub-50 nm technology nodes. The development and 
characterization of novel resist platforms which can solve the aforementioned basic 
problems with traditional CARs is essential and is already one of the major subjects of 
modern lithography research. In that regard, early development of a variety of 193 nm 
and EUV resists that contain PAG units covalently bond to polymer resin backbone has 
been reported. However, the detailed structure-property relationships between this direct 
attachment of the PAG functional group to the polymer and the resulting patterning 
performance have not yet been rigorously characterized. In addition, more advanced 
design of polymer-bound-PAG resists for superior patterning performance has not been 
processed neither. In this chapter, the development of advanced polymer-bound-PAG 
resists designed for 193 nm and EUV lithography, as well as the characterization of their 
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in previously published articles: 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Henderson, C. L.; Wang, M.; Gonsalves, K. E.; Yueh, W., Effects of photoacid generator 
incorporation into the polymer main chain on 193 nm chemically amplified resist behavior and 
lithographic performance, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 2007, 25, 2136-2139. 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Wang, M.; Jarnagin, N. D.; Gonsalves, K. E.; Roberts, J. M.; Yueh, W.; Henderson, C. L., 
Photosensitivity and line-edge roughness of novel polymer-bound PAG photoresists, Proc. SPIE 2007, 
6519, 65191E. 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Wang, M.; Gonsalves, K. E.; Yueh, W.; Roberts, J. M.; Henderson, C. L., Single-component 
polymeric chemically amplified resists: A strategy for improving lithography performance and resist 
process window, Nanotechnology, submitted. 
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patterning performance, are studied. The effects of direct incorporation of PAG into the 
resist polymer on the resolution, photosensitivity, and LER/LWR of CAR are 
characterized using the techniques developed in previous chapters. The effects of direct 
PAG binding on resist process window, such as the exposure and focal latitudes, are also 
experimentally characterized and discussed. This chapter provides the experimental 
characterization details about the patterning performance and advantages of polymer-
bound-PAG CARs for NGL technologies. 
 
7.1 Introduction 
 NGL technologies and resist materials that can provide mass production of IC 
devices with sub-50 nm feature resolution while maintaining extremely low feature edge 
roughness are essential to continued advance and development of microfabrication and 
modern semiconductor industry. For the NGL technologies introduced in chapter 1, the 
state-of-art 193 nm lithography technologies such as immersion lithography and double 
patterning are poised as the near-term solutions to provide further extension of current 
optical patterning capability down to 32 nm technology node. Beyond 32 nm resolution, 
EUVL is the most promising candidate for mass production. Significant efforts from both 
industrial and academic parties have been made on the development of EUVL technology. 
Direct-writing EBL, which can provide nanometer scale resolution and potentially high 
aerial image quality, is another promising technology for photomask making and advance 
device fabrication. However, all these techniques still require advanced resist materials 
which possess satisfactory patterning performance for translating the aerial image 
delivered by these exposure tools into a physical relief image. Unfortunately current 
resist material design does not appear to be able to provide the required set of 
performance metrics for NGL technologies. 
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 Resist material plays a critical but challenging role for the realization of NGL 
technologies. As introduced in chapter 2, CARs have served for more than twenty years 
as the high sensitivity, high resolution patterning media for transferring designed patterns 
from the photomask to underlying thin films. Traditional CARs are blended-PAG, multi-
component materials which have been known to have a number of potential problems, 
including low PAG solubility and thus low maximum PAG loadings, PAG aggregation 
and segregation that lead to non-uniform resist film composition, and acid diffusion that 
can lead to defects such as the loss of CD control and unacceptable LER/LWR. Moreover, 
traditional CAR platform ultimately creates a tradeoff between achieving the desired 
characteristics of high resolution, high sensitivity, and low LER/LWR (i.e. the RSL 
constraint) through possible formulation and material structure changes, as shown in 
figure 7.1. This tradeoff is brought out by the blend nature of a multi-component CAR 
and exposes the main challenge of advanced resist materials design for the NGL 
technologies. 
 
Figure 7. 1 The RSL constraint and the fundamental problems of traditional multi-
component CARs. 
  
 Novel design of resist materials which can achieve all these three characteristics 
(i.e. high resolution, high photospeed, and low LER/LWR) and provide larger resist 
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processing window is critical for the continued success of high resolution patterning in 
integrated circuit manufacturing. The concept of direct incorporation of PAG into the 
polymer main chain has been developed recently and has been shown to be one 
promising route to high performance resist materials design.1-3 A general synthesis 
scheme of 193 nm and EUV polymer-bound-PAG resists is illustrated in figure 7.2. 
These polymer-bound-PAG resists have showed photospeeds and resolutions comparable 
to traditional blended-PAG resists. In this chapter, the development of advanced 
polymer-bound-PAG resists for 193 nm and EUV lithography applications, as well as the 
characterization of their photosensitivity, dense feature resolution, PAG distribution and 
segregation, and LER behavior are investigated. The effects of direct PAG incorporation 
into the polymer main chain on the lithographic performance are studied by comparing 
the polymer-bound-PAG resists to their blended-PAG analogs. 
 
 
Figure 7. 2 General synthesis scheme of polymer-bound-PAG resists for 193 nm and 
EUV lithography applications. 
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7.2 Experimental Procedure 
7.2.1 Polymer-Bound-PAG Resist Materials 
 Polymer-bound-PAG resist materials used in this study are synthesized and 
prepared by methods described in previous publications.4-6 For 193 nm lithography, the 
bound-PAG terpolymers is prepared by free-radical polymerization of the 2-ethyl-2-
adamantyl-methacrylate (EA, AZ Electronic Materials, Ltd.) and γ-butyrolactone 
methacrylate (GB, AZ Electronic Materials, Ltd.), and (4-methylphenyl) 
dimethylsufonium trifluoromethylsulfonate (MPDMS.TFMS) or triphenylsulfonium salt 
4-(methacryloxy) 2.3.5.6-tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate (TPS.F4.MBS). The analogous 
blended-PAG resist is prepared by blending the triphenylsulfonium salt 4-(isobutyloxy) 
2.3.5.6-tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate (TPS.F4.IBBS) with GB-EA copolymers of similar 
GB:EA molar ratios to that of the polymer-bound-PAG resist. For EUV lithography, the 
bound-PAG and the blended-PAG resists are prepared through the same scheme as 
mentioned in 193 nm resist preparation, however using hydroxystrene (HS, AZ 
Electronic Materials) in replacement of GB as the substrate adhesive and etch resistant 
subunit of the polymer. The chemical structures and the compositions of the bound-PAG 
polymers and the blended-PAG analogous are shown in figure 7.3 and table 7.1 
respectively. The resist solutions are made by dissolving 4 wt% solids (including polymer 
resin and PAG) in cyclohexanone (Sigma Aldrich, Inc.) and filtered through a 0.2 μm 




Figure 7. 3 Structures of polymer-bound-PAG and blended-PAG resists for (A) 193 nm 
and (B) EUV lithography. 
 




GB or HS EA PAG 
Mw a (PID) Stability (oC) 
Tg 
(oC)
GB-EA-MPDMS.TFMS 52.1 39.2 8.7 12,000 (1.2) 185 129
GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 49.3 40.3 10.4 3,800 (2.2) 170 151
GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS 52.0 42.7 5.3 5,600 (2.5) 144 112
HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS 46.0 49.0 5.0 2,500 (1.8) 165 137
HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 35.0 57.9 7.1 3,600 (1.6) 145 N/Ab
HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS 44.7 53.0 2.3 4,500 (2.5) 131 113
a The molecular weights of GBLMA and HOST included polymers were determined by GPC with THF 
and DFM as the mobile phase respectively using polystyrene standards. 
b Molecular weight can not be determined by DSC. 
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7.2.2 Resist Processing and Characterization 
 Resist films (100 +/- 5 nm film thickness) for measuring DUV and EB 
photospeeds and resist contrast curves are prepared by spin-coating the resist solutions 
onto a prime grade silicon wafer dehydration baked and primed with a solution 
containing 20 vol% 1,1,3,3,3-hexamethyl-disilazane (HMDS, ICN Biomedicals) and 80 
vol% propylene glycol-1-monomethyl ether 2-acetate (PGMEA, Sigma Aldrich Inc.). A 
post-applied bake is performed at 100 oC for 90 seconds to remove the residual solvent in 
the resist film. Resist films (80 +/- 5 nm film thickness) for determining resolution and 
LER performance are prepared by spin-coating the resist solution onto a 50 nm free-
standing silicon nitride membrane through the same process. DUV exposure of resist film 
is performed by using an Oriel Instruments exposure source (model # 87530-1000, Hg-
Xe arc lamp) equipped with a 248 nm band-pass filter (bandwidth ~ 11 nm, FWHM). The 
intensity of the lamp source is measured to be 1.01 mW/cm2 using a Molectron PM3 
power probe and EPM2000 energy meter. EB exposure of resist film is performed by 
using a JEOL JBX-9300FS EBL system with a 100 kV acceleration voltage and a 2 nA 
beam current. The exposed resist film is then post-exposure baked at 100 oC for 90 
seconds and developed with a standard 0.26N tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH) 
developer (AZ-300MIF, AZ Electronic Materials) for 15 seconds. The developed resist 
film is than rinse with deionized water and dried with nitrogen blow. For the basic 
characterization of the patterned resist film, the film thickness is measured using a 
variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (V-VASE, J. A. Woollam Inc.) by fitting the 
ellipsometry data with a Cauchy model for the resist film in the non-absorption 
wavelength region (400~1000 nm). PAG acid generation in the resist film upon DUV 
exposure is determined by the method using on-wafer ellipsometry of acid-sensitive dye 
developed in chapter 4. The ultra-high aerial image quality lithography technique 
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developed in chapter 6 is applied to the characterization of resist intrinsic patterning 
performance. 
 Resist pattern is imaged in a top-down mode using a LEO 1530 thermally assisted 
field emission SEM with a 3 kV acceleration voltage and a 100,000 magnification. Half-
pitch resolution, line edge positions, and LER of the resist line are determined using an 
off-line image analysis program developed in chapter 6. The 3σLER of resist dense line 
pattern is determined by averaging the values obtained from 5 different resist lines with 
10 nm measurement pitch and 1.0 μm inspection length. Spatial-frequency analysis of 
resist line edge is also performed to investigate the origin of LER. 
 
7.3 Results and Discussion 
7.3.1 Cationic Polymer-Bound-PAG Resists 
 The first generation of polymer-bound-PAG resists is the resist materials which 
have the direct incorporation of PAG cation into the polymer main chain. GB-EA-
MPDMS.TFMS and HS-EA-MPDSM.TFMS resists belong to this category, and their 
lithographic performance is investigated using the high resolution patterning method. The 
SEM images of grating features of GB-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist are shown in figure 7.4. 
The obtained minimum achievable dense line feature is 70 nm 2:1 L/S which is far below 
the resolution requirements for 193 nm immersion and double exposure lithography 
applications (65 nm 1:1 L/S). The resist features show significant image blur (> 40 nm at 
the line edge) that even a 100 nm 1:1 L/S dense pattern can not survive after the 
development. On the other hand, the resist image blur also degrades the edge contrast of 
the resist line as shown in figure 7.4. The significant image blur is mainly due to the acid 
diffusion during PEB. The cationic incorporation of MPDMS.TFMS PAG may improve 
PAG loading capability and distribution uniformity of in the resist film, however the acid 
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generated through PAG photodecomposition is a free TFMS acid which is small and has 
no mechanism to confine its diffusion in the resist film. 
 
 
Figure 7. 4 SEM images of GB-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist resolution test. 
 
 SEM images of grating features of the other cationic polymer-bound-PAG resist, 
HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS, designed for EUV lithography application, are shown in figure 
7.5. The obtained minimum achievable dense line feature is 45 nm 1:1 L/S which is still 
below the resolution requirements for EUV lithography applications (32 nm 1:1 L/S). 
The failing mechanism of the 40 nm 1:1 L/S pattern is mainly due to the collapse of the 
resist lines during the drying process after resist development and rinse. Although the 
photodecomposition of cationic-bound MPDMS.TFMS PAG generates the same free 
TFMS acid, the dense line resolution of HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist is significantly 
higher than GB-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist and no serious resist image blur is observed. 
The presence of HS subunit contributes to the resolution enhancement by introducing 
significant amount of hydroxyl groups which possess higher electron affinity and polarity 
that can enhance resist line adhesion to the substrate and reduce acid diffusion in the 
resist film. Obviously the cationic polymer-bound-PAG resists which have the 
incorporation of PAG cation into the polymer main chain still surfer from the lack of 
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mechanism which can efficiently confine acid diffusion and improve resist resolution. In 
addition to the acid diffusion issue, the incorporation of the methacryloyl group to PAG 




Figure 7. 5 SEM images of HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist resolution test. 
 
7.3.2 Anionic Polymer-Bound-PAG Resist for 193 nm Lithography 
 In order to control acid diffusivity and prevent possible effects of modifying PAG 
chromophore structure on PAG acid generation efficiency, the second generation of 
polymer-bound-PAG resists which have the PAG anion directly incorporated into the 
polymer main chain is developed and the lithographic performance is investigated in 
more detail. For resist materials designed for 193 nm lithography applications, DUV 
photosensitivity and resist contrast of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS resists are shown in figure 7.6(A). The corresponding acid concentration 
upon DUV exposure is also shown in figure 7.6(B). GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist showed 
significantly improved photospeed (15.0 mJ/cm2) and resist contrast (8.9) as compared to 
its blended-PAG analog (20.0 mJ/cm2 and 5.5). By looking at the combination of figures 
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7.6(A) and 7.6(B), it is observed that at the exposure condition where both resists 
generates the same acid concentration (0.015 M), approximately 10% GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS and 95% GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film losses are obtained. Since 
both resists has approximately the same composition except PAG loadings, their 
dissolution properties under the same development condition should be approximately the 
same. This result supports the idea that the deprotection catalytic chain length and 
diffusivity of the acid in GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist is significantly smaller than the free 
acid in the GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist. By looking at the exposure dose at which 
both resists have the same resist thickness loss (50%) in figure 7.6(A), the corresponding 
acid concentration (0.018 M) in GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist is 50 mol% higher than that 
(0.012 M) in GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist. Although the bonding of the PAG anion 
to the polymer chain may reduce the acid diffusivity and thus decrease acid catalytic 
chain length, the ability to incorporate much higher PAG loadings in a polymer-bound-
PAG resist material can enable the generation of substantially higher acid concentrations 
under the same exposure dose that can compensate for the reduced acid catalytic chain 
length. The end result is that it can be possible to produce higher photospeed materials in 
the polymer-bound-PAG resists as compared to blended-PAG resists even with the 
reduced acid diffusivity. Furthermore, the photolysis of the PAG and the resulting acid 
anion formed on the polymer may serve to further increase the degree of the polarity 
change in the polymer between the exposed and unexposed material that can act in 
concert with the deprotection reaction to increase the development contrast in the case of 
the polymer-bound PAG materials. 
 GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist also shows the capability to resolve higher resolution 
features than GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS and the first generation, cationic polymer-
bound-PAG resists reported in section 7.3.1. As illustrated in figure 7.7, the minimum 
isolated space width obtained from a GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist film is 39.3 nm, which 




Figure 7. 6 (A) DUV resist contrasts and (B) acid generation behavior of GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists. 
 
blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film. The fact that these isolated space features are patterned 
using the scanning of single pixel wide electron beam exposures on a backscattering 
eliminated substrate. This lithography setup allows one to determine a crude estimate of 
the corresponding acid diffusion lengths in these materials. One measure of acid diffusion 
length that can be used to compare the materials is the minimum resist half space width 
produced from the single pixel wide exposure minus the approximate half single pixel 
electron beam diameter, which we refer to here as the acid diffusion length. Since the 
single pixel electron beam diameter is 8 nm, the acid diffusion lengths in this work were 
calculated for GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists being 15.6 
nm and 34.1 nm respectively under identical resist processing conditions. This result 
supports the hypothesis that incorporating PAG anion into the polymer main chain can 
provide the mechanism that can significantly reduce acid diffusivity and can dramatically 




Figure 7. 7 SEM images of obtained minimum space width of (A) GB-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS and (B) GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists, as well as the minimum half-pitch 
resolution of (C) GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS and (B) GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists. 
 
 The half-pitch resolution achieved by GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist is also superior 
to that of GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist, as shown in figure 7.8. GB-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS resist shows much more significant line width slimming (12.7 nm smaller 
than the smallest 1:1 nominal 80 nm feature that is obtained for that resist, or an 
approximately 16% CD error) than that of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist (3.3 nm smaller 
than the nominal resist CD of 60 nm, the highest resolution 1:1 L/S feature obtained for 
that resist). The limitation of half-pitch resolution is mainly due to the collapse of 
patterned resist lines during resist rinse and drying processes. Pattern collapse of 1:1 L/S 
dense feature originates from the uneven capillary force acting on the resist line side wall 
that causes either the mechanical deformation, bending, and breakage of the resist line 
itself, or the unstuck of the resist lines from the underlying substrate (resist adhesion 
failure). For both pattern collapse mechanisms, less resist line slimming can provide 
wider resist line and the contacting area with the substrate; hence provide higher 
mechanical strength and adhesion force against the stress generated by the capillary force 
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during resist rinse and drying processes. Resist line with better CD control (i.e. less resist 
CD slimming and image blur) in principle can generally possess better mechanical and 
physical properties and survive at smaller feature size. 
 
 
Figure 7. 8 Half-pitch resolution and the pattern collapse behavior of GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists. 
 
The line pattern of GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist shows obvious line width 
and edge position fluctuations when compared to that of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist. The 
high resolution half-pitch SEM images shown in figure 7.7 (C) and (D) are one clear 
example of this dramatic difference. The spatial-frequency distributions of LER of line 
patterns of both resists are investigated and the power spectra at the best half-pitch 
resolutions (i.e. 60 nm for GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and 80 nm for GB-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS) are shown in figure 7.9. Clearly the major improvement of LER is in the 
low-spatial frequency region (K < 10-2 nm-1). This region is approximately the length 
scale at which the roughness might be expected to become dominated by acid diffusion 
and heterogeneous PAG distribution effects. The 3σLWR of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and 
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GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists are calculated being 6.0 nm and 11.3 nm respectively. 
The reduced acid diffusivity in GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist couples with the higher PAG 
loading lead to more uniform acid distribution after exposure and higher resist contrast 
after PEB. These effects may lead to the observed reduction in LER. In essence, the 
binding of the PAG anion to the polymer and the incorporation of a higher PAG loading 
produces a higher density but smaller deprotection volumes created by acid molecules at 
the deprotection front when compared to the blended-PAG resist. These overlapping 
deprotection smaller volumes result in a smoother and finer edge transition at the 
developed feature edge and lower LER. 
 
 
Figure 7. 9 Spatial frequency analysis of LER of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS (60 nm 1:1 L/S) 
and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS (80 nm 1:1 L/S) resist patterns. 
 
 One additional benefit of binding PAG functionality to polymer resin is that phase 
separation or PAG aggregation during film casting should be eliminated. This is in 
contrast to the known examples of PAG surface segregation and heterogeneous 
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distribution that have been previously reported in the literature for blended-PAG 
materials.8,9 Since the PAG molecule is bound and dispersed into the polymer main chain, 
its ability to undergo any significant micro-phase separation or aggregation is virtually 
eliminated by the polymer chain orientation in a resist film. The distribution of PAG in 
GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist films is probed to confirm 
this advantage. In this case, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is applied to 
determine if there is any preferential aggregation of PAG to the polymer film surface as 
might be expected in the case of the fluorinated PAG used in this work. Both resist films 
are formulated to have the same PAG loading (1.9 mol%) and thus approximately the 
same carbon-to-fluorine atom ratio (174.9:1 and 179.4:1 for GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and 
GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists, respectively). The carbon and fluorine binding 
energy spectra obtained from XPS spectrometry for both resist films are shown in figure 
7.10. Under identical PAG loadings, the GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film shows 
higher fluorine content (i.e. PAG content) at the film surface than the GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS resist film, indicating that the GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film 
indeed exhibits preferential aggregation of PAG at the film surface. In fact, using ratios 
of the fluorine to carbon peak areas, it is determined that the GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist 
film exhibits a fluorine surface concentration that is closer to a PAG uniformly 
distributed film. The prevention of aggregation and leaching of PAG molecules from the 
resist film in the case of the polymer-bound-PAG resist may also be partially responsible 
for the improved LER performance observed in that material. The anionic PAG 
incorporation may also facilitate the use of 193 nm immersion lithography techniques 
since the leaching of PAG or acid molecules into the immersion fluid during exposure 





Figure 7. 10 Carbon and fluorine K-edges of XPS spectra of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and 
GB-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist films formulated with identical PAG loadings and 
approximately the same carbon-to-fluorine atom ratio. 
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7.3.3 Anionic Polymer-Bound-PAG Resist for EUV Lithography 
 The lithographic performance of the anionic polymer-bound-PAG resist (HS-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS), as well as a blended-PAG analog (HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS), designed 
for EUVL applications are also characterized in detail. In addition to these two CARs, 
two main stream non-chemically amplified electron-beam resists, ZEP520A (Mw 57,000, 
Zeon) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (pMMA, Mw 950,000, MicroChem), are used and 
compared to the performance of CARs. Both HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS resists show comparable sensitivity when using silicon nitride membrane 
as the substrate (124 and 120 μC/cm2 dose-to-size respectively) for patterning 30 nm 
half-pitch lines. The achievable minimum feature size of these non-optimized resist 
materials already satisfy the resolution requirement for fabricating 32 nm technology 
node using EUVL technology. However, at the dose-to-size, the patterned line width of 
the HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist film (28.5 nm) is close to the nominal CD while the line 
width of the HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film (25.3 nm) still shows unacceptable 
slimming. The HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist film also exhibits significantly smaller 3σLER 
(3.2 nm) than the HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film (5.4 nm). The corresponding 
SEM images of the minimum feature sizes patterned on these resist films, including the 
non-chemically amplified resists, ZEP520A and pMMA, are shown in figure 7.11. 
 The reduced CD bias of the HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist film may due to the direct 
binding of the PAG anion into the polymer main chain which reduces acid diffusivity 
during the thermally-induced acid-catalyzed deprotection of the resist polymer. Again 
although more confined PAG anion diffusivity may essentially decrease the achievable 
deprotection volume of each acid molecule and therefore reduce resist sensitivity, higher 
PAG loading capability may help the polymer-bound-PAG resist to retain its sensitivity 
by generating more acids under the same exposure dose. The direct incorporation of PAG 
anion into the polymer resin resulted in not only a more confined acid diffusivity, but in 
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Figure 7. 11 The minimum achievable half-pitch resolution of (A) HS-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS (30 nm 1:1 L/S), (B) HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS (30 nm 1:1 L/S), (C) ZEP520A 
(25 nm 2:1 L/S), and (D) pMMA (25 nm 2:1 L/S) resists. 
 
fact a single-component resist which may eliminate phase compatibility problem and 
reduced PAG or polymer aggregation phenomenon generally experienced in multi-
component resist materials. Every acid molecule deprotects a volume of resist resin 
during the PEB process, and the deprotection volume is proportional to the acid 
diffusivity. The overlapping of smaller deprotection volume created by anionically-bound 
acids eventually create a smoother and finer dissolution front which contributes to better 
CD control and lower LER. The spatial frequency analysis of the LER distribution is 
illustrated in figure 7.12. HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist shows significant smaller power 
spectrum intensity at the low-spatial frequency region (< 0.03 nm-1) which has been 
theoretically and experimentally proved highly correlated to statistical fluctuations such 
as acid distribution and diffusion, PAG and polymer aggregation, as well as resist process 
condition.8-14 Since both resists are processed under the same condition, and exhibited 
approximately the same dose-to-size, the LER difference caused by the process effects 
can be neglected. The resultant lower LER suggests that the material nature of HS-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS resist results in superior lithographic performance than HS-EA blend 
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TPS.F4.IBBS resist. Among those major factors associated with the material nature of the 
resist film, it is possible that the improved LER performance of a anionic polymer-bound-
PAG resist is mainly due to the increase of PAG loading and the reduce of acid 
diffusivity. For example, HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist shows more than three-fold higher 
PAG loading than HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist. If simply assuming no PAG 
distribution improvement is achieved in the HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist film through 
binding the PAG into the polymer (i.e. both resists have the PAG distribution property), 
this three-fold PAG loading increase in the HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist can decrease 
42.3% distribution uncertainty of the number of PAG molecules found in a certain resist 
volume of the HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film. Detailed modeling analysis of PAG 
loading and acid diffusion effects on resist LER is performed and reported in chapter 8. 
 
 
Figure 7. 12 Spatial frequency analysis of LER of HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS (30 nm 1:1 L/S), 
HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS (30 nm 1:1 L/S), ZEP520A (25 nm 2:1 L/S), and pMMA 
(25nm 1:1 L/S) resist patterns. 
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 The incorporation of PAG anion into the polymer resin also improved resist 
sensitivity and contrast. The contrast curves of resist materials under DUV and 100 keV 
EB exposures are illustrated in figure 7.13. HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist with 7.1 mole% 
PAG loading shows significant increase of resist contrasts (γDUV=8.5, γEB=8.5) when 
compared with HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist (γDUV=3.2, γEB=7.0). A higher PAG 
loading HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist (15.1 mole% PAG loading) shows even higher resist 
contrasts (γDUV=9.5, γEB=12.2). HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist also shows superior 
lithographic performance when compared with the non-chemically amplified resists for 
EBL. Under optical exposure such as DUV used in this work, the increase of PAG 
loading can increase the acid generation rate as shown in figure 7.13(A). A resist with 
faster photospeed can be made by increasing the PAG loading from 7.1 mol% to 15.1 
mol%. The increased acid generation rate is mainly due to the increase of PAG loading 
that increases the absorption of radiation and thus PAG photodecomposition for acid 
generation. However in the case that a high-energy radiation such as the 100 keV EB is 
applied, the increase of PAG loading does not guarantee the increase of acid generation 
rate, as shown in figure 7.13(B). There are two major factors affecting PAG acid 
generation under high-energy exposure. First, under high-energy radiation, the photon 
energy is much higher than the ionization potential of most organic materials (~ 10 eV), 
and the exposure source is often called ionization radiation. The radiation energy 
deposition becomes atomic absorption, rather than a molecular absorption of low-energy 
optical radiation. Such ionization radiation is not selective to the molecule structure of the 
resist material. Hence, the high energy photons are not only absorbed by PAG molecules, 
but also absorbed by the polymer matrix. Second, ionization radiation exposure generally 
requires high vacuum working environment to eliminate energy absorption by the 
molecules in the atmosphere. The accessibility of proton source for PAG acid generation 
under such high vacuum environment becomes another issue for PAGs which require 
external proton source to generate acid. Thus, resist composition effect, such as polymer 
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resins and additives used in resist formulation, becomes significant to PAG 
decomposition and acid generation under ionization radiation exposure. Investigation of 
the relationships between resist material structure and PAG acid generation behavior is 
essential for further improving PAG acid generation efficiency using ionization radiation 
exposure tools, such as EUVL and EBL. In terms of the applicability for EBL, although 
two main stream electron-beam resists, ZEP520A and pMMA, still exhibit lower 3σLER 
(2.1 nm and 2.8 nm respectively) due to the non-chemically-amplified, chain-scission and 
unzip mechanisms and the required high exposure dose for imaging can eliminate the 
LER originated from shot noise, PAG distribution, and acid diffusion existed in 
CARs.15,16 HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist shows comparable resolution and at least 3.5 folds 
higher sensitivity than ZEP520A and pMMA. The improved photospeed can greatly 
relieve the throughput problem experienced by EBL community. 
 Again, XPS is used to determine if there is any preferential aggregation of PAG 
molecules to the resist film surface as might be expected in the case of the fluorinated 
PAG used in this work. Both resist films containing the same PAG loading (2.1 mol%) 
and approximately the same carbon-to-fluorine atom ratio (167.6:1 and 164.6:1 for HS-
EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resists, respectively) are prepared for 
XPS analysis. The carbon and fluorine binding energy spectra obtained from XPS for 
both resist samples are shown in figure 7.14. Under identical PAG loadings, the HS-EA 
blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist film shows higher fluorine contents (i.e. PAG contents) at the 
film surface than the polymer-bound-PAG resist film, indicating that the HS-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS resist film exhibits preferential PAG aggregation at the film surface. This 
observation again confirms the capability of the polymer-bound-PAG resist for 
preventing PAG aggregation and leaching from the resist film that may be partially 





Figure 7. 13 (A) DUV and (B) 100 keV EB photospeeds and resist contrast curves of 





Figure 7. 14 Carbon and fluorine K-edges of XPS spectra of films of the HS-co-EA-co-
TPS.F4.MBS and HS-co-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist films formulated with identical 
PAG loadings and approximately the same carbon-to-fluorine atom ratio. 
 
 The extremely-high aerial image quality delivered by the patterning technique 
developed in chapter 6 further serves as the high-sensitivity tool in probing the response 
of the resist material when subject to exposure dose and focal position variations. Semi-
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dense line features (100 nm 2:1 L/S) with different exposure doses (70~160 μC/cm2) and 
focal position offsets (0~150 μm) are delivered by a JEOL JBX-9300FS EBL system 
with a 100 kV acceleration voltage to provide aerial images with gradually degraded 
quality. These aerial images provided subtle exposure dose and NILS variations at the 
image edge that can be used to probe the response of resist CD and LER to aerial image 
quality. The dependence of resist CD on exposure dose at the in-focus position is termed 
as the exposure latitude of the resist. Resist exposure latitude is defined as the range of 
the exposure dose within it the resist CD error is acceptable. The exposure latitudes of 
both EUV resists under EBL are illustrated in figure 7.15. By taking +/- 2.5% CD as the 
maximum allowable CD error, HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist shows 2.5 fold larger 
exposure latitude (100~150 μC/cm2) than HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist  (90~110 
μC/cm2). The difference between the aerial and resist image CDs has been defined as the 
intrinsic CD bias of the resist material.17 Larger intrinsic bias indicates larger image blur 
which is in principle due to significant acid diffusion during PEB. HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 
resist structurally fixes the acid diffusion problem by binding the PAG anion to the 
polymer main chain that can provide smaller intrinsic resist CD bias and superior 
capability to maintain resist CD when subject to exposure dose variation. On the contrary, 
each acid molecule in HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist creates larger deprotection 
volume due to its higher acid diffusivity. The variation of small amount exposure dose at 
the pattern edge caused by over- or under-dose exposure may results in small amount 
acids variation however large deprotection volume change. This phenomenon may cause 
HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist to have worse CD control than HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 
resist. 
 The responses of resist CD and LER on exposure focal position offset is termed as 
the focal latitude of a resist material. Resist forcal latitude is defined as the focal position 
range where the resist CD error is within the acceptable range. The focal latitudes of both 




Figure 7. 15 Exposure latitudes of HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS 
resist at in-focus position. 
 
robustness of CD and LER control when subject to EB focal position offset. From 0 to 
150 μm EB focal position offset, HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist shows 7.3% decrease in CD 
and 1.7 nm increase in 3σLER that are significantly superior than HS-EA blend 
TPS.F4.IBBS resist (19.1% decrease in CD, 2.9 nm increase in 3σLER). HS-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS resist also shows statistically stable CD and LER behavior as indicated by 
the small error bar in figure 7.16. When larger focal position offset distance is applied, 
the steepness of NILS of the aerial image is expected to drop down and create a broader 
dose transition region between zero-dose and dose-to-clear. A gradient acid concentration 
is expected to be generated in this region and may create gradient deprotection front at 
the resist line edge during PEB and result in resist CD error and LER increase. Since HS-
EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist has smaller deprotection volume created by each acid molecule 
due to confined acid diffusivity, the deprotection volumes created by acids generated in 
the dose transition region may have less probability to overlap with those generated in 
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nominal dose region. The non-overlapped deprotection volumes may not transfer to the 
resist profile after development and hence show higher robustness to the degradation of 
the aerial image quality. This hypothesis is theoretically confirmed by modeling resist 
lithography behavior demonstrated in chapter 8. 
 
 
Figure 7. 16 Focal latitudes of HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS 
resists at dose-to-size. 
 
 SEM images of both resists under different focal position offsets are shown in 
figure 7.17. In addition to the poorer CD and LER robustness to focal position offsets, 
HS-EA blend TPS.F4.IBBS resist even shows randomly distributed 20~60 nm 
protrusions which were not observed in HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist. Such protrusions are 
believed due to the presence of polymer or PAG aggregates that result in non-uniform 
polymer deprotection remaining at the line edge after development. Traditional blended-
PAG resists show inevitable trade-off between achieving resolution and LER, (i.e. higher 
acid diffusivity may smooth resist line edge but loss CD control, and vice versa). In this 
chapter the concept of designing a single-component resist material which contains full 
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resist functionality that can eventually improve resolution and LER simultaneously is 
experimentally demonstrated. Polymer-bound-PAG resists also possess robustness to the 
variation of lithography conditions and provide larger resist process window that can 
reduce the cost associated with lithography condition maintenance and process control. 
 
 
Figure 7. 17 SEM images of 100 nm 2:1 L/S features with different focal position offset 
of EBL: (A) 0.0 μm, (B) 60.0 μm, (C) 120.0 μm offset distance of HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 




 In conclusion, the effects of direct PAG incorporation into the polymer main 
chain on lithographic performance and behavior of CARs have been studied in this work. 
The first generation polymer-bound-PAG resists, which have the PAG cation binding to 
the polymer main chain, have no acid diffusion control mechanism and shows significant 
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resist image blur under standard resist processing. The second generation polymer-
bound-PAG resists, which have the PAG anion binding to the polymer, exhibit 
significantly improved half-pitch resolution, lower LER, higher photosensitivity, and 
higher resist contrast than their blended-PAG analogs. XPS analysis of the composition 
of resist film surface suggests that binding PAG anion to the polymer main chain 
eliminates PAG aggregation at the resist film surface. Based on these experimental 
results, the improved lithographic performance of the anionic polymer-bound-PAG resist 
is believed to be a combination of high PAG loadings, reduced acid diffusivity, and 
reduction of heterogeneous distribution of PAG molecules in the resist film. These results 
suggest that a single-component resist material design, of which the PAG functionality is 
covalently-incorporated into the resist resin, can relieve the perceived limitations and 
tradeoffs between achieving resolution, LER, and photospeed in traditional multi-
component blended-PAG CARs. Using this new material design paradigm, it is possible 
to develop resist material solutions that none of the three critical characteristics (i.e. 
sensitivity, resolution, and LER) has to be sacrificed to achieve acceptable performance 
in other characteristics. In a more general sense, this work also provides the prove of 
concept that the basic design concept of using single-component resists, either polymer or 
molecule glass, is a very promising route to develop advanced resist materials with 
lithographic performance sufficient for NGL applications. 
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EFFECTS OF PAG LOADING AND ACID DIFFUSIVITY ON 
LITHOGRAPHIC PERFORMANCE OF POLYMER-BOUND-PAG RESISTS† 
 
 Resist CD control and LER/LWR reduction has been the most challenging issues 
for sub-50 nm resolution patterning in semiconductor industry. Among those factors 
dominating CD and LER, acid distribution homogeneity and diffusivity are major 
elements associated with resist material design and have direct impacts on the 
lithographic performance of the resist material. In chapter 7, the development and 
characterization of novel polymer-bound-PAG resists show that polymer-bound-PAG 
resists which have the PAG anion binding to the polymer main chain exhibit high 
photosensitivity, improved CD control, and reduced LER. Polymer-bound-PAG resists 
have high PAG loading and low acid diffusivity that may contribute to their advanced 
lithographic performance. In this chapter, a two-dimensional mesoscale stochastic 
modeling of resist lithography process, derived from the full acid reaction-diffusion 
model developed in chapter 5 for studying acid diffusivity in a resist film, is applied to 
investigate the joint effect of PAG loading and acid diffusivity on resist lithographic 
performance. Effects of PAG loading and acid diffusivity on resist CD and LER behavior 
are studied. Correlations and scaling factors between fundamental resist properties and 
the observed resist CD and LER performance are also analyzed and reported. Simulation 
results suggest high PAG loading and low acid diffusivity of the polymer-bound-PAG 
resist system can provide superior lithographic performance than the traditional blended-
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in a previously published article: 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Lawson, R. A.; Henderson, C. L., Understanding the effects of photoacid distribution 
homogeneity and diffusivity on critical dimension control and line edge roughness of chemically 
amplified resist, J Vac. Sci. Technol. B 2008, accepted. 
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PAG CAR system that is in well agreement with the experimental characterization results 
reported in chapter 7. The modeling results also suggest that resist image blur can be well 
scaled by the square root of the product of acid number generated at the line edge and its 
diffusion coefficient. LER can be well scaled by the standard deviation of the 
deprotection level and the reciprocal of the deprotection gradient of the resist film alone 
the pattern line edge. 
 
8.1 Introduction 
 The advance of microlithography technology has realized the fabrication of 
modern IC device with dramatically increasing density and efficiency in semiconductor 
industry for more than four decades. While pushing to sub-50 nm technology nodes with 
NGL technologies such as the state-of-art 193 nm immersion/double patterning and 
EUVL techniques, successful implementations of these technologies still require resist 
materials capable of translating their aerial images into a satisfactory physical relief 
image in the underlying thin films and substrates for fabrication. 
 While attempting to further extend the use of CARs for sub-50 nm patterning with 
satisfactory lithographic performance (i.e. high resolution and precise CD control, fast 
photospeed, and low LER), the blending nature of the traditional CAR platform has 
placed the tri-lateral tradeoff between achieving these requirements.1,2 The low PAG 
loading capability leads to the requirement of high acid diffusivity (i.e. long acid catalytic 
chain length) in order to achieve fast photospeed, however high acid diffusivity causes 
resist image blur and the loss of resist CD control that decrease the achievable resolution 
and increase LER. A polymer-bound-PAG resist system has been developed and 
experimentally demonstrated improving lithographic performance by directly binding the 
PAG anion into the polymer main chain as reported in chapter 7. This resist platform 
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allows the control of acid diffusivity to reduce image blur while maintaining the 
photospeed via improving PAG loading capability and thus acid generation. The 
polymer-bound-PAG resists also demonstrate larger resist process window (i.e. exposure 
and focal latitudes) than their blended-PAG analogs. Although polymer-bound-PAG 
resists have experimentally demonstrated superior lithographic performance than 
traditional blended-PAG resists, the joint effect of high PAG loading and low acid 
diffusivity on the advance of lithographic performance is still unknown. The correlations 
between fundamental properties of polymer-bound-PAG resists and their lithographic 
behavior are not well addressed yet. 
 
8.2 Resist Lithography Model Description 
8.2.1 Mesoscale Resist Model 
 In this chapter, a modeling work has been developed to investigate the correlation 
between resist properties and the lithographic performance. A mesoscale stochastic 
modeling, derived from the mesoscale stochastic acid reaction-diffusion model developed 
in chapter 5, is applied to simulate resist lithography process, including exposure, PEB 
and development processes, of a resist film. The resist model is built by a two-
dimensional (2D) lattice containing 28,000 square cells (140 200) with the same size to 
represent the top-down view of the resist film simulated. The edge length l of each cell is 
set as 1.0 nm that represents the approximate volume occupied by a polymer subunit or 
an acid molecule in a typical resist film. For an example resist film containing fully tert-
butoxycarbonyl (t-BOC) protected poly(p-hydroxystyrene) (pHOST) resin (pTBOCST) 
and 4-(methacryloxy) 2.3.5.6-tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate (F4.MBS acid), the structure of 




Figure 8. 1 A standard 2D mesoscale lattice model representing a resist film containing 
pTBOCST resin and F4.MBS acids. 
 
8.2.2 Aerial Image and Initial Acid Distribution Profile 
 In the beginning of a resist lithography simulation, an aerial image intensity 
profile I(x,y) representing a 70 nm wide line feature delivered by a exposure optics is 
generated according to a sigmoid function described in equation (8.1). 
 








= αα      (8.1) 
 
Here α is the threshold likelihood of the intensity profile, and xL and xR are the left and 
right edges of the line image, respectively. For a given α and a nominal CD (CDNom=xR-
xL) representing the line width of the aerial image, the aerial image contrast can be 
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 Aerial image profile with different NILS is generated and used to represent the 
possible aerial image quality delivered by exposure equipments. In the exposure part of 
the modeling work, the focus is placed on the effect of the lateral variation of the dose 
transition regions located at the edges of the aerial image on the response of PAG acid 
generation, resist deprotection, and the resultant CD and LER performance. Exposure 
dose and NILS variations are applied to mimic two major factors, exposure dose and 
focal offset, affecting the properties of the dose transition region at the aerial image line 
edges. Exposure doses variations (10 ~ 70 mJ/cm2) and NILS variations (3.5 ~ 35) are 
applied to this study and the exposure dose and aerial image intensity profiles across x-
axis are shown in figure 8.2. 
 The probability of finding a PAG in a cell of the 2D lattice resist model can be 
assumed as the Poisson distribution and can be represented by the average initial PAG 
loading (PPAG, mol%) of the resist. The probability of converting a PAG into an acid 
under a value of exposure dose can also be assumed as the Poisson distribution and 
determined by an average first-order photodecomposition kinetics.3 For a given acid 
generation rate constant C, an aerial image intensity profile I(x,y), and an exposure time t, 
the joint probability, PAcid(x,y), of generating an acid at the cell position (x,y) is 
determined by equation (8.3). 
 
  ( )tyxCIPAGAcid ePyxP ),(1),( −−=      (8.3) 
 
 For the initiation of each modeling work, acid molecules are first assigned to the 
cells of the 2D lattice according to equations (8.1), (8.3), and the resist formulation. The 
remaining empty cells are then filled with ptotected polymer subunits to complete the 




Figure 8. 2 Illustrations of (A) exposure dose and (B) aerial image intensity profile variations, as well as the bulk and transition 
regions of the aerial image profile used in the modeling work for resist CD and LER behavior study. 
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8.2.3 Acid Diffusion and Resist Deprotection 
 A Monte Carlo stochastic process derived from the full acid reaction-diffusion 
model developed in chapter 5 is applied to describe the random walk nature of acid 
diffusion behavior in the resist film during PEB. First of all, a diffusion-limited 
assumption is applied to describe the reaction-diffusion process during PEB since the 
time scale of acid diffusion is significantly larger than that of acid-catalyzed reaction in 
typical CAR formulations.4 The deprotection reaction occurs immediately when an acid 
molecule moves to a protected cell. Since the focus of this work is to investigate the joint 
effect of PAG loading and acid diffusivity on resist lithographic performance, a single 
acid diffusion coefficient in the resist film is assumed to simplify modeling complexity. 
Under these model conditions, acid reaction-diffusion modeling in this work can prevent 
the use of the exact stochastic simulation algorithm applied in chapter 5 since there is one 
single acid diffusion rate constant exists in the model. The acid diffusion modeling 
process can be simplified by making a random hop of all acid molecules simultaneously 
as the simulation time proceed. Giving an effective diffusion coefficient Deff to represent 
the diffusivity of acid molecules in the resist film, the required step time τ for every acid 
molecule to jump from one cell to another adjacent cell can be derived from equation (5.8) 






=         (8.4) 
 
Here d is the dimensionality of the lattice. In this work acids are allowed to randomly 
move from its original cell to an adjacent cell in a 2D lattice. Diagonal moves are not 
allowed for simplification purpose. A periodic boundary condition is applied to the lattice 
model to represent a dense line pattern simulation. In principle a larger Deff gives a 
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smaller τ for every acid molecule to move one cell distance. An acid with higher 
diffusivity can make more moves within a certain PEB time and results in a larger 
diffusion length. For every set of initial acid distribution profile, the acid reaction-
diffusion modeling is repeated for 100 times and an average deprotection probability 
P(x,y) of each cell after PEB is calculated. 
 
8.2.4 Resist Development 
 On the length scale relevant to LER interested in this work (i.e. several tens 
nanometers, low-spatial frequency), a simple infinite contrast development model is 
sufficient to give good prediction of resist profile after development. A polymer subunit 
is removed if its protection probability P(x,y) is lower than a threshold value of 0.5. 
Remaining resist blocks which are not connected to bulk remaining resist regions (i.e. the 
unexposed regions) are removed as well. After the final resist profile is obtained, the 
resist line edge position, and thus the space CD and the low-spatial frequency LER can be 
determined. Standard outputs of the modeling work, including acid initial distribution 
profile, resist deprotection profile, and the final resist development profile, are shown in 
figure 8.3. 
 
8.3 Results and Discussion 
8.3.1 Exposure Dose and NILS Effects 
 In the material part of this modeling work, the focus is to study the fundamental 
contributions to the improved lithographic performance of the polymer-bound-PAG 





Figure 8. 3 Standard outputs of mesoscale stochastic resist lithography modeling: (A) acid initial distribution profile after exposure, 
(B) resist deprotection profile after PEB, and (C) resist profile after development. 
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models are built to represent the anionic polymer-bound-PAG and the traditional 
blended-PAG resists. The bound-PAG resist has high PAG loading (10.0 mol%) and low 
acid diffusivity (0.07 nm2/sec), while the blended-PAG resist has low PAG loading (2.0 
mol%) and high acid diffusivity (0.5 nm2/sec). These two resist models are designed to 
have the same sizing dose (CDNom=70 nm at 17 mJ/cm2) under the same NILS (=17.5) to 
represent two resists with equal photosensitivity. The PAG loadings are chosen according 
to general PAG loadings formulated in polymer-bound-PAG and blended-PAG resists. 
The acid diffusivities are chosen according to the range of acid diffusivity in resist films 
reported thus far. Resist deprotection and development profiles of both resist models near 
the resist line edge are shown in figure 8.4.  The bound-PAG resist model shows higher 
deprotection contrast along the resist line edge, as well as less LER. 
 
 
Figure 8. 4 Modeling results of resist deprotection and development profiles of bound-
PAG and blended-PAG resist models. 
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 The dependence of resist CD control, CD fluctuation, and LER on exposure dose 
and NILS variations are investigated and compared to experimental results in chapter 7.  
As shown in figure 8.5, under the same NILS both resists show space CD increase and 
LER decrease towards saturation as exposure dose increase. However the bound-PAG 
resist shows less increase and fluctuation of space CD and LER than the blended-PAG 
resist. By taking +/- 10% of CDNom as the maximum allowable CD error and calculating 
the exposure latitudes, the bound-PAG resist shows more than 2-fold larger exposure 
latitude (112%) than the blended-PAG resist (47%). The bound-PAG resist also shows at 
least 50% improvement of LER of the blended-PAG resist within the exposure dose 
range analyzed.  
 The effect of NILS on resist space CD and LER of both resist models under the 
same exposure dose (30 mJ/cm2) are shown in figure 8.6. Both resist models show the 
increase of space CD and LER upon NILS decrease, however the bound-PAG resist 
maintains lower CD error and smaller LER, as well as less fluctuation than the blended-
PAG resist. From the maximum to the minimum NILS values tested in this work, the 
bound-PAG resist shows less space CD increase (18.9%) than the blended-PAG resist 
(20.7%). The bound-PAG resist also shows less 3σLER increase (16.3 nm) than the 
blended-PAG resist (19.4 nm). The trends of simulating exposure and focal latitudes of 
the bound-PAG and blended-PAG models lead to the same conclusions as the 
experimental characterization results of polymer-bound-PAG and the blended-PAG 






Figure 8. 5 Effect of exposure dose on (A) space CD and (B) LER of both resist models 






Figure 8. 6 Effect of NILS on (A) space CD and (B) LER of both resist models under the 
same exposure dose (30 mJ/cm2). 
  
8.3.2 Scaling Factors for Resist CD Bias and LER 
 Resist CD bias (i.e. the difference between final resist CD and CDNom) has been 
correlated to exposure dose and acid diffusivity during PEB.2,4,5 By calculating resist CD 
bias and the corresponding root mean square of the product of the number of acid 
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molecules generated beyond the aerial image line edge position (nAcid,edge, toward the 
unexposed region) and acid diffusivity, the correlations between these two factors of two 
resist models under different exposure doses are plotted in figure 8.7. 
 
 
Figure 8. 7 The correlation between resist CD bias and the square root of the number of 
acid molecules at the aerial image line edge times their diffusivity. 
 
 A global linear relationship between these two factors is found to describe both 
resist models, and the observed resist CD bias can be well scaled by equation (8.5). This 
correlation indicates that the increased space CD upon exposure dose increase is mainly 
due to the coupling effect of the increase of acid molecules generated at the aerial image 
line edge and their diffusivity. This coupling effect is essentially the summation of the 
diffusion length contributed by each acid molecule generated near the resist line edge.  
The small deviation from the linear fit at high exposure dose is mainly due to the 
overlapping between deprotection volumes created by acids at the resist line edge. Such 
scaling factor can be applied to the prediction of resist CD bias once the PAG acid 
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generation rate and acid diffusion coefficient of the resist are known. In principle, resist 





effedgeAcid Dn LengthDiffusion  AcidBias CDResist ,  (8.5) 
 
 Resist CD fluctuation and LER have been theoretically and experimentally proved 
originating from a number of statistically fluctuating effects, such as the exposure tool, 
resist physicochemistry, and post-exposure processing.2,6-8 Effects caused by the 
physicochemistry of resist materials are resist deprotection homogeneity and gradient (i.e. 
resist contrast) at the line edge after PEB. These effects are the direct consequence of 
initial acid distribution homogeneity and acid diffusivity in a resist film. By calculating 
the number of acid molecules in a pre-selected resist volumes (1 11 cells for each resist 
volume used in this work), a fractional uncertainty of the number of acid molecules UAcid 
of all the investigated resist volumes can be defined as equation (8.6) and can be used to 































σ    (8.6) 
 
Here σAcid and <n Acid > are the standard deviation and the average number of acid 
molecules of all investigated resist volumes, respectively. N the total number of resist 
volumes analyzed.  nAcid,i the number of acid molecules in resist volume i.  In principle, a 
lower value of UAcid indicates higher acid distribution homogeneity in the resist film, and 
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vice versa.  For example, a value of UAcid equal to 0.5 means a 50% variation of the 
number of acid molecules among all the resist volumes investigated.  The calculation 
scheme of UAcid from an initial acid distribution profile is illustrated in figure 8.8. 
 
 
Figure 8. 8 Scheme of calculating acid distribution homogeneity from an initial acid 
distribution profile generated in the resist model. 
 
 Under the same aerial image intensity profile (NILS=17.5) as shown in figure 
8.9(A), the uncertainty of the number of acid molecules of both resists along the x-axis 
under the same exposure dose (40 mJ/cm2) is shown in figure 8.9(B). A 5-fold higher 
PAG loading of the bound-PAG resist model provides a 60% lower UAcid at the bulk 
exposure region than the blended-PAG resist model. The increase of PAG loading indeed 
improves the PAG distribution homogeneity of the whole resist film, as well as the initial 
acid distribution homogeneity at the bulk exposure region of the resist film. However at 
the aerial image line edge where the CD fluctuation and LER actually occur, the decrease 
of exposure dose also causes the decrease of the number of generated acid molecules and 
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thus increases UAcid of the bound-PAG resist model to a level comparable to that of the 
blended-PAG resist model. However in reality the bound-PAG resist exhibits lower LER 
than the blended-PAG resist. According to this analysis, it is clear that using the initial 
acid distribution only is not sufficient to evaluate resist CD fluctuation and LER since 
both resist models have high and comparable UAcid at the aerial image line edge. On the 
other hand, the diffusion of acid molecules during PEB may enhance or smooth the acid 





Figure 8. 9 (A) Applied aerial image intensity profile and (B) the resulting fractional 
uncertainty of initial acid distribution UAcid(x) of blended-PAG and bound-PAG resist 
models. 
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 Since initial acid distribution is not a fair criterion for comparing resist CD 
fluctuation and LER performance between resist models, a combinatorial standard which 
can represent the joint effect produced by initial acid distribution and acid diffusivity is 
essential for a better evaluation of CD fluctuation and LER. In this case, resist 
deprotection profile becomes a more effective indication of predicting CD fluctuation and 
LER. Two parameters are calculated to evaluate the effects of resist deprotection 
statistics on resist lithographic performance. A standard deviation of resist deprotection 
probability σP(x), along the y-axis, at each x position is calculated according to equation 
(8.7) and represents the deprotection heterogeneity of the resist model. A deprotection 
gradient dP(x)/dx, averaged from the value at each y position, for each x position is also 































)(       (8.8) 
 
Here Ny is the total number of y position investigated (i.e., Ny=200 in this resist model).  
In principle, a smaller σP(x) indicates a higher deprotection homogeneity, and a larger 
dP(x)/dx indicates a higher resist deprotection contrast. The scheme of calculating σP(x) 
and dP(x)/dx from a simulated resist deprotection profile is illustrated in figure 8.10. 
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Figure 8. 10 Scheme of calculating resist deprotection statistics (i.e. standard deviation 
σP(x) and gradient dP(x)/dx) from a simulated resist deprotection profile. 
 
 Figure 8.11 shows the standard deviation σP(x) and the gradient dP(x)/dx of the 
resist deprotection profile along the x-axis after PEB. At the resist line edge positions of 
resist models, the deprotection heterogeneity of the blended-PAG is actually lower than 
that of the bound-PAG resist, as shown in figure 8.11(A). The effect of the initial acid 
distribution heterogeneity at the line edge of the blended-PAG resist is smoothed out in 
the resist deprotection profile due to high acid diffusivity and leads to a lower σP than the 
bound-PAG resist. However the high acid diffusivity of the blended-PAG resist model 
also degrades the resist deprotection gradient at the line edge and leads to a lower resist 




Figure 8. 11 Standard deviation of the resist deprotection profile σP(x) and the resist 
deprotection gradient dP(x)/dx of blended-PAG and bound-PAG resist models.  Dash 
lines indicate the positions of resist line edge after development. 
 
 The next attempt is to correlate the resist deprotection statistics to the observed 
resist CD fluctuation and LER behavior.  Resist deprotection gradient (i.e. resist contrast) 
has been proved experimentally having a direction impact on LER.6 LER of traditional 
blended-PAG resists decrease while the resist contrast increase and reaches a minimum 
value around 5 nm (3σ).  According to the resist deprotection statistics illustrated in 
figure 8.11, the first assumption is that the main effect of resist CD fluctuation and LER 
behavior of the two resist models studied in this work are mainly due to the change of 
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resist contrast.  The relationship between 3σLER and the reciprocal of resist deprotection 
gradient at the line edge is plotted in figure 8.12.  Two reasonably linear relationships are 
obtained for individual resist model, indicating the increase of resist contrast can decrease 
LER as expected.  However the behavior of both resist models can not be fitted and 
correlated using a global scaling factor which simply includes the resist contrast effect. 
 
 
Figure 8. 12 The correlation between resist 3σLER and the reciprocal of resist 
deprotection gradient at the line edge. 
 
 The gap between two resist models, as shown in figure 8.12, indicates the 
existence of other effects that may also significantly affect the LER of a resist. Additional 
scaling factors are necessary for a faithful description of the cause of resist LER and the 
correlation between observed LER and resist material properties. The gap is probably 
related to the initial acid distribution homogeneity, and thus the resist deprotection 
homogeneity, at the resist line edge. By plotting 3σLER and the corresponding 
σP/(dP(x)/dx) of both resist models as shown in figure 8.13, a global linear relationship is 
found for these two resist models with excellent correlation, and LER can be well scaled 
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 This result indicates that although high PAG loading of the bound-PAG resist 
may have limited contribution to increasing initial acid distribution and resist 
deprotection homogeneity at the resist line edge, the low acid diffusivity of the bound-
PAG resist can significantly increase resist deprotection gradient and thus the resist 
contrast that contributes to significant improvement of resist CD fluctuation and LER. In 
principle, reducing acid diffusion can reduce resist CD fluctuation and LER. Improving 
initial acid distribution homogeneity may further improve resist CD fluctuation and LER 




Figure 8. 13 The correlation between resist 3σLER and the standard deviation of resist 





 In conclusion, the effects of exposure dose and aerial image quality on resist CD 
control and LER behavior of two resist models have been investigated via a mesoscale 
stochastic acid reaction-diffusion simulation of the resist lithography process. In the case 
of two resist models having the same photosensitivity, the bound-PAG resist, which 
possess high PAG loading and low acid diffusivity, shows less resist CD bias, less LER, 
and larger resist process window than the blended-PAG resist which has relatively low 
PAG loading and high acid diffusivity. The trends of the simulation results are in well 
agreement with the experimental characterization results of the polymer-bound-PAG 
resists presented in chapter 7. Advanced analysis using this modeling work is performed 
to further study the relationships between resist fundamental properties and lithographic 
performance. The results suggest that resist CD variation can be well scaled by the root 
square of the product of the number of acid molecules at the resist line edge and acid 
diffusivity. Resist LER can be well scaled by the standard deviation of the resist 
deprotection profile divided by resist deprotection gradient at the line edge. The 
improved lithographic performance of the bound-PAG resist is mainly due to the reduced 
acid diffusivity that leads to a high resist contrast and thus small resist CD bias and less 
LER.  Although increasing PAG loading does not show benefits for improving resist CD 
fluctuation and LER performance in this modeling work, low acid diffusivity is the direct 
consequence of increasing PAG loading in order to maintain resist CD control, and such 
low acid diffusivity can provide high resist contrast and superior lithographic 
performance of a resist material. A cartoon illustrating the difference of resist CD bias 
and LER behaviors between blended-PAG and bound-PAG resist models in responding 
to the same aerial image profile is shown in figure 8.14. Under a perfect digital aerial 
image profile, the bound-PAG resist has lower acid diffusivity and results in less resist 
CD bias than the blended-PAG resist. The low acid diffusivity may also create higher 
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resist deprotection contrast at the line edge which provides lower resist CD fluctuation 
and LER than the blended-PAG resist. In a general case where the aerial image is not 
perfect and the dose transition regions exist, small deprotection volumes created by acids 
of a bound-PAG resist may not overlap with the resist line edge profile and may not 
contribute to resist image blur and LER. 
 
 
Figure 8. 14 Illustration of the difference of the resist CD and LER behaviors between 
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EFFECT OF PAG AND BASE QUENCHER INCORPORATION INTO THE 
POLYMER MAIN CHAIN ON RESIST LITHOGRAPHIC PERFORMANCE† 
 
 The lithographic performance and the correlations between material properties 
and lithographic performance of polymer-bound-PAG resists have been experimentally 
and theoretically investigated in chapters 7 and 8. The results indicate that polymer-
bound-PAG resists exhibit improved lithographic performance in both 193 nm and EUV 
lithographic applications as compared to their traditional blended-PAG analogs. Base 
additives have been introduced into the formulation of traditional blended-PAG resists 
for improving the lithographic performance and environmental stability (i.e. more 
resistant to airborne base contamination). The incorporation of base into the resist 
polymer backbone is therefore a potential route for further improving resist performance 
and processing window by further eliminating acid migration at the resist exposure edge. 
In this chapter, the third generation polymer-bound-PAG resists which have both PAG 
and base quencher functional groups incorporating into the polymer main chain for 193 
nm and EUV lithography are introduced and reported. The effect of base quencher 
incorporation into polymer-bound-PAG resists on the lithographic performance of these 
materials is also investigated. 
 
9.1 Introduction 
 The second generation of polymer-bound-PAG resists which have the PAG anion 
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in a previously published article: 
 
Wang, M.; Lee, C. –T.; Henderson, C. L.; Yueh, W.; Roberts, J. M.; Gonsalves, K. E., Incorporation of 
photoacid generator (PAG) and base quencher into the resist polymer main chain for sub-50 nm 
resolution patterning, J. Mater. Chem. 2008, 18, 2704-2708. 
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binding to the polymer main chain have demonstrated as an advanced resist platform for 
achieving sub-50 nm feature size resolution with high photosensitivity and small LER. 
However the several nanometers image blur induced by acids with small diffusivity, as 
well as the still high LER may again become critical and limit the capability for future 
technology nodes with sub-32 nm resolution. As resist requirements listed in The 
International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors 2007 edition (ITRS 2007), at the 
year 2010, the required resist CD control for printing a 30 nm gate of a micro processor 
unit (MPU) is 1.9 nm (3σ). The corresponding low-spatial frequency LWR requirement 
is 2.4 nm (3σ).1 Currently there is no resist materials, even for the second generation 
polymer-bound-PAG resists, can meet these requirements. Thus, the advance of current 
polymer-bound-PAG resist platform with more precise CD control and LER reduction is 
essential for the continued implementation of CARs for EUVL application. 
 The inherent incompatibility of different constituents in a multi-component CAR 
can lead to various phenomena such as PAG aggregation or clustering, non-uniform acid 
distribution in the resist film after exposure, and serious acid migration during the resist 
processing. To alleviate these problems, polymer-bound-PAG resists with PAG anion 
covalently incorporated into the polymer main chain have been developed. The 
incorporation of PAG anion into the main chain of the resist polymer shows improved 
193 nm and EUV lithographic performance characteristics, such as faster photospeed, 
higher thermal stability, lower outgassing, and lower LER/LWR, as compared to their 
blended-PAG analogs. Base quencher is commonly used as an additive in traditional 
blended-PAG resist formulations for a variety of reasons including: (1) improvement of 
the environmental stability of the resist (i.e. reduce the impact of airborne base 
contamination exposure during resist processing), (2) reducing acid diffusion outside of 
the nominally exposed regions of the resist to improve resist resolution, and (3) reducing 
LER/LWR.2-5 Base additives may also have the potential to improve current polymer-
bound-PAG resist platform. However, as might be expected, the addition of free small 
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basic molecules may also exacerbate the component distribution heterogeneity problem 
experienced in multi-component CARs. In this chapter, the third generation polymer-
bound-PAG resists which incorporate both PAG and base quencher functional groups 
into the resist polymer main chain are reported. The base-incorporated polymer-bound-
PAG resists discussed in this chapter are based on polymer-bound-PAG resists developed 
in chapter 7 and are intended for 193 nm and EUV lithographic applications. The 
lithographic performance including resist sensitivity, CD control, and LER behavior is 
investigated. The effects of base incorporation on lithographic performance of polymer-
bound-PAG resists are also investigated. 
 
9.2 Resist Materials and Experiments 
9.2.1 Preparation of PAG- and Base-Incorporated Polymers 
 For the synthesis of base-incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists for 193 nm 
and EUV lithography, (4-methylphenyl) dimethylsufonium trifluoromethylsulfonate 
(MPDMS.TFMS) and triphenylsulfonium salt 4-(methacryloxy) 2.3.5.6-
tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate (TPS.F4.MBS) are prepared as the PAGs and characterized 
using methods as described in previous reports.6,7 γ-Butyrolactone methacrylate (GB, AZ 
Electronic Materials, Ltd.), hydroxystrene (HS, AZ Electronic Materials), and 2-ethyl-2-
adamantyl-methacrylate (EA, AZ Electronic Materials, Ltd.) are used as the etch resistant 
and protecting subunits in the resist formulation. 1-Vinyl-2-pyrrolidinone (Sigma Aldrich, 
Inc.), 1-vinylimidazole (Tokyo Kasei Kogyo Co., Ltd.), and 4-vinylpyridine are used as 
the base for the polymerization. Resist tetrapolymers are prepared by free radical 
polymerization of monomers, PAG, and base in a freshly distilled anhydrous 
tetrahydrofuran (THF, Sigma Aldrich) and acetonitrile solution with 
azobisisobutyronitrile (AIBN, Sigma Aldrich) as the initiator, as shown in figure 9.1. The 
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basic characterization results of resist polymers for 193 nm and EUV lithography are 
listed in table 9.1 and 9.2.  
 
Table 9. 1 Compositions of 193 nm base-incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 
Polymer composition (mol%) 
Polymer 









GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 49.3 40.3 10.4  36.2 3800 (2.2) 170 151 
GB-EA- TPS.F4.MBS -
Pyrrolidinone 42.6 49.9 6.8 0.7 36.1 
3200 
(1.6) 179 150 
GB-EA- TPS.F4.MBS -
Imidazole 41.6 50.0 7.7 0.7 39.5 
3300 
(1.7) 194 165 
GB-EA- TPS.F4.MBS -
Pyridine 45.3 46.5 7.5 0.7 38.3 
2800 
(1.7) 189 154 
a The molecular weight was determined by GPC with THF as the mobile phase and polystyrene as 
narrow standards. 
 
  Table 9. 2 Compositions of EUV base-incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 
Polymer composition (mol%) 
Polymer 









HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS 46.0 49.0 5.0  72.0 2500 (1.8) 165 137 
HS-EA- MPDMS.TFMS -
Pyrrolidinone 36.8 56.7 6.0 0.5 38.7 
1900 
(2.4) 161 123 
HS-EA- MPDMS.TFMS -
Imidazole 39.4 52.6 7.5 0.5 42.8 
1700 
(2.8) 164 116 
HS-EA- MPDMS.TFMS -
Pyridine 42.7 53.2 3.8 0.3 37.6 
1800 
(3.1) 170 131 
HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 35.0 57.9 7.1  37.3 3600 (1.6) 145 
HS-EA- TPS.F4.MBS -












a The molecular weight was determined by GPC with THF as the mobile phase and polystyrene as 
narrow standards. 
b Tg of HS-EA-F4 PAG-Base polymers could not be determined by DSC, probably due to the 






Figure 9. 1 Polymerization scheme and structures of base-incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
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 MPDMS.TFMS incorporated 193 nm resists are not discussed in this work since 
the characterization results in chapter 7 suggest that the half-pitch resolution of GB-EA-
MPDMS.TFMS is less than 100 nm. Base-incorporation into GB-EA-MPDMS.TFMS is 
not expected to enhance resist performance to a satisfactory level for sub-50 nm 
applications. On the other hand, the amount of base subunits incorporated into the resist 
polymer is relatively small (less than 1.0 mol% of molar feed ratio for polymerization), 
the quantification accuracy of base composition in these polymer is limited by the 
resolution of a general proton-1 nuclear magnetic resonance equipment (1H NMR, JEOL 
500 spectrometer, JEOL USA Inc.) and may not correspond to some of the 
characterization results of resist lithographic performance in this chapter.8 
 
9.2.2 Resist Processing and Lithography Characterization 
 Resist solutions (5 wt% solid) are prepared by dissolving solid polymer powder in 
cyclohexanone (Sigma Aldrich, Inc.) and filtered through 0.2 mm syringe filters. For 
photospeed and resist contrast tests, bare silicon wafers are first primed with a solution 
containing 20 vol% 1,1,3,3,3-hexamethyl-disilazane (HMDS, ICN Biomedicals) and 80 
vol% propylene glycol-1-monomethyl ether 2-acetate (PGMEA, Sigma Aldrich Inc.). 
The resist film is prepared by spin-coating the resist solution onto the primed wafer 
followed by a post-application bake at 100 oC for 90 seconds using contact baking on a 
hotplate. Resist film thickness is measured using a variable-angle spectroscopic 
ellipsometer (V-VASE, J. A. Woollam). For resist resolution tests, wafers containing 
low-stress silicon nitride membrane are used as the substrate and the patterning technique 
developed in chapter 6 is used. Resist films are prepared on these silicon nitride window 
substrates in a manner similar to that used for photospeed test. Grating features with 
different resolutions and pitches are patterned in areas covering the silicon nitride 
windows by using a JEOL JBX-9300FS EBL system at an acceleration voltage of 100 kV. 
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The beam current is set as 2 nA and the single pixel beam diameter is measured to be 
approximately 8 nm under these conditions. DUV exposure of resist film is performed by 
using an Oriel Instruments exposure source (model # 87530-1000, Hg-Xe arc lamp) 
equipped with a 248 nm band-pass filter (bandwidth ~ 11 nm, FWHM). The intensity of 
the lamp source under these conditions is measured to be 1.05 mW/cm2 using a 
Molectron PM3 power probe and EPM2000 energy meter. The exposed resist film is 
subjected to a PEB at 100 oC for 90 seconds after removal from the exposure tools and 
subsequently developed in a conventional 0.26N tetramethylammonium hydroxide 
(TMAH, AZ Electronic Materials) developer for 15 seconds and rinsed with deionized 
water. After exposure and development, the backside of the silicon nitride membrane for 
resolution test is sputtered with a 20 nm gold acting as a charge dissipation layer for 
subsequent SEM imaging. Resist patterns are imaged in a top-down mode using a LEO 
1530 thermally assisted field emission SEM with a 3 kV acceleration voltage and a 
30,000 magnification. The remaining film thickness of the exposed squares 
(50μm 50μm) on the EB photospeed and resist contrast test wafers after development is 
measured using a profilometer (P-15 Profiler, KLA-Tencor Corp.). 
 
9.3 Results and Discussion 
9.3.1 Base-Incorporated Polymer-Bound-PAG resists for 193 nm Lithography 
 As listed in table 9.1 and 9.2, the resulting resist tetrapolymers exhibit high 
thermal stabilities and essentially no significant difference between various samples are 
found. MPDMS.TFMS incorporated polymers exhibit glass transition temperatures (Tg) 
between approximately 116 and 165 oC which is good for the thermal treatment in 
general lithography process. High Tg is found for 193 nm polymers incorporating 
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TPS.F4.MBS unit and no obvious Tg is found for EUV polymers incorporating 
TPS.F4.MBS unit, suggesting that these polymers are probably quite rigid due to the 
restrictions on chain motion as a result of the bulky triphenylsulfonium moiety of 
TPS.F4.MBS when bound into the polymer chain. This result corresponds to the behavior 
of analogous rigid polymers reported by another group that show no glass transition was 
observed below the polymer decomposition temperature.9 
 DUV contrast curves of base-incorporated GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist films (100 
+/- 5 nm film thickness) are shown in figure 9.2. The corresponding resist photospeed 
and contrast data are listed in table 9.3. The incorporation of base subunit into the 
polymer main chain results in a decrease of photospeed as expected. However base 
incorporation shows no obvious improvement of resist contrast. The photo-generated 
acids in the exposed region may be deactivated or neutralized at the presence of base 
subunits and results in a shift of the resist contrast curve toward higher dose region. 
However the increases of exposure dose due to base incorporation do not correspond to 
the loadings of bases listed in table 9.1. For example GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS-Imidazole has 
the highest PAG loading among all the 193 nm base-incorporated resists, however this 
resist shows the lowest photosensitivity in the test. This behavior is probably due to the 
base property effect or the inaccuracy of base loading quantification. Advanced control of 
base-incorporation ratio or quantification method is essential for further understanding of 
base-incorporation effects on resist photospeed and contrast behavior. 
 The resolution capability of 193 nm base-incorporated polymer-bound-PAG 
resists are evaluated using the patterning technique developed in chapter 6 and the SEM 
images showing the resultant half-pitch resolution of these resist materials are shown in 
figure 9.3. Base incorporation into the resist polymer degrades the achievable half-pitch 
resolution of the original GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS polymer. The failure mechanism of the 
base-incorporated resists is the collapse of resist line pattern. Pattern collapse has become 
one of the major concerns that limit the achievable resolution of resist materials.10,11  
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Figure 9. 2 DUV contrast curves of base-incorporated GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist 
polymers 
 
Table 9. 3 DUV photospeed, contrast, and water contact angle of 193 nm base-
incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 







GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 12.5 8.9 89.2 1 
GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS-
Pyrrolidinone 100.1 7.3 76.6 16.6 
GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS-
Imidazole 109.2 9.2 81.9 10.1 
GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS-
Pyridine 60.5 8.2 85.8 5.2 
a Relative to GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist with the same space width between two resist lines. 
 
 Resist pattern collapse occurs during the development step of lithography. After 
the rinse of developer solution or solvent, a drying step is applied to the resist film to 
remove the remaining rinsing water or solvent at the resist film surface. When removing 
the water or solvent in the trench between two resist lines, the unbalanced capillary force 
acting on the side wall of the resist lines causes a pressure difference normal on the side 
wall of the resist line. The resist line may bend or break if the force acting on the resist 
side wall is beyond the stiffness (i.e. the modulus) of the resist line. On the other hand,  
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Figure 9. 3 SEM images of the half-pitch resolution of 193 nm base-incorporated 
polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 
the resist line may have enough mechanical strength and modulus to sustain the pressure 
difference, however the unbalanced force acting on the side wall results in a stress which 
is beyond the critical stress the resist line have at the resist/substrate interface. Resist line 
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unstuck or adhesion failure occurs under this condition and results in resist pattern 
collapse. The observed pattern collapse in base-incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists 
is mainly the adhesion failure of resist lines. Resist pattern collapse caused by resist line 
deformation and adhesion failure is illustrated in figure 9.4. 
 
 
Figure 9. 4 Illustration of resist pattern collapse caused by resist line deformation and 
unstuck from the substrate 
 
 Since the driving force of resist pattern collapse behavior is the strength of the 
unbalanced capillary force acting on the side wall of the resist line during the resist film 
drying process, resist pattern collapse behavior is directly correlated to the interaction 
between the rinsing liquid, resist side wall, and the substrate at the interface. The 
capillary force FCapillary acting on resist lines as illustrated in figure 9.4 can be calculated 






=       (9.1) 
 
Here γ is the surface tension of the rinsing liquid, θ the contact angle of the rinsing liquid 
at the resist side wall, S the space width between two resist lines, H the height of the 
resist line, L the length of the resist line. As listed in table 9.3, base-incorporated 
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polymer-bound-PAG resist films show lower static water contact angle than the base free 
resist film. The incorporation of base quencher into the resist polymer may increase the 
hydrophilicity of the polymer due to the polar nature of the base quencher. Assuming all 
the resist films have the same line and space width on the same substrate, the relative 
capillary forces acting on the side wall of the resist line are calculated and listed in table 
9.3. The decrease of 3.4~12.6 degrees of water contact angle results in 5.2~16.6 folds 
capillary force increase, relative to the base free resist. On the other hand, the ultra-thin 
silicon nitride substrate used in this work is more hydrophobic than silicon and silicon 
dioxide. The increase of the hydrophilicity of the resist film may lower the compatibility 
and the adhesion force between the resist line and the substrate. These effects explain the 
observed down grade of resist resolution and the pattern collapse behavior of the base-
incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 
9.3.2 Base-Incorporated Polymer-Bound-PAG resists for EUV Lithography 
 For the base-incorporated polymer-bound-PAG resists for EUV lithography, resist 
photospeed and contrast curves under EB exposure are measured since both EB and EUV 
belong to ionization radiation and have been reported having analogous mechanisms for 
PAG acid generation.12 Photospeeds and resist contrasts of base-incorporated HS-EA-
MPDMS.TFMS resists (cationic bound-PAG resists) are shown in figure 9.5. The 
corresponding photospeeds of resists are listed in table 9.4. Again the incorporation of 
base quencher into the polymer decreases the photospeed of the resist as expected. 
However in this set of resist materials, the incorporation of imidazole and pyridine 
improves resist contrast under EB exposure. The increase of resist contrast can reduce the 
resist CD bias and improve resist resolution and LER performance as demonstrated in 
chapter 8. The use of imidazole and pyridine may provide improved control of free 
TFMS acid diffusion. A significant decrease of resist contrast is observed for HS-EA-
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MPDMS.TFMS-Imidazole resist when the normalized film thickness is below 0.15 (10 
nm). Such resist contrast change indicates a possible resist dissolution behavior switch 
near the resist-substrate interface. 
 
 
Figure 9. 5 EBL contrast curves of base-incorporated HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resists. 
 












HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS 0.10 0.0 75.1 27.5 40.0 
HS-EA- MPDMS.TFMS 
-Pyrrolidinone 0.11 0.08 75.7 35.0 100.0
a 
HS-EA- MPDMS.TFMS 
-Imidazole 0.14 0.07 83.2 37.0 100.0
a 
HS-EA- MPDMS.TFMS 
-Pyridine 0.07 0.08 75.2 30.0 35.0 
HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 0.12 0.0 84.8 33.0 30.0 
HS-EA- TPS.F4.MBS -
Pyrrolidinone 0.15 0.08 73.4 70.5 80.0 
HS-EA- TPS.F4.MBS -
Imidazole 0.12 0.05 74.7 93.0 50.0 
HS-EA- TPS.F4.MBS -
Pyridine 0.13 0.08 79.1 N/A
b N/Ab 
a Higher resolution can not be achieved due to serious dense line bridging problem. 
b Photospeed and resolution can not be determined due to extremely low EBL sensitivity. 
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 EB Photospeeds and resist contrasts of base-incorporated HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 
resists (anionic bound-PAG resists) are shown in figure 9.6. The corresponding 
photospeeds of resists are listed in table 9.4. Different from the behavior of cationic 
bound-PAG resists, the incorporation of base quencher shows no improvement of resist 
contrast. The incorporation of pyridine even dramatically degrades the photosensitivity 
and contrast of HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist. Unlike the cationic bound-PAG resists which 
generate free acids with high diffusivity after exposure, acids generated in anionic bound-
PAG resists have limited diffusivity due to the binding of acid anion to the polymer main 
chain. The incorporation of base quencher into a low acid diffusivity material may 
decrease resist deprotection efficiency and thus the resist contrast. On the other hand, the 
comparatively larger decrease in photospeed (i.e. as compared to the polymers not 
containing basic functional groups) in the case of polymer incorporating both base and 
TPS.F4.MBS PAG as compared to the polymer containing both base and MPDMS.TFMS 
PAG is likely due to the shorter acid catalytic chain length of the fixed F4.MBS acid 
generated upon exposure in the case of base incorporated HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists. 
 
 
Figure 9. 6 EBL contrast curves of base-incorporated HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists. 
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 SEM images of half-pitch resolution line features patterned in MPDMS.TFMS 
incorporated resists are shown in figure 9.7. The HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist without 
base quencher can achieve a 45 nm half-pitch resolution. The direct incorporation of 
different base quenchers into the HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS polymer main chain shows 
different effects on resist performance depending on the nature of the basic functional 
group used. The incorporation of moderate basic functional group, pyridine (pKa=5.39), 
into the polymer backbone shows an improvement in resist resolution (35 nm half-pitch) 
as compared to the base free HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist. However, the incorporation 
of a stronger (imidazole, pKa=6.07) or a weak (pyrrolidinone, pKa=-0.34) basic 
functional group causes the resist to exhibit patterning defects and reduced resolution. 
Serious bridging randomly appears between patterned resist lines in the cases of these 
imidazole and pyrrolidinone that limits the resist resolution to approximately 100 nm 
half-pitch. Cross-section view SEM images of 300 nm 1:1 L/S patterns further 
demonstrate the existence of giant residue and bridging problems of these resist materials, 
as shown in figure 9.8. The bridging problem may be due to heterogeneous inter-chain 
and intra-chain functional group distribution. The lack of compatibility between the base, 
PAG, and other polymer constituents may lead to some form of nanoscale distribution 
heterogeneity in the resist film. The differences in the reactivity ratios between the 
various monomers during polymerization may also lead to the non-uniform distribution 
of components in the final resist polymers. The bridging problem of the HS-EA-
MPDMS.TFMS-Imidazole resist may explain the observed resist contrast decrease 
behavior near the resist-substrate interface. 
 SEM images of half-pitch resolution line features patterned in TPS.F4.MBS 
incorporated resists are illustrated in figure 9.9. The resolution of the HS-EA- 
TPS.F4.MBS resists decreases in all cases when base quencher is incorporated into resist 
polymer. The major cause of resist resolution loss is resist pattern collapse due to 











Figure 9. 8 SEM images showing the bridging defects of (A) HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS-
Pyrrolidinone and (B) HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS-Imidazole resist films. 
 
hydrophilicity of the resist polymer, and again this increased hydrophilicity can result in 
stronger capillary forces during development, rinsing, and drying which leads to more 
significant resist pattern collapse. A water contact angle study of these resist materials is 
made to further quantify the effect of base incorporation into the polymer on the 
hydrophilicity and surface energy of the polymer film. The HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 
polymer is found to have a static water contact angle value of 89.9 degrees, while in 
contrast the base-incorporated HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists show much lower water 
contact angles in the range between 32.9 to 51.6 degrees. These data again clearly show 
that the polymers incorporating base quencher are more hydrophilic, and thus the 
unbalanced capillary forces exerted on patterned structures during the drying process are 
expected to be larger. Thus, even this relatively minor level of 0.5 mol% base 
incorporation into the polymer is sufficient to dramatically affect the pattern collapse 
behavior in these materials. It is also likely that this minor level of base incorporation into 
the polymer significantly affects the adhesion property of the resist polymer with the 
underlying substrate. In this work the silicon nitride membrane is more hydrophobic than 
flat silicon substrate. It might be expected that the adhesion energy of the resist to the 
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substrate might be degraded, thus causing the pattern collapse problem exacerbated by 
the more hydrophilic resist polymer during drying to be even more severe. 
 
 
Figure 9. 9 SEM images of half-pitch resolution of base-incorporated HS-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS resists. 
 
 Since the materials reported here are intended to serve as high resolution CARs 
for IC device fabrication, the pattern edge roughness of such materials is an important 
characteristic that must be considered. Therefore, in cases where the resist materials 
looked promising and the resulting line-space patterns from those materials are not 
distorted by pattern collapse or bridging, LER and LWR for the resist films are measured. 
The resulting 3σLERand 3σLWR values for HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resist are found to be 
3.2 nm and 4.5 nm, respectively, for 30 nm 1:1 L/S patterns. The 3σLER and 3σLWR 
values for HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS resist are found to be 7.7 nm and 11.4 nm, 
respectively, for 45 nm 1:1 L/S patterns. The 3σLER and 3σLWR values for HS-EA-
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MPDMS.TFMS-Pyridine resist are found to be 5.1 nm 7.3 nm, respectively, for 45nm 1:1 
L/S patterns. The incorporation of pyridine into HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS polymer is 
observed to improve both resolution and LER/LWR by helping to confine acid diffusion 
and increase resist contrast in this system. It should be remembered that acid diffusion in 
that particular material is still an important consideration since a free TFMS acid is 
generated from such a cationic bound-PAG resist. However, overall the simple anionic 
bound-PAG resist (HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS) showed the highest resolution and best 
LER/LWR performance even without base addition due to the restricted acid diffusion 
provided by binding of the PAG anion to the resist polymer backbone. 
 
9.4 Conclusions 
 A series of PAG and base incorporated resist polymers (the third generation of 
polymer-bound-PAG resists) are developed and the thermal and lithographic performance 
is investigated. The synthesis scheme results in moderate-to-good yields for all the resist 
materials used in this work. Polymers show good thermal stability and high glass 
transition temperatures that can facilitate resist processing and longer resist shelf life. The 
lithographic performance under EBL shows that the resolution of cationic polymer-
bound-PAG resist (HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS) is improved by incorporating pyridine as a 
base quencher into the polymer backbone without a significant loss of photospeed. The 
anionic polymer-bound-PAG resists (GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS) 
show decreased resolution due to the loss of resist-substrate adhesion that led to more 
substantial resist pattern collapse at larger feature sizes. The HS-EA-MPDMS.TFMS 
system gives higher photospeeds as compared to the fluorinated TPS.F4.MBS PAG 
system. Significant resist line bridging problems are observed in several resist polymers 
that incorporated stronger basic functional groups, suggesting that possibly poor 
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monomer compatibility and resist polymer compositional heterogeneity due to monomer 
reactivity ratio differences could be problematic in such cases. A successful development 
of this class of material need to focus on the design of resist materials with more 
compatible PAG and base quencher functional groups. The effects of direct base 
incorporation on resist contrast, resolution, line edge roughness, and resistance to 
airborne base contamination are also important factors to evaluate. 
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OTHER STRUCTURE-PROPERTY RELATIONSHIPS OF CHEMICALLY 
AMPLIFIED RESISTS† 
 The major lithographic properties of three generations of polymer-bound-PAG 
resists (i.e. cationic bound-PAG, anionic bound-PAG, and base-incorporated bound-PAG 
resists) have been experimentally and theoretically studies in detail in previous chapters. 
Among the major lithographic performance such as sensitivity, resolution, and LER, 
Polymer-bound-PAG resists still exhibit insufficient sensitivity under ionization radiation 
such as EUV and EB. The increase of PAG loading of polymer-bound-PAG resists may 
not enhance the photospeeds as illustrated in chapter 7. PAG acid generation behavior 
under ionization radiation is affected by not only the PAG structure itself, but also the 
polymer matrix structure of the resist material. The absorption of high energy photon is 
non-selective to PAG molecule anymore, and polymer sensitization for PAG acid 
generation becomes dominant due to the majority of polymer composition in the resist 
formulation. A thorough understanding of relationships between PAG and polymer 
structures and the PAG acid generation behavior under ionization radiation is important 
for improving acid generation efficiency (i.e. photospeed) of the resist material. On the 
other hand, the demand of high resolution resist material requires the use of ultra-thin 
resist film (i.e. less than 150 nm) for preventing resolution damaging factors such as 
shallow depth of focus of the exposure tool and pattern collapse behavior of the resist 
† Material presented in this chapter has appeared in part in previously published articles: 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Wang, M.; Gonsalves, K. E.; Yueh, W.; Roberts, J. M.; Younkin, T. R.; Henderson, C. L., 
Effect of PAG and Matrix Structure on PAG acid generation behavior under DUV and high-energy 
radiation exposure, Proc. SPIE 2008, 6923, 69232F. 
 
Lee, C. –T.; Henderson, C. L.; Wang, M.; Gonsalves, K. E.; Yueh, W.; Roberts, J. M., The effect of 
direct PAG incorporation into the polymer main chain on reactive ion etch resistance of 193 nm and EUV 
chemically amplified resists, Microelectron. Eng. 2008, 85, 963-965. 
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feature. Plasma etch resistance of the resist material has become another major factor 
dominating the capability of a resist material for sub-50 nm resolution applications. 
Understanding the effects of PAG incorporation to the main chain of a polymer-bound-
PAG resist on its plasma etch resistance is important for the continued development of 
this class of resist materials. This chapter covers the study and investigation of these two 
topics. 
 
10.1 PAG and Matrix Structure Effects on PAG Acid Generation Behavior under 
Excitation and Ionization Radiations 
CARs have successfully facilitated the development of DUV and 193 nm 
lithography techniques for more than two decades due to their acid-catalyzed 
deprotection scheme that enhances their photospeed. This acid-catalyzed mechanism 
provides a method for amplifying the initial chemical reactions caused by interaction of 
radiation with the resist film, thus making each interaction event between radiation and 
resist more productive. However, when switching from low energy photolysis to high 
energy radiolysis, changes in the manner in which the radiation interacts with the resist 
material can alter the acid generation efficiency and mechanism of PAG excitation. In 
high energy radiation cases where the radiation energy exceeds the ionization potential of 
the PAG and the polymer resin, the radiation absorption in the resist film becomes non-
selective. The ratio of PAG excited by direct excitation as compared to polymer or matrix 
sensitization pathways can shift heavily in favor of matrix sensitization in such high 
energy exposure cases. Such sensitization pathways may become a potential method for 
enhancing resist sensitivity under high energy radiation through careful selection of 
matrix and PAG materials. A better understanding and study the efficiency of acid 
generation through direct and indirect PAG excitation pathways and the effect of PAG 
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and matrix structure on these pathways would be extremely valuable for the design of 
future high sensitivity resist materials. In this work, acid generation of typical ionic 
(onium salt) and non-ionic PAGs under DUV (248 nm) and EB exposure in polymer film 
have been studied. The effect of PAG type and structure on its acid generation under 
photolysis and radiolysis has been determined. The effect of polymer resin structure on 
PAG photoacid generation under photolysis and radiolysis has also been investigated. 
Concepts for PAG and polymer design for producing enhanced sensitivity resists for 
excitation and ionization exposures is discussed 
 
10.1.1 Radiation Energy Absorption of PAG 
CARs have been widely employed as a lithographic material for nanoscale 
fabrication in the semiconductor industry for more than two decades due to their high 
resolution and fast photospeed. The fast photospeed of positive tone CARs is enabled by 
the use of an acid-catalyzed deprotection reaction scheme that modulates the solubility of 
the resist through a two step reaction sequence. First, an acid is generated through the 
photolysis of a PAG in the resist during exposure. Subsequently, this acid catalytically 
reacts with polymer resin to render it soluble in an aqueous alkaline developer.1,2 In this 
way, the chemical modification of the polymer and the resulting impact on the resist 
solubility is greatly amplified as compared to the initial number of photochemical 
reaction events. EUVL and 193 nm immersion lithography are promising technologies 
for patterning sub-50 nm feature size resolution. However when switching from KrF (248 
nm) radiation source to shorter exposure wavelength such as ArF (193 nm) and EUV 
(13.5 nm) radiations, the cost of generating such high energy photon increase 
exponentially and requirement of sensitive CARs has become one of the major 
requirements for enabling these technologies. Especially for EUVL, the need of highly 
sensitive resist material has placed one of the most critical challenges of modern resist 
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material design and development. Understanding the PAG photoreaction is therefore an 
important factor for novel resist material design. 
PAG acid generation in solid state polymer film is mainly through direct PAG 
absorption of photon energy and PAG decomposition under excitation radiation such as 
KrF and ArF exposure.3-5 PAG acid generation through polymer sensitization pathway 
under excitation exposure has also been reported.6,7 This behavior has been reported as 
the polymer can absorb photon energy and jump to its first excited state, and the photon 
energy can then be transferred to the PAG through an electron transfer mechanism. The 
radiation chemistry of PAG when exposed to high energy exposure source such as EUV, 
X-ray, and electron-beam has also been proposed.8,9 When switching from low energy 
optical exposure to high energy radiation exposure source, the photon energy has exceed 
the ionization potential, which is usually ~10 eV, of organic materials commonly used in 
photoresist formulation and lead to non-selective photon energy absorption. High 
percentage of the radiation energy is then absorbed by the polymer matrix since its 
majority in resist composition and the acid generation through direct PAG radiation 
absorption and decomposition becomes inefficient. PAG acid generation through poly(p-
hydroxylstyrene) (pHOST) and poly(methyl methacrylate) (pMMA) sensitization 
pathway under ionization radiation has also been reported.10,11 The design of next 
generation resist material applied to high energy exposure source will requires the 
knowledge of suitable PAG and polymer structure design for taking the advantage on 
both direct PAG excitation and polymer sensitization pathways for significantly enhanced 
acid generation efficiency. However a systematic study of PAG and polymer matrix 
structure effects on PAG acid generation efficiency under excitation and ionization 
radiation sources has not been reported yet. 
 
10.1.2 PAG Acid Generation Experiments 
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In this work, the effects of PAG and polymer structure on PAG acid generation 
efficiency in polymer film DUV and 100 kV EB exposure sources are investigated. The 
technique which utilizes on-wafer ellipsometry of acid-sensitive dye to quantify acid 
concentration in polymer films, developed in chapter 4, is employed to determine acid 
generation efficiency under exposure. Ionic PAGs with sulfonium and iodonium 
chromophores and various anion structures are used in this study for determining PAG 
structure effect on its acid generation efficiency and the exposure source effect on its acid 
generation behavior. A non-ionic PAG, the norbornene dicarboximidyl nonaflate 
(ND.PFBS, Sigma Aldrich), is also included in this study. The structures of PAGs used in 
this work are illustrated in figure 10.1. 
 
 
Figure 10. 1 The structures of PAGs: Sulfonium salts (triphenylsulfonium triflate 
(TPS.TFMS), triphenylsulfonium nonafalte (TPS.PFBS), triphenylsulfonium 4-
(methacryloxy)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate (TPS.F4.IBBS), and 
dimethylsulfonium triflate (MPDMS.TFMS)); Iodonium salts (diphenyliodonium triflate 
(DPI-Tf), Diphenyliodonium nonaflate (DPI.PFBS), bis-4-t-butylphenyl iodonium triflate 
(TBI.TFMS), and bis-4-t-butylphenyl iodonium nonaflate (TBI.PFBS)); Non-ionic PAG 
(norbornene dicarboximidyl nonaflate (ND.PFBS)). 
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Homo-polymers with different functional groups are used to study the polymer 
structure effect on PAG acid generation under different exposure sources, and their 
structures are illustrated in figure 10.2. Coumarin 6 (C6, Mw 350.44, Sigma Aldrich) is 
used as a proton indicator to monitor photoacid production in the polymer film upon 
exposure. Polymer solutions are prepared by dissolving polymer resin (97.2 mol%), PAG 
(1.4 mol%), and C6 (1.4 mol%) in cyclohexanone (reagentplus grade, Sigma Aldrich). 
Polymer films (~150 nm in thickness) are prepared by spin-coating the solution onto 
prime silicon wafers and prebaking at 100 oC for 2 minutes to remove the residual solvent. 
For excitation exposure study, polymer films are exposed using an Oriel Instruments 
exposure source (model 87530-1000, Hg-Xe arc lamp) filtered by a 248 nm bandpass 
filter (bandwidth ~11 nm, FWHM). For ionization radiation study, polymer films are 
exposed using a JEOL 9300FS EBL system with a 100 kV acceleration voltage and a 60 
nA beam current. The exposed films are post-exposure baked at 70 oC for 1 minute to 
enhance proton-C6 contact in polymer film. Spectroscopic ellipsometry (V-VASE, J. A. 
Woollam) is used to measure ellipsometry spectra and determine the film thickness, DUV 
optical constants, energy deposition profile, and C6+ absorbance of the polymer film as 
the method demonstrated in chapter 4.12  
 
 
Figure 10. 2 Structures of homo-polymers: poly(p-hydroxystyrene) (pHOST), 





Calibration between protonated-C6 (C6+) absorption and acid concentration in 
different polymer films are made by mixing varying amounts of trifluoromethanesulfonic 
acid (H+CF3SO3-, Mw 150.08, Fluka) with the polymer and C6 dye into cyclohexanone 
and casting films from these solutions. The linear relationships between C6+ absorbance 
and acid concentration in polymer films are shown in figure 10.3. The amount of acid 
generated though PAG decomposition when exposure to radiation can be quantified by 
determining the absorption of the C6+. 
 
 
Figure 10. 3 Calibration curves between C6+ absorption and acid concentration in 
different polymer films. 
 
10.1.3 Results and Discussion 
Polymer matrices pHOST and ptBMA are used to study PAG structure effect on 
acid generation behavior through direct PAG excitation and polymer sensitization 
pathways. UV/VIS spectrometry shows that pHOST exhibits significant higher molar 
absorbance (ε=440 cm-1M-1) at 248 nm wavelength than ptBMA which is relatively 
transparent. By measuring PAG acid generation in ptBMA matrix, the polymer 
sensitization pathway is minimized due to ptBMA’s negligible absorbance when 
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compared to PAG absorbance, and the capability of acid generation through direct PAG 
excitation can be determined. By comparing PAG acid generation in pHOST and ptBMA 
matrices, the effect of PAG structure on pHOST sensitization for acid generation can be 
determined. Figure 10.4 shows the normalized acid yield (the ratio of acid concentration 
to initial PAG concentration) of PAGs in both pHOST and ptBMA matrices under the 
same DUV exposure dose (10 mJ/cm2). Sulfonium salts, except TPS.F4.IBBS, typically 
show higher acid generation rate through direct PAG excitation than iodonium salts. 
However when polymer sensitization pathway is involved in PAG acid generation in 
pHOST matrix, iodonium salts show significantly enhanced acid generation rate than 
sulfonium salts. This result indicates iodonium salts may possess higher acid generation 
efficiency though polymer sensitization pathway than sulfonium salts. 
The mechanism of PAG acid generation through polymer sensitization has been 
reported as the energy transfer from the excited polymer matrix to the ground state PAG 
molecule through an electron transfer process.6 The probability of this electron transfer 
mechanism can be predicted by calculating the free energy (∆GET) required for the 
oxidation of the excited polymer subunit and the reduction of the PAG molecule as 
shown in equation (10.1). The calculation of the electron affinity of the PAG may be a 
reliable prediction of the electron transfer probability from the excited polymer to the 
PAG molecule. The electron affinity (-EA) of a molecule can be expressed as the heat of 
formation of the molecule anion subtracts the heat of formation of the neutral molecule 
and the electron as shown in equation (10.2). The electron affinities of PAGs used in this 
work are calculated using HyperChemTM with a Neglect of Differential Diatomic Overlap 
(NDDO) semi-empirical method and the results are shown in table 10.1. Iodonium salts 
showed higher electron affinity (3.36~3.86 eV) than sulfonium salts (2.58~3.21 eV) that 
support the experimental observation of more efficient polymer sensitization pathway of 
PAG acid generation of iodonium salts than that of sulfonium salts. 
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Figure 10. 4 Normalized acid yield of onium salts and ND.PFBS in pHOST and ptBMA 
films under 248 nm wavelength exposure (10 mJ/cm2). 
 
The non-ionic PAG, ND.PFBS, is transparent under 248 nm wavelength radiation. 
ND.PFBS does generate acid through polymer sensitization when placed in pHOST 
matrix, and the calculated electron affinity (3.85 eV) also suggests the high probability of 
polymer sensitization pathway. Acid generation of TPS.PFBS supposedly shows polymer 
sensitization effect, more significant than TPS.TFMS, according to the results of electron 
affinity calculation, however the experimental result shows nearly identical acid 
generation rate in both pHOST and ptBMA matrix. The cause of this acid generation 
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behavior is still unknown and might be the increased PAG absorption of 248 nm photon. 
Further investigation is required to determine the real cause of this observation. 
 
  ( ) ( ) ( )PolymerEPAGEPolymerEG excitationreductionoxidationET −−=Δ *  (10.1) 
  ( ) ( ) ( )−− −−=− eHPAGHPAGeHEA fff     (10.2) 
 
Table 10. 1 Electron affinity of PAGs used in this work. 
Sulfonium PAGs Iodonium and non-ionic PAGs 
PAG -EA (eV) PAG -EA (eV) 
TPS.TFMS 2.83 DPI.TFMS 3.44 
TPS.PFBS 2.97 DPI.PFBS 3.86 
TPS.F4.IBBS 3.21 TBI.TFMS 3.36 
MPDMS.TFMS 2.58 TBI.PFBS 3.79 
  ND.PFBS 3.85 
 
 Polymer matrix can be ionized by absorbing high energy radiation and the 
resulting cation may be deprotonated and provide the proton for Bronsted acid 
formation.10,11 The hydroxystyrene molecule has been proved having high probability to 
release proton when ionized under high energy radiation, on the other hand the styrene 
molecule is less reactive in its ionized form and has less tendency to release proton.12 
pHOST and pS are hence used to study the effect of proton source from the polymer 
matrix on PAG acid generation under high-vacuum electron-beam exposure. The 
normalized acid yields of PAGs in pHOST and pS matrices under 100 kV EB exposure 
(40 μC/cm2) are shown in figure 10.5. All sulfonium slats and diphenyliodonium salts 
show inefficient acid generation in pS matrix, however their acid productions are 
significantly enhanced in pHOST matrix. This result indicates the proton source from 
polymer matrix is essential for these PAGs to generate acid under high-vacuum 
ionization radiation. However bis(t-4-butylphenoliodonium) salts and ND.PFBS PAG 
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show relative higher acid generation capability in pS matrix and are comparable to the 
acid yields in pHOST matrix. This result suggests that the reaction intermediates of these 
PAGs may provide easy proton source for acid generation under high-vacuum ionization 
radiation. 
 
   
 
Figure 10. 5 Normalized acid yield of onium salts and ND.PFBS in pHOST and pS films 
under 100 kV EB exposure (40 μC/cm2). 
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 Polymer structure effect on PAG acid generation behavior under high-vacuum 
ionization radiation is also studied. Homo-polymers with different functional groups 
commonly used in modern photoresist composition are used as the polymer film to study 
their effect on PAG acid generation behavior. The normalized acid yields of selected 
sulfonium, iodinium, and non-ionic PAGs in four homo-polymer matrices under 100 kV 
EB exposure (40 μC/cm2) are illustrated in figure 10.6. Among polymer structures 
screened in this study, PAGs show less acid generation efficiency in pS matrix as 
expected due to the lack of proton source for Bronsted acid formation under high vacuum 
exposure environment. TPS.TFMS and DPI.TFMS show enhanced acid yields in pHOST 
matrix if compared with their acid yields in pS matrix. All PAGs show significantly 
enhanced acid generation yield  in poly(methacrylate) (pEAMA and ptBMA) matrices 
when compared with their acid yields in pS matrix. Moreover, the acid generation of 
TBI.TFMS and ND.PFBS is further enhanced when compared with those in pHOST 
matrix. The PAG acid generation efficiency may be determined by the combinatorial 
effects of polymer radiation absorption, polymer ionization, and proton acquisition for 
Bronsted acid formation, however the results here suggest poly(methacrylate) may also 
provide easy proton source for acid generation under high-vacuum ionization exposure. 
In the case of TBI.TFMS and ND.PFBS, poly(methacrylate) showed significant higher 
acid generation efficiency (~ 2 folds) than other polymer matrices studied in this work. 
 
10.1.4 Conclusions 
 Effects of polymer and PAG structures on PAG acid generation under DUV and 
electron-beam exposure are studied using the on-wafer ellipsometry of acid-sensitive dye 
method developed in chapter 4. PAG acid generation through direct PAG 
excitation/ionization and polymer sensitization under low-energy excitation and high-





Figure 10. 6 Normalized acid yield of PAGs in different polymer matrices under 100 kV 
EB exposure (40 μC/cm2). 
 
sensitization effect for acid generation under DUV exposure, and the behavior is 
qualitatively determined being correspond to the calculated electron affinity of the PAG 
molecule. Basically higher electron affinity provides higher probability of being an 
electron acceptor and higher acid generation efficiency through the polymer sensitization 
pathway. Under high-vacuum ionization exposure such as 100 kV EB radiation, proton 
source has become one of the major effect on PAG acid generation. Most of the 
sulfonium, iodonium, and non-ionic PAGs show significantly improved acid generation 
yield in pHOST matrix, if compared with the acid yield in pS matrix, due to the easy 
proton source from the hydroxystyrene cation. The inefficient acid generation in pS 
matrix may be due to the lack of proton source from the less reactive styrene cation. TBI 
and ND.PFBS PAGs show comparable acid generation in both pHOST and pS, indicating 
possible proton source from the intermediates of PAG decomposition reactions. 
Poly(methacrylate) also enhances PAG acid generation under electron-beam exposure, 
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indicating that the ionized methacrylate subunit may also provide easy proton source for 
PAG acid generation. 
 
10.2 Direct PAG Incorporation on Reactive Ion Etch Resistance of Chemically 
Amplified Resists 
 
 The incorporation of PAG functional groups directly into the resist polymer 
backbone has shown improved lithographic performance in achieving high resolution, 
high sensitivity, and low LER/LWR simultaneously in CARs, as reported in previous 
chapters. However, the effect of direct PAG incorporation into the resist polymer on the 
reactive ion etch (RIE) performance of such materials has not been studied and reported. 
This section discusses the effects of PAG loading and structure on the plasma etch 
resistance of polymer-bound-PAG resists. Increased PAG loadings in both 193 nm and 
EUV polymer-bound-PAG resist platforms shows significant improvement in polymer 
etch resistance. Current polymer etch rate correlations and models are not able to 
accurately predict the trend of etch behavior within each polymer-bound-PAG resist 
family. 
 
10.2.1 Resist Plasma Etch Resistance 
 Photoresists serve two important roles in modern microelectronic fabrication 
processes as a: (1) medium for creating a physical relief pattern from a mask image and 
(2) a masking material for transferring the resist relief image into the underlying film 
stacks via plasma etch processes. The dramatic downward scaling of IC device feature 
sizes has now approached the sub-50 nm size scale. This has also required a scaling down 
in the resist film thicknesses used to pattern such high resolution features with current 
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optical lithography techniques due to depth of focus and pattern collapse limitations. 
Currently, ultra-thin photoresist layers (< 150 nm) have been used in manufacturing, and 
moving forward even thinner films will likely be required.13 Development of resists that 
can provide increased resolution and lower line edge roughness with high sensitivity, 
while still providing sufficient etch resistance as film thicknesses diminish, will be 
required for future IC device generations 
 Traditional blended-PAG CARs suffer from the tri-lateral trade-off between 
achieving high resolution, high sensitivity, and low line edge roughness due to 
heterogeneous distribution of PAG and the uncontrolled photoacid diffusion.14,15 A series 
of novel polymer-bound-PAG CAR has been shown in chapter 7 and 9 that the direct 
binding of PAG into the polymer main chain can provide CAR with improved resolutions, 
lower LER, and higher sensitivity as compared to their blended-PAG analogs. Although 
the success of polymer-bound-PAG resists in improving lithographic performance has 
been shown, the effects of binding the PAG anion into the resist polymer and the effect of 
high PAG loadings on the plasma etch resistance of these materials has not been reported. 
The purpose of this work is to characterize the effect of PAG incorporation into the 
polymer main chain on resist etch behavior and determine if any of the standard etch 
resistance correlations could be used to reasonably predict this behavior. 
 
10.2.2 Resist Materials and Experimental Procedures 
 A series of resist materials are synthesized to determine the effect of PAG 
structure and loading on plasma etch performance of polymer-bound-PAG resists.16,17 
The structures and compositions of the resist materials used in this work are shown in 
figure 10.7 and table 10.2. Resists containing γ-butyrolactone methacrylate (GB) and 
hydroxystyrene (HS) are prepared for comparing the etch resistance of 193 nm and EUV 
resist platforms, respectively. Resists incorporating triphenylsulfonium salt PAG 
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functional groups with 4-(methacryloxy)-2,3,5,6-tetrafluorobenzenesulfonate 
(TPS.F4.MBS), 4-(methacryloxy)benzenesulfonate (TPS.MBS), and 4-(vinyl)-
benzenesulfonate (TPS.VBS) as acid anions are prepared to determine the effect of 
fluorine atom and ester group content of the PAG on resist dry etch resistance. Both 193 
nm and EUV resist platforms with different PAG loadings are prepared to study the effect 
of PAG loading on dry etch resistance. Standard materials including poly(tert-
butyloxycarbonyl hydroxystyrene) (pTBOCST), poly(methyl methacrylate) (pMMA, 
Sigma Aldrich), and 1:1 chloromethacrylate-co-methylstyrene (ZEP520A, Zeon 
Chemicals) are also characterized for comparison purposes. Resist films are spin-coated 
onto prime grade silicon wafers and post-applied baked at 100 oC for 90 seconds to 
produce films of 100 nm in thickness. Reactive ion etch (RIE, Plasma-Therm) using 
silicon dioxide and polymer etching recipes are performed for the etch rate studies. 
 
 
Figure 10. 7 Structures of the 193 nm and EUV polymer-bound-PAG resists studied in 
this work. 
 
10.2.3 Results and Discussion 
 The effect of PAG loading on the etch resistance of TPS.F4.MBS PAG containing 
forms of the polymer-bound PAG resists is illustrated in figure 10.8. For both GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS resists, linear correlations are found between 
increasing PAG loading and decreasing etch rate in both etch recipes. Although the 
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Table 10. 2 Composition and etch rate of polymer-bound PAG resists. 
 
Polymer composition Etch rate b Resist HS/GB EA PAG Mw (PID) R1 c R2 d 
49.2 48.9 1.9 a 3800 (1.9) 1.31 1.32 
53.6 44.3 2.1 4100 (2.3) 1.22 1.25 
52.0 42.7 5.3 a 4100 (2.3) 1.14 1.15 
GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS 
49.3 40.3 10.4 3800 (2.2) 1.05 0.99 
39.7 58.2 2.1 3800 (1.8) 1.21 1.00 
35.0 57.9 7.1 3600 (1.6) 1.08 0.96 
40.2 51.6 8.2 3100 (1.9) 1.01 0.93 
HS-EA- 
TPS.F4.MBS 
36.2 45.7 15.1 2700 (1.9) 0.82 0.89 
HS-EA-
TPS.MBS 37.7 55.8 6.5 3800 (1.7) 0.98 0.98 
HS-EA-
TPS.VBS 41.7 48.6 9.7 3700 (1.7) 0.84 0.93 
a Blended-PAG 
b Relative to pTBOCST  
c SiO2 etch recipe: CHF3 22.5 sccm, O2 2.5 sccm, 80 mTorr, 150 W 
d Polymer etch recipe: O2 40.0 sccm, Ar 4.0 sccm, 80 mTorr, 50 W 
 
higher PAG loading introduces higher fluorine and unsaturated carbon content into the 
polymer, the polymer etch performance is improved due to the increased polymer 
aromaticity which arises from the use of the triphenylsulfonium PAG chromophore. This 
increased aromaticity dominates the etch resistance effect of the varying PAG loading.  
 In cases where the PAG monomers are simply blended and not bound to the resist 
polymer and compared to the polymer-bound-PAG cases, no statistically significant 
difference is observed in their relative etch performance. For example, the GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS samples shown in table 10.2 contain two blended-PAG samples and two 
polymer-bound-PAG samples, and in these cases they follow the same general linear etch 
rate trend with increasing PAG loading. 
 The relative etch rates of all the resists are illustrated in table 10.2. Comparisons 
of etch resistance between polymer-bound-PAG resists show a clear trend (GB-EA-
TPS.F4.MBS < HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS < HS-EA-TPS.MBS < HS-EA-TPS.VBS). 
Incorporation of the HS subunit in the EUV resist platform (HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS) as 




Figure 10. 8 Effect of PAG loading of GB-EA-TPS.F4.MBS and HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS 
resists on etch rate using (A) silicon dioxide and (B) polymer recipes. 
 
in the etch resistance. This result is as expected since the six-member unsaturated phenyl 
ring in the HS monomer offers superior etch resistance to that of the five-member 
saturated ring in GB. There is a small etch performance gain when switching from the 
fluorine-containing PAG (HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS) to the fluorine-free PAG (HS-EA-
TPS.MBS). The fluorinated ring PAG is used in the 193 nm resist to modulate the PAG 
spectral absorption behavior and the resist absorbance to an acceptable level when using 
elevated PAG loadings in the polymer-bound-PAG materials. It is clear though that there 
is at least some small cost in etch performance for this design choice. The oxide etch 
performance of the resist containing the fluorinated PAG is slightly worse than the 
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fluorine-free PAG, and conversely the oxygen etch rate of the fluorinated PAG polymer 
is lower than that of the fluorine free materials. 
 Another significant increase in etch resistance is found when switching from 
resists that contain PAGs connected to the polymer main chain via an ester linkage (e.g. 
HS-EA-TPS.MBS and HS-EA-TPS.F4.MBS) to PAG that do not contain such ester 
linkage (e.g. HS-EA-TPS.VBS). This result suggests that the electron-rich ester structure 
may be efficiently attacked by the active plasma species, such as electrons, ions, and free 
radicals, during the plasma processing and this initiation of etch degradation of the 
polymer significantly degrades the overall etch performance of the resist. While such 
ester linkage makes synthesis of the PAGs and polymers more facile and can perhaps be 
used to test variations in monomer structure on lithographic performance of the resist, it 
is likely that the use of such ester-linked PAG monomers should be avoided in design of 
the final resist materials. 
 In order to provide some rational guidance for further resist design with respect to 
etch performance, attempts are made to correlate the etch rates of various materials 
studied using several existing polymer etch rate models. Figure 10.9 shows the etch rate 
data from the various polymers plotted using three common etch rate correlation models. 
While in general the three etch rate models provide reasonable correlations between 
different classes of polymers (i.e. pMMA vs. GB-EA-PAG polymers vs. HS-EA-PAG 
polymers), the correlation within either the GB-EA-PAG polymers or the HS-EA-PAG 
polymers is quite poor. The improved etch resistance via increased PAG loading can not 
be well predicted by any of the etch rate models used in this work. This suggests that a 
higher level effect may exist to improve etch performance when increasing PAG loading 
in the polymer (e.g. better orientation of resist polymers in the film due to the bulky 
pendent PAG unit, etc.). Further work on understanding these effects is important for 






Figure 10. 9 Etch rate model fitting of resists: (A) the Ring parameter18, (B) the Ohnishi 
parameter19, and (C) the Index for Etch Resistance of Fluoropolymers (IERF).20 
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10.2.4 Conclusions 
 The effects of PAG loading and structure on the reactive ion etch performance of 
a series of polymer-bound PAG resists is studied. Increasing the PAG loadings (for the 
triphenylsulfonium type PAGs used in this work) in the resists shows a linear correlation 
with decreasing etch rate in these materials using both silicon dioxide and polymer etch 
recipes. The HS containing EUV resist platform shows significantly better etch resistance 
as compared to the analogous GB containing 193 nm resist platform. The elimination of 
electron-rich ester linkages and fluorine in the PAG anions is shown to further improve 
the etch resistance of the materials. The observed etch performance of the polymer-
bound-PAG materials containing various levels of PAG loading and different PAG 
structures can not be well predicted using any current polymer etch rate model tested. 
Further work on providing useful predictive etch rate models for future resist design 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
11.1 Summary of Thesis Work 
 The development of next generation resist materials, as well as the advance of 
characterization techniques for studying the correlations between resist material 
structure/composition and the corresponding lithographic properties, is essential for the 
successful implementation of the NGL technologies for patterning components of future 
IC devices with sub-50 nm feature size resolution. Works presented in this thesis first 
demonstrate the design and development of advanced techniques for studying major 
resist parameters, such as sensitivity, acid diffusion, resolution, and LER. The structure-
function relationships of novel polymer-bound-PAG resists are studied and characterized 
in the second part of the thesis work. 
 New techniques for determine PAG acid generation in the resist film upon 
exposure to radiation are developed and demonstrated in chapter 3 and 4. The first 
technique employs quantitative FTIR spectrometry of resist film deprotection behavior to 
measure in situ PAG acid generation in real resist film, while the second technique 
employs the ellipsometry method to monitor the absorption behavior of an acid-sensitive 
dye for measuring PAG acid generation. Models for describing PAG acid generation 
behavior and determining acid generation rate constant (i.e. the Dill C parameter) are also 
developed for these two techniques. The validity of these techniques is verified and 
shown high accuracy by comparing the results of selected PAG/polymer combinations 
with results reported by previous studies using different methods. The applicability and 
accuracy of using these techniques in different resist materials and experimental 
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conditions are also analyzed and discussed. These techniques provides major advantages 
including high precision and resolution, non-invasive and non-destructive experimental 
operation, material-saving and efficient acid quantification protocols, and the general 
applicability in various exposure and lithography equipments. The experimental design 
also demonstrates the capability of using these techniques to probe the effects of PAG 
and polymer matrix structures on PAG acid generation through direct PAG excitation and 
indirect polymer sensitization pathways. 
 An in situ experimental-modeling technique for studying acid reaction-diffusion 
behavior in a solid-state resist film is developed in chapter 5. The technique utilizes a 
newly-developed mesoscale resist model to represent the spatial composition of a resist 
film and a detailed stochastic acid reaction-diffusion process to simulate the physics and 
chemistry of a resist film during PEB. This technique requires only the deprotection 
behavior of a flood-exposed resist film baked at elevated temperature to extract acid 
diffusion coefficient with high precision. This advantage significantly simplifies the 
experimental operation and prevents the complication of characterizing initial acid 
distribution profile. These benefits eliminate possible errors introduced by complex 
experimental design and characterization, and extend the applicability of this technique to 
resist materials designed for various lithography technologies and exposure sources. This 
technique is verified by comparing the extracted acid diffusion coefficients of a resist 
film system to those extracted by a previously reported method. This technique also 
demonstrates the capability of studying effects of acid and polymer structures/properties 
on acid diffusivity in the resist film. 
 An ultra-high aerial image quality lithography technique is developed in chapter 6 
for exploring the intrinsic patterning performance of resist materials. This technique 
combines the use of a high electron acceleration voltage EBL system and an ultra-thin 
free-standing silicon nitride membrane substrate to deliver ultra-high quality and 
resolution aerial image for resist film patterning. This technique is theoretically proved 
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having eliminated electron backscattering effect and uniform energy deposition profile 
through the whole polymer film depth using a Monte Carlo simulator modeling the 
trajectory of the incident electrons and the corresponding energy deposition profile in the 
polymer film. The patterning performance is experimentally evaluated having the 
capability of representing the intrinsic patterning performance, such as resolution, CD 
bias, CD uniformity, and LER, of a resist material that can not be clearly identified using 
other modern exposure techniques with poor to moderate aerial image quality and 
resolution. 
 Advanced characterization techniques developed in chapter 3~6 are applied to the 
study and investigation of novel resist materials for NGL technologies. The effects of 
direct PAG incorporation into the polymer main chain on the lithographic performance 
and resist behavior of the polymer-bound-PAG resists are studied in chapter 7. Polymer-
bound-PAG resists, which have the PAG anion binding to the polymer main chain, 
exhibit significantly improved half-pitch resolution, lower LER, higher resist contrast, 
and comparable or higher sensitivity, larger resist processing window (i.e. larger 
exposure and focal latitudes) than its blended-PAG analogs. The improved lithographic 
performance of the anionic polymer-bound-PAG resist is speculated to be due to the 
combinatorial effect of high PAG loadings, reduced acid diffusivity, and homogeneous 
PAG distribution in such resist material. This work suggests the design of a single-
component resist which can relieve the perceived limitations and tradeoffs between 
achieving sensitivity, resolution, and LER in traditional multi-component blended-PAG 
resists. This work also demonstrates the design concept that using single-component 
resists, either of polymer or molecule glass, is a very promising route to develop 
advanced resist materials with lithographic performance sufficient for NGL applications. 
 Beyond the experimental study, the fundamental effects of PAG incorporation 
into the polymer main chain on the lithographic performance of anionic polymer-bound-
PAG resists are investigated in chapter 8 using a mesoscale stochastic resist lithography 
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modeling. In the case of equal sensitivity, the anionic polymer-bound-PAG resist shows 
less resist CD bias, less LER, and larger resist process window than the blended-PAG 
analogs. The simulated resist behavior is in well agreement with the experimental 
characterization results in chapter 7. This work clarify that the major contribution to 
improved lithographic performance of the anionic polymer-bound-PAG resists is the 
reduced acid diffusivity that leads to a high resist contrast and thus small resist CD bias 
and less LER. This study also provides correlations and scaling factors between resist 
lithographic performance (i.e. resist CD bias and LER) and the fundamental parameters 
of a resist material (i.e. PAG loadings and acid diffusivity). These characterized 
structure-function relationships can help the future design and evaluation of novel resist 
materials. 
 A series of PAG and base incorporated resist polymers (the third generation of 
polymer-bound-PAG resists) are developed and their lithographic performances are 
investigated in chapter 9. These polymers show good thermal stability and high glass 
transition temperatures that can facilitate resist processing and longer resist shelf life. 
However only one base-incorporated cationic polymer-bound-PAG resist shows 
improved resolution and comparable LER without a significant loss of photospeed. 
Anionic polymer-bound PAG resists shows decreased resolution due to the loss of resist-
substrate adhesion that led to more substantial resist pattern collapse at larger feature 
sizes. Significant resist line bridging problems are also observed in several resist 
polymers, suggesting that possibly poor monomer compatibility and resist polymer 
compositional heterogeneity due to monomer reactivity ratio differences could be 
problematic in such resist material design. A successful development of this class of 
material requires the design of resist composition with more compatible PAG and base 
quencher functional groups. 
 Other important structure-function relationships of resist materials are 
investigated in chapter 10. The effect of polymer and PAG structure on PAG acid 
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generation under excitation (DUV) and ionization (EB) radiations are studied using the 
on-wafer ellipsometry of acid-sensitive dye method. Iodonium slats show significant 
polymer sensitization effect under DUV exposure. The higher electron affinity of the 
iodonium salts may provide higher probability of being an electron acceptor and higher 
acid generation efficiency through the polymer sensitization pathway. Most of the 
sulfonium, iodonium, and non-ionic PAGs show significantly improved acid generation 
efficiency in pHOST matrix if compared with the efficiency in pS matrix under high-
vacuum EBL. The inefficient acid generation in pS matrix may be due to the lack of 
proton source from the less reactive styrene cation. Poly(methacrylate) also enhances 
PAG acid generation under EBL, indicating that the ionized methacrylate subunit may 
provide easy proton source for PAG acid generation. 
 Increasing PAG loadings in the resist film shows linear correlations with 
decreasing reactive ion etch rate using silicon dioxide and polymer etch recipes. Polymer-
bound-PAG resists for EUVL shows higher etch resistance than those for 193 nm 
lithography due to the replacement of GB with HS subunit. Resist etch resistance is 
further improved by eliminating electron-rich ester linkages and fluorine atoms in PAG 
structures. However the observed etch performance of the polymer-bound-PAG materials 
containing various levels of PAG loading and different PAG structures can not be well 
predicted using current polymer etch rate models. This study suggests possible effects 
other than the primary polymer structure and composition may contribute to the 
improvement of plasma etch resistance of high PAG loading polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 
11.2 Recommendations of Future Work 
11.2.1 Advanced Resist Characterization Techniques 
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 The advanced resist characterization techniques developed in this thesis can be 
further extend and modified to enhance their accuracy and applicability to various resist 
materials and lithography conditions. For the technique which utilizes FTIR spectrometry 
to quantify resist film deprotection and determine PAG acid generation rate, the original 
model can be extend to study PAG acid generation in resist polymer with low-activation 
energy of deprotection by using detailed kinetic models to describe both the acid-
catalyzed and auto-catalyzed deprotection reactions of the resist polymer during PEB. 
The applicability of this technique to ultra-thin resist film (< 100 nm) can also be 
achieved by using a multi-bounce attenuated total reflection FTIR (ATR-FTIR) 
spectrometry setup to enhance the sensitivity and signal-to-noise ratio of resist 
deprotection quantification. 
 For the technique which measures PAG acid generation behavior in a polymer 
film using the on-wafer ellipsometry to quantify the absorption behavior of acid-sensitive 
dyes doped in the polymer film, a more detail physical model can be developed to replace 
the F parameter and further enhance the accuracy of this technique. In current model a 
single F parameter is used to describe proton-dye contact ratio in polymer films under 
different exposure dose, and thus different acid concentration. However in reality the 
proton-dye contact ratio is a function of acid concentration in a polymer film with 
constant dye loading. Exposure dose variation, as well as the energy deposition profile in 
the resist film (i.e. the standing wave intensity deposition profile) may contribute to 
variations of F parameters. Investigating the dependence of proton-dye contact 
probability on acid concentration in a polymer film can help to develop a more precise 
model for extracting PAG acid generation with this technique. On the other hand, 
studying the dependence of proton-dye contact on different acid property, such as acid 
strength and acid diffusivity, may also helpful to modify the current model and extend its 
applicability to the study of various novel PAGs. 
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 For the mesoscale stochastic experimental-modeling technique for determine acid 
diffusivity in resist film, current stochastic acid reaction-diffusion model can precisely 
describe acid diffusion behavior in resist matrix containing two different polymer 
subunits. Although the development of resist material tends to design resist polymer with 
multiple subunits to obtain the desired resist properties, the use of two acid diffusion 
coefficients may be already adequate to describe acid diffusion behavior in such matrix 
since the deprotected polymer subunits are usually much more polar than other subunits 
in the matrix, and a two acid diffusivity model can well represent this acid diffusivity 
switch behavior. This model can still be further extended to a model containing three or 
more acid diffusion coefficients to describe acid diffusion behavior in resist matrix 
containing more than two polymer subunits. However the use of model with many acid 
diffusion coefficients may result in the dependences between extracted acid diffusion 
coefficients. This effect should be evaluated before implementation. 
 
11.2.2 Structure-Function Relationships of Resist Materials 
 The development and characterization of polymer-bound-PAG resists 
demonstrated in this thesis show the promising route of designing a single-component 
resist material which can relieve the tri-lateral tradeoff between achieving sensitivity, 
resolution, and LER through increasing PAG loading capability, improving PAG 
distribution homogeneity, and confining acid diffusivity. This concept works well under 
optical lithography since the increase of PAG subunits is proportional to the increase of 
acid concentration under the same exposure dose. However current polymer-bound-PAG 
resists still surfer from the lack of sensitivity under EUV and EB lithography. Under 
high-vacuum ionization radiation such as EUV and EB, the mechanisms of PAG 
decomposition and acid generation are different from those under excitation radiation and 
the absorption of high-energy photons becomes non-specific to PAG molecules. Polymer 
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sensitization on the contrary becomes the major mechanism for PAG acid generation 
under ionization radiation as illustrated in chapter 10. The experience and rules built for 
PAG acid generation under excitation radiation can not be directly applied and utilized to 
novel resist material design. Systematic studies using the techniques developed in this 
thesis for investigating the dependences of PAG and polymer structures on PAG acid 
generation under ionization radiation are essential and will be highly useful for designing 
more sensitive PAGs and resist materials for ionization radiations exposure techniques. 
 One major limitation of resist resolution is the resist image blur induced by acid 
diffusion during PEB. Although current polymer-bound-PAG resists can achieve 30 nm 
1:1 L/S intrinsic patterning capability with several nanometer image blur as illustrated in 
chapter 7, such several-nanometer image blur will eventually become critical for future 
sub-30 nm resolution requirements. Acid diffusivity can be affected by acid and polymer 
properties as illustrated in chapter 5 that complicates the predictability of acid diffusivity 
and image blur behavior of a resist material. Moreover, as ultra-thin resist film (< 150 nm) 
is required for printing features with sub-50 nm resolution, the physical and mechanical 
properties of an ultra-thin resist film may be different to a thicker film since the interface 
effects may start to interfere and dominate the ultra-thin resist film property. Acid 
diffusivity in such ultra-thin resist film may be different to that in thicker resist films. A 
thorough study of the structure-function relationships between acid diffusivity and resist 
material properties will be of significant importance for more precise control and 
elimination of resist image blur caused by acid diffusion. 
 Another major limitation of resist resolution is the collapse of resist lines during 
the resist processing. As depicted in chapter 9, resist pattern collapse is mainly due to the 
unbalanced capillary force induced by the rinsing water/solvent in the trench between 
resist lines during the drying process. This capillary force is dependent on the surface 
tension of the rinsing water/solvent and the surface energy of the side wall of the resist 
line. As the continued shrink down of feature sizes printing on the resist film, the 
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reduction of resist pattern dimension results in a reduction of the mechanical strength of 
the resist pattern and the adhesion force at the resist line/substrate interface. Small change 
in resist composition may lead to dramatic response of resist pattern collapse behavior as 
illustrated in chapter 9. Figure 11.1 shows the structures of polymer-bound-PAG resists 
based on hydroxystyrene (HS), 2-ethyl-2-adamantyl methacrylate (EA), and 
triphenylsulfonium salt of 1,1,2 –trifluorobutanesulfonate methacrylate (TPS.TFBSM) 
PAG. The corresponding compositions and properties of these resist polymers are listed 
in table 11.1. SEM images of the maximum achievable dense feature resolutions of these 
resist materials are shown in figure 11.2. HS-EA-TFBSM resist shows a 45 nm 1:1 L/S 
resolution. Less than 5 mol% incorporation of fullerene (C60) or adamantanol (HA) 
subunits lead to dramatic losses of resolution due to serious resist line adhesion failure 
that cause pattern collapse problems. On the other hand, the side wall of a positive-tone 
resist line usually contains partially-deprotected polymer. The polar deprotected polymer 
subunits introduce hydrophilicity to the resist line and thus increase the capillary force 
acting on the resist line during the drying of the resist film. Based on these facts, it is 
expected that resist pattern collapse will become the most dominating factor of resist 
materials for sub-50 nm lithography applications. 
 A thorough study of the structure-function relationships between resist material 
properties and resist pattern collapse behavior will be necessary for understanding the 
fundamental causes of resist pattern collapse. Development of methods for reducing the 
surface energy of the resist line surface (i.e. the affinity between the surface of the resist 
line and the rinsing solvent) through the use of surfactants or cross-linkers will provide 





Figure 11. 1 Structures of HS-EA-TFBSM based polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 
Table 11. 1 Compositions and thermal properties of HS-EA-TFBSM based polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
Polymer Composition 
Resist Polymer 







HS-EA-TFBSM 38.5 56.2 0.0 5.3 2600 (1.6) 170 117 
HS-EA-C60-TFBSM 37.6 51.7 4.4 6.3 4300 (2.2) 203 162 





Figure 11. 2 SEM images showing the dense feature resolution of HS-EA-TFBSM based 
polymer-bound-PAG resists. 
 
 The ultra-high aerial image quality patterning technique developed in chapter 6 
provides the best protocol for studying resist pattern collapse behavior. The straight and 
uniform side wall of the resist line produced by this technique can facilitate the precise 
quantification of pressure and capillary force acting on the side wall of the resist line. An 
example resist pattern design for monitoring resist pattern collapse behavior is shown in 
figure 11.3.1 For a specific pattern dimension as shown in figure 11.3, the corresponding 
pressure difference P acting on the side wall of the resist line during the drying process 
can be calculated by equation (11.1). 
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Figure 11. 3 Design of resist pattern for studying resist pattern collapse behavior: (A) 












P θγ       (11.1) 
Here γ is the surface tension of the rinsing water/solvent. The pressure difference acts on 
the side wall of the resist line that causes the bending of the resist line. The maximum 
tensile stress σmax exerting on the outermost of the resist line/substrate interface is 
correlated to the Young’s modulus and the bending curvature of the resist line, This 



















Hθγσ      (11.2) 
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 At a certain point right before the resist lines permanently bend or unstuck from 
the substrate and resist pattern collapse occur, the critical stress σc in figure 11.3(B) 
describing the maximum tensile stress under which the resist line can sustain is 
approximately equal to the maximum tensile stress σmax experienced by the resist line at 
that point. The use of the high resolution patterning technique and the specific resist 
pattern design for the study of the pattern collapse behavior of a molecular resist 
composed of 95.0 mol% 1,1,2,2-tetra(4-hydroxyphenyl)ethane tetraglycidyl ether (4-Ep, 
Sigma-Aldrich) and 5.0 mol% triphenylsulfonium hexafluoroantimonate (TPS.SbF6, 
Midori Kagaku Co., Ltd.) is performed and the resultant SEM image is shown in figure 
11.4. The rinsing solvent for this resist material is isopropyl alcohol (IPA, Sigma Aldrich) 
which has a surface tension of 23.0 mN/m and a statistic contact angle of 6 degrees on the 
resist film surface. The width (W) and height (H) of resist lines are 40 nm and 275 nm, 
respectively. The width of the outer space (S2) is 200 nm. While continuously reducing 
the inner space width (S1) from 150 nm to 30 nm, resist lines start to collapse at a 125 nm 
inner space width. The narrower the inner space width, the more serious the pattern 
collapse behavior. The corresponding critical stress (σc) of the resist lines are calculated 
having the value of 10.2 MPa. Resist line critical stresses of a 4-Ep blend TPS.SbF6 
negative-tone molecule resist and a partially protected t-BOC pHOST blend TPS.SbF6 
polymeric resist are shown in figure 11.5. The mechanical strength of a negative-tone 
epoxide cross-linking resist is significantly higher than a polymeric positive-tone resist. 
Moreover, the critical stress of the 4-Ep negative-tone resist decreases when the resist 
film thickness is below 80 nm. This result demonstrates the existence of ultra-thin resist 
film effect on resist mechanical strength. Such results demonstrate the capability of 




Figure 11. 4 SEM image showing the pattern collapse analysis of a 4-Ep blend TPS.SbF6 
molecular resist. 
 






























Figure 11. 5 Dependence of resist line critical stress on resist film thickness of a 4-Ep 
blend TPS.SbF6 negative-tone molecule resist and a partially protected t-BOC pHOST 
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ACID GENERATION BEHAVIOR OF PAGS 
 
Figure A. 1 TPS.PFBS acid generation under DUV exposure. 
 
 




Figure A. 3 DPI.TFMS acid generation under DUV exposure. 
 
 




Figure A. 5 TBI.TFMS acid generation under DUV exposure. 
 
 





Figure A. 7 MPDMS.TFMS acid generation under DUV exposure. 
 
 





Figure A. 9 TPS.TFMS acid generation under EB exposure. 
 
 





Figure A. 11 TPS.F4.IBBS acid generation under EB exposure. 
 
 





Figure A. 13 DPI.TFMS acid generation under EB exposure. 
 
 





Figure A. 15 TBI.TFMS acid generation under EB exposure. 
 
 











MATLAB CODES FOR RESIST LINE SEM IMAGE ANALYSIS 
clear 
 
% Parameters for SEM image process and analysis 
FILE_NAME='file_name.tif';      % Set image file name 
FILTER_SIZE=2;                    % Set Gaussian filter size (pixel) 
BACKGROUND=70;                    % Set background intensity subtraction 
LINENO=1;                          % Set # of lines measured 
IMAGE_ROTATE=0.75;                % Image rotate angle 
 
% Resist line parameters 
X_MEASURE_L1=810;    % Set start X measurement pixel (left edge) 
X_MEASURE_R1=870;    % Set end X measurement pixel (right edge) 
Y_MEASURE_START=90;               % Set start Y measurement pixel 
Y_MEASURE_END=660;                % Set end Y measurement pixel 
SIGNAL_THRESHOLD_LEFT=0.55;            % Set signal threshold (left edge) 
SIGNAL_THRESHOLD_RIGHT=0.55;  % Set signal threshold (right edge) 
 
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n'); 
fprintf('Line Edge Roughness (LER) analysis program\n'); 
fprintf('1: Line edge profile analysis\n'); 
fprintf('2: Sigma(L) vs L analysis\n'); 
fprintf('3: Height-height correlation analysis\n'); 
fprintf('4: Spatial-frequency analysis of LER\n'); 
fprintf('------------------------------------------\n'); 
 
ACTNO=input('Choose one analysis method:'); 
 
% SEM image input & modification 
[z_origin,map] = imread(FILE_NAME);   % Read original image 
z_input=imrotate(z_origin,IMAGE_ROTATE,'bilinear'); % Rotate original image 
z=wiener2(z_input,[FILTER_SIZE FILTER_SIZE]);  % Filter rotated image 
z_sub=double(z)-BACKGROUND;   % Background intensity substation 
z_sub_nofilter=double(z_input)-BACKGROUND; 
z_max=max(max(z_sub(1:660,:)));   % Maximum pixel intensity 
z_max_nofilter=max(max(z_sub_nofilter(1:660,:))); 
z_sub_norm=z_sub/double(z_max);   % Normalize pixel intensity 
z_sub_norm_nofilter=z_sub_nofilter/double(z_max_nofilter); 
 
% Pixel size calibration 
x_calib_left=200;    % SEM scale bar left edge (pixel) 
x_calib_right=350;    % SEM scale bar right edge (pixel) 
y_calib=716;     % SEM scale bar Y position (pixel) 











    if z_input(y_calib,xi)<200 
        x_calib_peak(peakno,1)=xi; 
        peakno=peakno+1; 












    pix_length=calib_length/((x_calib_peak(2,1)-(x_calib_peak(1,1)))) 
end 
 








    x_thred=0; 
    measure_no=measure_no+1; 
 
    for xi=x_measure_left:int16((x_measure_right+x_measure_left)/2) 
        if z_sub_norm(yi,xi)>SIGNAL_THRESHOLD_LEFT 
            x_thred=x_thred+1; 
            x_measure_thred(x_thred,1)=xi; 
        end 
    end 
         
    for xi=int16((x_measure_right+x_measure_left)/2):x_measure_right 
        if z_sub_norm(yi,xi)>SIGNAL_THRESHOLD_RIGHT 
            x_thred=x_thred+1; 
            x_measure_thred(x_thred,1)=xi; 
        end 
    end 
         
    y_measured(measure_no)=yi; 
    l_edge(line_measured,measure_no)=double(x_measure_thred(1,1)); 
    r_edge(line_measured,measure_no)=double(x_measure_thred(x_thred,1)); 









% Option 1: Line edge profile check 
if ACTNO==1 
    subplot(2,1,1), plot(linspace(1,x_size,x_size), z_sub_norm(300,:),'-k', linspace(1,x_size,x_size), 
 z_sub_norm_nofilter(300,:), '--k', linspace(1,x_size,x_size), 
 SIGNAL_THRESHOLD_LEFT, '-.k'),; 
    subplot(2,1,2), plot(l_edge,linspace(Y_MEASURE_END, Y_MEASURE_START, 
 (Y_MEASURE_END- Y_MEASURE_START+1)), 'k.', 
 r_edge,linspace(Y_MEASURE_END, Y_MEASURE_START,  (Y_MEASURE_END-
 Y_MEASURE_START+1)), 'k.', l_edge_avg_plot,linspace(Y_MEASURE_END, 
 Y_MEASURE_START, (Y_MEASURE_END-Y_MEASURE_START+1)), 'r-', 
 r_edge_avg_plot, linspace(Y_MEASURE_END, Y_MEASURE_START, 
 (Y_MEASURE_END-Y_MEASURE_START+1)) ,'r-'); 
 
    for yi=Y_MEASURE_START:1:Y_MEASURE_END 
        z_input(yi,l_edge(:,yi-Y_MEASURE_START+1))=0; 
        z_input(yi,r_edge(:,yi-Y_MEASURE_START+1))=0; 
    end 
    imwrite(z_input,'lercontour.tif','tif');   % Mark edge profile on SEM image 
end 
 
% Option 2: Sigma(L) vs L plot 
 
if ACTNO==2 
    m_pitch=3; 
    for edge_pix_length=90:m_pitch:560 
        for i=1:(edge_pix_length)/m_pitch 
            l_edge_pickup(line_measured,i)=l_edge(line_measured,i*m_pitch+10); 
            r_edge_pickup(line_measured,i)=r_edge(line_measured,i*m_pitch+10); 
        end 
     
        % Calculation of CD and LER 
        l_edge_pickup_avg=mean(l_edge_pickup'); 
        r_edge_pickup_avg=mean(r_edge_pickup'); 
        CD=(r_edge_pickup_avg-l_edge_pickup_avg)*pix_length; 
 
        sum_LER_l=0; 
        sum_LER_r=0; 
        for j=1:edge_pix_length/m_pitch 
            sum_LER_l=sum_LER_l+((l_edge_pickup(line_measured,j)-    
 l_edge_pickup_avg(line_measured))*pix_length)^2; 
            sum_LER_r=sum_LER_r+((r_edge_pickup(line_measured,j)-
 r_edge_pickup_avg(line_measured))*pix_length)^2; 
        end 
        LER_l(line_measured)=(sum_LER_l/(edge_pix_length/m_pitch))^0.5; 
        LER_r(line_measured)=(sum_LER_r/(edge_pix_length/m_pitch))^0.5; 
              
LWR(line_measured)=((sum_LER_l/(edge_pix_length/m_pitch))+(sum_LER_r/(edge_pix_le
ngth/m_pitch)))^0.5; 
         
        line_length(edge_pix_length/m_pitch)=edge_pix_length*pix_length; 
        CD_line_length(edge_pix_length/m_pitch)=mean(r_edge_pickup_avg-
 l_edge_pickup_avg)*pix_length; 
        LER_line_length(edge_pix_length/m_pitch)=0.5*(mean(LER_l)+mean(LER_r)); 
        LWR_line_length(edge_pix_length/m_pitch)=mean(LWR); 
    end 
     
 275
    subplot(2,1,1), plot(line_length,CD_line_length,'k.-'); 
    subplot(2,1,2), plot(line_length,LER_line_length,'k.-',line_length,LWR_line_length,'k.-'); 
 
    Average_3sLER=LER_line_length(end)*3 
    Average_3sLWR=LWR_line_length(end)*3 
    Average_CD=CD 
     
end 
             
%Option 3: Height-height correlation 
 
if ACTNO==3 
    d=pix_length; 
    N=Y_MEASURE_END-Y_MEASURE_START+1; 
 
    for line_measured=1:LINENO 
        for m=1:600 
            sum_G_l=0; 
            sum_G_r=0; 
            for i=1:N-m 
                sum_G_l=sum_G_l+((l_edge(line_measured,i+m)-l_edge_avg(line_measured)) *  
  pix_length-(l_edge(line_measured,i)-l_edge_avg(line_measured))*pix_length)^2; 
                sum_G_r=sum_G_r+((r_edge(line_measured,i+m)-r_edge_avg(line_measured)) *  
  pix_length-(r_edge(line_measured,i)-r_edge_avg(line_measured))*pix_length)^2; 
            end 
            G_l(line_measured,m)=(1/(N-m)*sum_G_l)^0.5; 
            G_r(line_measured,m)=(1/(N-m)*sum_G_r)^0.5; 
            r(m)=m*d*pix_length; 
        end 
    end 
     
    G=0.5*(mean(G_l)+mean(G_r)); 
    plot(r,G,'k.-');     
end 
 
% Option 4: Spatial-frequency analysis of resist line 
 
if ACTNO==4 
    for line_measured=1:LINENO 
        l_edge_fft(line_measured,:)=fft((l_edge(line_measured,:)-
 l_edge_avg_plot(line_measured,:))*pix_length); 
        r_edge_fft(line_measured,:)=fft((r_edge(line_measured,:)-
 r_edge_avg_plot(line_measured,:))*pix_length); 
        PS_l(line_measured,:)=(abs(l_edge_fft(line_measured,:))).^2/(Y_MEASURE_END-
 Y_MEASURE_START+1)^2; 
        PS_r(line_measured,:)=(abs(r_edge_fft(line_measured,:))).^2/(Y_MEASURE_END-
 Y_MEASURE_START+1)^2; 
 
    end 
    PS=0.5*(PS_l+PS_r); 
    Freq=(1:(Y_MEASURE_END-Y_MEASURE_START+1))/((Y_MEASURE_END-
 Y_MEASURE_START+1)*pix_length); 
    plot(Freq(2:(Y_MEASURE_END-Y_MEASURE_START+1-10)),PS(2:(Y_MEASURE_END-
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